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Earth To Pass Through Photon Belt 
4/25/ 92 HATONN Ones will fight out toward the ones if possible. Know that the petitions planet. I will call you in about a week 

who are oppressing or taunting. I can are heard and as we can find time we when I return. I am going down to 
THE PHOTON BELT only remind you ones that God an- will respond because these are very explore a bit of Mexico. Regards, 

Audio Transcription swers all prayers and perhaps your precious, very beloved beings. Please R.” 
perceived enemy is also praying for be patient with us as we grope through I have great frustration from my 

Gyeorgos Hatonn present in ser- God to solve his problem, Wisdom the time restraints of the physical scribe. The firstresponseisthat, well, 
vice unto the One Source of Light and justice are always from two vary- dimension. but X should know the validity of this 
which is All Source. ing directions. What is right for one Another situation that has come to information because it is all expressed 

In this place we are a bit at a loss will not be presumed right for an- bury us in paper-workare the myriads in the PLEIADES CONNECTIONS 
as to how to bring current in- 
formation into your attention. Much 
very valid, current editorials are 
sent to us. Our effort was to 
respond to letters with as much 
personal input as possible, although 
Z repeat to you ones, please do not 
ask us for personal input to be 
responded to via this placement. 
Our mission in this place is to bring 
knowledge which is suitable unto 
the multitudes and if Aunt Minnie 
cannot find her spectacles and, 
precious ones, I understand the 
reason that you would write with 
such inquiries and it is fine if you 
write to me with those types of 
perceived prayers, if you will, but 
I shall decline to answer them via 
this mode of communication. We 
have very precious ones who are 
completely involved in their life as 
it circulates around their beings. 
Some of these ones are in their 
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and in prior JOURNALS even be- 
fore the PLEIADES CONNEC- 
TIONS regarding our connections- 
this earth connection with Pleia- 
des--and our own person should be 
privy to that information and not 
have to require that Hatonn speak 
on the subject because it will be 
repetition with the exception of 
dated material. Hatonn never gives 
dated material. I will give you 
generalities, I will give you what is 
projected by others and sometimes, 
or maybenot, makecomment about 
it because, as you are moving into 
these latter days of experience on 
the planet, you will find that many, 
many prophecies and projections 
from the past are coming into inte- 
gration now. 

The Pleiades 
I don’t want to speak on whether 

or not a channel or speaker is valid 
or invalid--only on information-- 
and our effort is to give you whole 

shadow years as you count, in their other. These are physical, earthly, of inquiries regarding certain elements Truth, whole cloth from which to cut 
80’s, and I honor them and I respect conscious quarrels. God is about your of that which we have written, but your garment so that when it is fin- 
them as the elders having grown into soul progression and if you’re harbor- more specifically, writings from other ished it has all of its parts and not a 
these shaded, years. The years of ing hate then you’re not harboring placements asking for thorough corn- missing collar or a missing arm hole. 
change have been very difficult for God, but for elderly ones who cannot ment as in this example: I have a note I have no way to update JOURNALS 
these beings for they have watched a remember from day to dayeven what sent to one of our people in this except through these messages and, 
world descend from respect of elders was their quarrel, I just can honor location and it is-appended to a very therefore, we will be making more 
into total disrespect of all things, all them, give them respect and ask them good presentation which was pub- and more audio tapes which will also 
property and all people. to seek God and find peace and solace lished in Australia and let me just be transcribed for your use and YOU 
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quote it. “Dear X. This data comes will have to upgrade those JOUR- 

U.S. Postage Paid 
through, via fax, from Australia on NALS. Without that prior informa- 

Tehachapi, CA 
April 14th from one of my contacts tion youare notgoing tounderstand it, 
down there. Try to find out what still. For instance, this particular 

93581 Hatonn will come up with concerning document in point is extremely valid, 
Permit No. 0020 this matter. I’ve said for years that extremely important and it regards the 

Or Current Occupant 
nature would intercede and never al- Photon Belt. If you have not read the 
low these culprits to take over the 

Please see PHOTON, next pax 
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Introduction 
To Hatonn 

l/13/92 #l HATONN 

I am Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn, 
Commander in Chief, Earth Pro- 
ject Transition, Pleiades Sector 
Flight Command, Intergalactic 
Federation Fleet. You may call 
me Hatonn. I am come in service 
unto the ONE GOD of Lighted 
Creation, and as “Host” unto 
His people who will be brought 
into His places long prepared for 
you. My own “Captain” is 
Sananda, the Christed Being you 
have called by many names--now 
one totally with Creator/Cre- 
ation. [Sananda: simply mean- 
ing of/with God]. We are not 
“mystical” nor even “mysteri- 
ous” aliens. We are the “Hosts” 
sent in preparation for His re- 
turn, bringers of Truth according 
to His promise and to reveal the 
lies foisted upon you to claim 
your souls for the physical evil 
Elite controllers. We come in 
total love and without intent of 
force, coercion or judging. 
“Judgii” is a state of evalua- 
tion of self in the presence of 
Creator in which actions iu the 
physical experience are evalu- 
ated. 

The information within the doc- 
uments revealing Truth, THE 
PHOENIX JOURNALS and LZB- 
ERATOR, are the outlays of lies 
and hidden facts for which you can 
find confirmation. If you don’t 
know the problems and the source 
of the problems, you can have no 
solutions. 

I do not “channel”; I transmit 
on a frequency attuned to my “re- 
ceiver” who is simply a translator 
of the pulses into English. This is 
true of* all receivers who receive 
from any of this Command come 
forth with God for this transition of 
species and planet. 

The receivers mostly have no 
reference for material given until 
after the giving and then, only for 
their own confirmation and yours. 
My petition is that you pay no 
attention to this resource if it is 
confusing and uncertain unto 
you--LET TRUTH STAND 
ALONE IN ITS PRESENTA- 

THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR 

PHOTON, cont. from previous page this dream time. Their calendars a cycle, a circle, a spiral and this one 

PLEIADES CONNECTIONS and un- ended on the 17th of August, 1987, in that you’re in is a great vacuum or a 

derstand electricity, light and its func- your counting. That is why we num- great sucking spiral and it’s leading 

tion and its projection, you have noth- ber and label the writings on a daily ever downward into blackness and 

ing upon which to base information of basis--this being your year five. The despair for you, the people. You are 

an educational nature regarding this 12,000 year cycle is abit off. We have clutching at straws and the straws are 

story no matter what I tell you be- labelled the progression of time and sinking because of the lies and the 

cause, to lay a foundation, I would consciousness levels of man on the facade thrust upon you. The freedoms 

have to repeat what is in some seven planet in two or three places in the have been removed while the politi- 

JOURNALS to allow you to under- PLEIADES CONNECTIONS. So cians and the elite anti-God people 

stand that, for instance, there is only I’m not going to go into that. I’m not have taken control. If you just stop 

one kind of electricity, one kind of going to go greatly into this null time and look, you can see the Light at the 

light functioning into capacities. or when the system rests, but it will be top and you can grasp and take our 

There is not a positive electricity mentioned here and therefore, I must hand and together we can come up out .__ _~.II _._ AL ^. . . 
and a’ negative electricity and if ones mention it. ot that despair. 

, write a story under these assumptions, 
~ the conclusion may even be correct, 

but the information is erroneous. I can 
only ask you ‘to go back and get that 
information else much of the current 
information is going to be very fright- 
ening to you and this is a very, very 
good example because it’s going to put 

~ into your vernacular and your perspec- 
tive basically what I have been talking 
about--about a brilliant light which 
will blind and then followed by dark- 
ness which will come with the appear- 
ance of the entire Heavens falling. 

If you have not understood and 
studied carefully that which was given 
in the PLEIADES CONNECTIONS 
by Pleiades contacts before this, be- 
cause we are your elder brothers, we 
are from whence will come the in- 

I formation. We are efforting to give 
you explicit instructions and pulling 
these final prophecies into some rea- 
sonable mode of your ability to com- 
prehend them. 

Because this one is so very im- 
portant, I’m going to take it bit by bit 
and then we will be able to discuss it. 
I’m not going to take the time required 
to go into “Now I’m going to quote 
and now I’m going to speak and, etc. ” 
We’re going to just handle this as a 
general dissertation, please. 

The studies have shown that your 
solar system is about to enter a cosmic 
cloud. This is a part of a 12,CKKl year 
cycle--or so man on earth is project- 
ing. Now there was an article written 
in approximately 1981 that was very 
thoroughly and well documented. This 
came out of Australia and we honor 
those ones. For one thing, they have 
had the Aborigines of that nation, 
Australia, to come out of their dream 
time expecting the cycle to end and 
now know that the new cycle has 
begun and they are in this period of 
what you can call a null or a void, 
awaiting the unfoldment of these times. 
I have told you over and over that these 
Aboriginal people, the hu-man people 

i as given the name by God, have ended 

All over your world people are 
grasping and reaching out for these 
little bits and pieces of knowledge of 
enlightenment. Your hope for the 
future and the future of your children 
in a world of growing degradation is 
uppermost. The prophets of doom of 
which, brothers, I am not one, if 
anything, if you must label me a 
prophet, call me a prophet of hope and 
fulfillment. I do not come with doom. 
I come with your way off there--or a 
new resurgence of lighted knowledge 

If you are not moving in that 

on your place. 

direction but continue to demand that 
which is of totally the physical plane 

Those prophets of 

in greed and lust and misbehaviors or 

doom, as you want to call them, 

breaking the laws of God, you’re in 
trouble and it is doomsville. They’re 
telling you truth. 

preach physical horror and annihi- 

This is one of the 
darkest planets in the universe and it’s 

lation. Well, precious ones, it de- 

one of the most beautiful planets in the 
universe, but you go farther away 

pends on which side of the coin you 

from the Truth and teachings of God 
of Light and go more and more into the 

are in service or in serving. If your 

clutches of doom, as a matter of fact. 
And all of the rebuttal, all of the 

service and balance is unto the lighted 

disagreement that you might feel about 
it actually has little impact on the 

God, you will be moving back into 

physical changes unless you take ac- 
tion and move back with that pendu- 

following those guidelines given to 

lum swinging unto the Light because, 
as you are going, you are headed for 

you for harmony and balance on your 

that destructive pause at the end of the 
pendulum swing. 

planet. 

At the end of the 
cycle it will either come back into 
Light or it will end in devastation so 
that you can begin again. 

I don’t know how better to explain 
it than to say it’s like a great, great 
vortex. Everything in your universe is 

Precious ones, the Truth some- 
times is so simple that you miss it. It’s 
right in front of you and yet, you end 
up not seeing it or if in seeing it, it is 
so overwhelming or so blatant that you 
choose to ignore it and, in ignoring it, 
you must then look and try to find a 
much more complicated answer to 
things and yet God is simplicity-- 
open, completely open. Only mystery 
and mysterious because you have not 
yet understood all, but there is nothing 

Now we have to go back to some 
of the most fundamental thought pro- 

mystical related to God. Nothing 

cesses which are completely outlined 
with diagrams and in total in the 

hidden, nothing intentionally kept se- 

PLEIADES CONNECTIONS by 
Germain. 

cret from you. 

You’re going to have to 
start with a little atom and those cute 

Just illusive to you 

little electrons that run around it. I’m 

- until you can grasp understanding, but 

not even going to go into gravity, etc., 
and how a substance seeks its own 

the answers are there right in fronq of 

density because if you have not stud- 
ied that, it isn’t going to make sense to 

you all the time-staring you directly in 

you anyway. So I’m going tojust push 
right on by this and let you know that 

theeyes, right in the face, and it’s your 

the entire thing, the entire subject lies 
in that one little atom. Dr. David 

passport out of this vortex. Unless 

Anderson, I believe his name was Carl 
David Anderson, did some very in- 

you get out of this vortex, you cannot 

sightful writings in the early 1930’s 
and that material is still very valid. 

move into a more positive future. 

He 
has not really grasped the truth of 

That is gained through experience and 

there only being one pulsed wave 
action and he chooses to still call 

learning. 

things by a bit of an erroneous label. 
For instance, when hediscovered anti- 
electrons as he calls it, positrons, he 
gave them names according to what he 

Please see PHOTONS, next page 
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PHOTONS, cont. j-om previous page Let’s talk about a band of energy. This should have more of an im- stars at least move within some given 

perceived in his discoveries and they’re By speaking of band, I call ita binding portant ring to you when you realize system. Just as do your revolving, 

alright for the purpose of this kind of or a thing, a group, a belt, if you will, that, being so attached from our life cycling, spiralling planets. 

a discussion because where we will go and this belt, this photon belt or band source, we’revery similarinbeingness, So another made a great study of 

is to the photon--to light. So the little was discovered in your place in outer in Creation. When planets of your the system--this wondrous system of 

errors in the statement are not massive space in the early 60’s. Now I’m solar system get in trouble as you Pleiades of which your sun is a part-- 

enough to require great instructions talking about 1960. Where was it have, many ones are often shifted to and it was discovered that at absolute 

because that has already been given before that and why had not you found Pleiades--to various and sundry plan- right angles to the movements of the 

and you can find it in diagrams, but it? Because you ones live in this ets in Pleiades--and you will have to suns, a Photon Belt--or also called 

this man discovered a little particle, a narrow little world of lies. It was not realize at some point that much of your Monasic Ring--a phenomenon which 

little element, a little being, that was that it was not there and that it was not populations come from Pleiades. That scientists have not yet been able to 

somehow, in his acceptance, an anti- coming up in your perceived future at is the source of your ancestry. Pleia- reproduce with laboratory instruments, 

electron and he chose to call it a some point because that would be a des is different from your solar sys- was noted. Now it takes your sun 

positron. As you moved on then in logical sequence of this spiralling illu- tern, however, because in Pleiades 24,000 years to complete an orbit of 

advanced technology, you moved into sion in which you are acting out your there are several other suns and all of your own system and as seen or could 

the 1950’s and with that kind of infor- experiences, but at any rate, let us just them have orbiting planets or different be seen by a diagram. (See diagram at 

mation to back it up, a couple of other go with the story and say in 1961 it was singular planetary systems. You’re end of article.) That orbiting cycle is 

particles were discovered and those discovered. Well, they get around to going to find that some of your great divided into sections. There’s the 

were labelled anti-protons and anti- telling you what they want you to astronomers will be getting more and 10,000 years of “darkness” and this 

neutrons. Well they perceived when believeby saying it was through means more attention as more phenomenon is the period as you know it now-- 

an anti-particle is formed it comes into of one of your satellites--that instru- comes from the heavens and one, daytime and nighttime--and the 2,OCKl 

existence in a universe of ordinary ments got out there and you could FrederickBessel, has shown that there year period of all light and again 

particles and it is only a matter of time, measure these things and there’s no is a proper motion of some 5.5 set- 10,OOOyearsof “darkness”and2,OOO 

in fractions of a second, before it’s point in arguing it. It’s good enough, onds of arc per century in that same years of light. Now what does this 

going to meet and collide with an it’s there, it most certainly is there. direction of Pleiades. mean? Well basically it means that 

electron. Well, what in the world would this Now you’ve got a lot of false you’re now poised, precious ones, to 

Now, these things cannot be new, have to do with Pleiades other than information and ones who have writ- enter this Photon Belt. It’s inevitable 

can they? Only the perception, only possibly information having come ten great future shock stories and that you do so and your own people 

the ‘ ‘finding” of these things is differ- through this manner of com- much science fiction, such as Issac (and this takes it out of the realm of an 

ent because within the laws of the munication? Well, it has a lot to do Asimov, will say that you can, there- invisible voice), your own people have 

universe, those laws of physics, uni- with Pleiades and I would ask that you fore, assume that all the stars in this worked diligently and they have come 

versa1 physics, these are always listen up here. Pleiades is called the cluster (meaning the Seven Sisters) up with the probability that it cannot 

present. So they didn’t just happen in Seven Sisters by ones on your planet, are the same chronological age. Well, be past the end of your century. What 

the 1930’s and.the 1950’s. So it means by the ancients. It’s recognized as the you can’t say that because you don’t does it mean? It means that you’ve 

‘they are either reintroduced into your Wee Dipper or always the Seven Sis- know that and there cannot be such an completed the full circle and you’re 

‘environment after having somehow ters by any language. It’s an esti- assumption if you understand any- now back at the beginning, precious 

been removed or they were always mated--this man has estimated it as thing at all about Creation and forma- ones. 

‘there and you just didn’t know it. 400 light years away from earth. That tion of planets, their purpose and their It is described in detail in your 

That’s what higher education and is incorrect. It is a little over 500 light creation. That is like saying, “Well, Bible, even with its flaws. Histori- 

knowing is about, the unveiling of the years from planet earth and that really Pluto and Earth must be the same tally they could not remove the truth 

mysteries. is quite a remarkable difference in age. ” That is an assumption you of this. They could not just write it 

Well, these charges cancel each accuracy*. cannot make where you have no facts away because through the oral tradi- 

other in the laboratory and, when they This little group of stars, which is upon which to base it. tions it was known that this would 

do that, the total mass of the pair is not little at all, but only in your Now Dr. Halley, or you some- come again and, therefore, it had to be 

then converted into energy in the form perception, forms the basis of mythol- times call him Haley, but it’s spelled a portion of the prophecies. So it’s in 

of photons and now we have at least a ogy in many, many of your countries H-A-L-L-E-Y, who studied the posi- your Bible; it is in all of your valid 

bit of an assumption upon which you that once ruled your world, were the tionofthestars, madenote that at least books on mythology; it’s been told to 

can visualize this. You have now had highest, the highest in knowledge in three stars were not in the spots in you by that one you really enjoy, 

these two particles come into contact, your world. In Greece, for instance, Pleiades as recorded by the Greeks. Nostradamus and, quite frankly, by 

merge and basically become a con- the Seven Sisters were all integrated Well does that mean that the Pleiadians your modem day scientists if any one 

verted form which we’ll call a photon with theGreekgods, completely, corn- get around a lot or there’s great shift- would but listen to them. They’re so 

and, of course, what you actually now pletely utilized in the mythology of the ing or maybe you just don’t under- busy feeding you lies and putting up 

hold is the unprecedented powerful Australian Aborigines in their dream stand the system and maybe you don’t telescopes and radioscopes so that 

source of energy. The thing that time and in the ancient Chinese my- understand what a star ship is and they can hear if we’reout there. They 

controls your planet is energy and the thology. The books are tilled with the how, under controlled mental author- know that we’re out there. They’re 

ones who can control the energy uti- association with these Seven Sisters ity, you can move anything ? You picking up this transmission right now. 

lized by you-the-masses, control the constellation. Ones made a special don’t know what you’re looking at and It’s you that they do not wish to know 

world. That is the elite bankers. They study of the Pleiades. For instance, star ships can very frequently move that we’re out here. 

are not your friends. They are your years ago one by the name of Sola was very rapidly. Like with the speed of But let’s quote your scientists. 

enemy. Obviously, the planet cannot an outstanding researcher into that thought. I did not say light; I said This is what they say. If the earth 

continue in its abuse. It’s damaged. particular constellation and you’re thought. Well Mr. Halley discovered enters first into the Photon Belt--get 

The logical, balanced approach to going to find that the Pleiades were that the difference was so great, in this--the sky will appear to be on fire. 

energy is through these photons--light. discovered that they form a system of fact, that it was unlikely that either the Very, very, incredibly bright, very 

I’m not even going to consider whether which your sun is a part. Now that Greeks or Halley could have made a damaging to the eyes, but not to be 

or not light is a source of heat or cold. may end up being very interesting to mistake. It wasn’t like they were just concerned, they say, just be assured 

Light is. Light is the source of all you, but the fact is, it should be most so close that both could assume and this is a cold light. Well, as a matter 

things. God is Light. urgently important to you. therefore, you have to know that these Please see PHOTONS. next pa:. 
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PHOTON, cont. from previous page going to have immediate darkness and cited, all atoms will change, things 

of fact, the sun is cold. Heat is not this is now even computed, at your will become luminescent. There will 

what you perceive those big flashes speed traveling through space, to last be then constant light. There can’t be 
from the sun to be. Space is cold, some 110 hours, approximately. darkness. Not within the deepest 

precious ones, and that sun is shining Nobody can be absolutely sure. This cave, not within the human body. So 

right through that space. So heat is not would run you into the fifth day, the you’re going to have to realize that 

created by what comes off that sun. It p ro’ections having been that there will there will be a perception of total J 
is created as it comes off and as it again be three days and nights of total dark- voidance of light, but then lumines- 
enters into atmosphere. ness without the sun rising. The cent objects will begin to create their 

If the sun enters this Photon Belt interaction between the solar radiation own light system and then, according 

first (because it’s invisible and you’re and the Photon Belt will make the sky to your biblical projections, all the 
not going to literally be able to see it; look as if full of falling stars because stars will fall from the sky and the sky 
this is an instrument reading), but if y ou’re going to get reflected matter. will be no more. Well it isn’t logical, 
the sun enters that belt first you’re As the earth moves into this radiation is it, and where will it fall to and where 

belt all molecules will become ex- will they fall from? 
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That is the mysticism approach. 
Please go and study your lessons. It is 
not mystical. It has a foundation of 
pure physics upon which to base knowl- 
edge. So what can you expect next? 
Well, it’s expected that the rotation of 
the earth will diminish, speeds are 
going to change, impacts are going to 
occur and you don’t know enough 
about it so you cannot calculate it. 
Because of the reduced solar radiation 
the temperature can be expected to 
become cooler and then the ice caps 
are expected to extend down to a 
latitude of about 40 degrees in both of 
your hemispheres. This simply indi- 
cates, just as your history books can 
tell you, that you have had at least five 
what you call “Ice Ages” which have 
been recorded and these seen-i to last 
about 2,ooO years. 

So it can be noted that in the world 
communication centers and fixed sat- 
ellites, U.S. bases and experimental 
sightings are within the “safe zone”. 
Is that by design or by accident? 
Obviously, somebody knows. 
Someones have enough historical 
knowledge to know where to place 
these things. So what are you faced 
with? You’re faced with having to 
wonder about you, yourself. There 
are at least three types of people in 
your cosmos.. .corporeal, like you- 
solid and human; atmospherious or 
atmospherean, also solid to a point, 
but the molecular structure is quite 
different, and ethereans, with no mass 
at all--energy forms. 

When you enter the Photon Belt a 
normal, healthy person is expected to 
feel ajolt similar to putting your finger 
in a live light socket. It’s a true shock. 
This is like going through a light wave 
and some bodies cannot stand it. The 
transformation, however, will becom- 
plete. You will, in that period of time, 
have changed from a Corporeal per- 
son to an Atmospherean person and if 
you can’t make it, you’ll be changed 
to immortality and here comes the 
important concept--without the sepa- 

THE PHOENIX -IIBERA TOR 

ration from death and it will happen in 
the twinkling of an eye. Your theolo- 
gians have written at great depth on 
Bible characters and they assert that 
they have lived in the period of light. 
The sky and atmosphere was different 
and apparently it never rained. 
Nostradamus, in his quatrain about 
the end of the world as you know it in 
1999, “and it will rain no more, but in 
40 years, it will be normal.” 

An Aboriginal myth said, “Men 
were different to what they are now. 
We had a bridge to the stars. ” In all 
their stories if they fell out with the 
chief or elder, they fled to the sky and 
so did the Greeks. So it appears that 
space travel is simple when you’re 
within that Photon Belt, you see, be- 
cause you come into total Light. 

The year 1962 was the year that 
you came within the influence of that 
Photon Belt. And what happened in 
1962? In the late 50’s, well, all 
through the 50’s and into the 60’s, 
were great years for the sighting of 
UFO’s and you still go back to that 
period of time just before you begin to 
enter into this Photon Belt when 
sightings were the most pronounced 
and you did not yet have the technical 
capabilities that you do today and, 
therefore, the sightings were more 
valid than they are today. As you 
move closer and closer you’re going 
to have more unidentified flying ob- 
jects and persons surveilling your place. 
This is a great time of change--of great 
responsibility for the cosmic brother- 
hood. 

Does this mean you came more 
closely in range of space travelers? 
For space travellers often use that 
Photon Belt, that Light Belt--because 
you see, thought is a projection of 
light. What do you come up with? 
That possibly it’s easier to travel 
through that Photon Belt? Well it is 
and for space beings not quite as far 
advanced as some others who travel 
by thought projection, you need that 
speeded up perception of time through 
light. Since you don’t have this expe- 
rience with which to relate in your 
educational process, it’s very hard to 
comprehend, but it’s very, very sim- 
plistic if you’re looking in from where 
we look. 

I have a little reminder for you 
ones who forget your stories, even the 
far-fetched ones. I’d like to go back 
to what Eric von Daniken found when 
visiting South America in his search 
for Chariots of the Gods. It was 
discovered that there was a tribe which 
was given an object by the “Sky 

Please see PHOTON next page 
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People” thousands of years ago. They 
have the oral traditions, everything is 
handed down, but the object still exists 
and they tend it very, very well. They 
were told by these Sky People to keep 
it clean and to listen and watch and 
when it hums like a thousand swarms 
of bees, we will be returning. Well, 
it started humming, friends, about 
1978. So now you have a cosmic 
alarm clock alerting you to the coming 
of the Light. 

Now aren’t we finding this in- 
teresting? I certainly hope so because 
you have had a description in detail of 
how this works and this is a very, very 
important timing clue. In fact, some 
civilizations live permanently within 
the Light and when your planet leaves 
this period of Light and returns to the 
10,000 years of darkness, what hap- 
pens to them? Do they return to the 
Light and wait your eventual re-entry? 
Ah so! When we speak of remnants, 
of what do we speak? Somehow isn’t 
it beginning to make a little bit of 
sense? 

What happened to those Mayans? 
The- Mayans departed hurriedly with 
the message also of their return which 
scholars will now say is imminent. 
Well, how so? There are rock carv- 
ings around the world and they all 
show drawings very, very similar to 
the system of Alcione. It’s important. 
Then you have Hall Lightening--a 
phenomena about which littleis known. 
Could this be little pockets of the 
Photon Belt? Little utilized balls of 
electricity? Please note these are 
being considered and have been seen 
before every earthquake. Might not 
they have something to do with the 
time of the cycle in which you are 
experiencing? 

You may as well realize that these 
little craft are also always showing an 
interest in your nuclear installations 
because that’s a serious, serious prob- 
lem to unleash Where you could 
make it through undamaged, the re- 
lease of nuclear energy can devastate 
the planet. So what will happen to a 
reactor within the belt? Photon energy 
is the energy of the future and reports 
indicate Photon rockets on experi- 
mental craft. You have it now. The 
headlights, if you will, appear to beon 
the rear of the craft. That is because 
you are utilizing light for the thrust 
system. When you have a system of 
Photon density, what may have been 
a very cumbersome, slow craft, now 
becomes very speedy and very effi- 
cient and during that period of time 
you would be able to do great and 

wondrous things in space technology 
just as have the Russians with their 
space platforms and their light particle 
beams, etc., theircosmospheres. They 
have learned to utilize a lot of this 
Photon energy and you have not yet 
perfected it well enough to get beyond 
their defense system. 

Because the radiation of your sun 
will be modified by that Photon en- 
ergy, is why your scientists only pay 
small lip service to the development of 
solar energy? You could have had 
massive amounts of energy, but you 
have noted--note please, that it is 
very, very scarcely used. 

So let us think a-minute about your 
planet coming out of the Light and into 
the darkness. Well, the Aboriginal 
mythology says, “You were cast out 
into darkness and were much afraid, 
so the Gods gave you a sun to warm 
you and a moon to see at night. ’ ’ If the 
ice caps form within the light years, 
then the increased solar radiation when 
leaving the belt must surely melt the 
ice and, therefore, you will have 
floods. If it doesn’t rain within the 
period of light, then it’s certainly 
understandable, isn’t it, why Noah 
might have been extremely awed by 
the sight of that first rainbow? The 
Gilgamesh talks of .great floods, but 
that, precious ones, was ,apparently 
10,000 y.ears before Noah’s flood. So 
look again at the cycles. 

You think a lot about your world 
and the effect on a single person. It’s 
natural to name self as the first thought 
in your existence, but what about 
humanity as a whole? Is it not con- 
ceivable, precious ones, that many 
people cannot, will not, survive the 
initial jolt if they’re not prepared for 
it? If the ice extends to latitude 40, that 
covers half the USA and most of 
Europe and Asia. That’s a lot of 
people without a home and will they 
be accepted in other countries? In this 
limited space of fertility, will it be 
possible to support untold millions? I 
think you know the answer to that and 
I think you must come into realization 
that your politicians know the answer 
to that. They are prepared to attend 
their own needs in either event, they 
think. They have made preparations 
in places like New Zealand, Austra- 
lia, in the Southern Hemisphere right 
at the Antarctic so that of these times 
come, they have protection. It is only 
you, the masses, who will perish and 
make transition, This is what they are 
preparing for and they will prepare for 
this with the inclusion of war so that if 
they are wrong in one perception, they 
can make it through and rebuild at the 

proper time or the proper sequence 
according to their desires. 

This is not however, the remnant. 
It’s a very serious time. I’m not going 
to place years as have some of your 
prophets. I’m not interested in years, 
for if you are prepared, it matters not. 
If you are not prepared, it matters not. 
What will make you get prepared for 
such a transition? Only education and 
Truth can give you the freedom to 
make this transition. Ignorance will 
not see you through it. Ignorance is 
worthy of God’s forgiveness for acts, 
but if you don’t know what you’re 
about or where you’re going, if you 
have no goal, you cannot arrive. So be 
it. May God walk with you. 

This, again, is Gyeorgos Hatonn 
continuing with the subject regarding 
the cosmic cloud, or Photon Belt, as 
we have been discussing it. This is 
April 25 th in your year 1992. 

I have been discussing relation- 
ships with Pleiades, orbiting cycles, 
etc. I believe that you need a little bit 
of summary because when you get 
into this electromagnetic null zone 
which you are going to really begin to 
feel the impact of very soon and, by 
yournextyearinyourcounting, 1993. 
Because of the reaction of the particu- 
late and its electrical charges, you’re 
going to have even more radioactive 
material released, still bearing its ra- 
dioactivity, falling back toward your 
earth, seeking its own density. All of 
these things are shocking but all of 
these things we have discussed at great 
length, more particularly in the PLE- 
IADES CONNECTION volumes be- 
cause this was an outlay of how factu- 
ally and physically sequences emerge 
in your experience. Always remem- 
bering, please, that anything ‘to do 
with the physical manifestation of the 
human entity, this thought projection 
from God in manifestation, is not 
spiritual as such. It is an illusion of 
experience in a format of coalesced 
material and elements which make up 
your very beings. 

I would caution you as we move 
along here with this discussion not to 
assume, as some ones project, that this 
is The Transition or somehow magi- 
cally you will move into a 4th or 
higher into a 5th dimension. When 
you speak of dimensional changes, 
you cannot put finite levels onto them. 
You are living and experiencing in 
what is called a 3rd or 2nd dimen- 
sional compression. 

There are typical factors involved 
in this manifestation. You have the 
five senses with which to deal. The 
physical aspect is totally encompass- 

ing of your being and your thought, 
your consciousness. You are not able 
to comprehend a timelessness or a 
spacelessness and if you do not study 
your lessons, you shall not be able to 
understand it because there is a per- 
fectly logical physics response to the 
question of, “What do we mean, that 
everything is happening at once?” 
because in your dimension everything 
happens according to time. 

In the outer dimension, every- 
thing occurs according to sequence of 
events; therefore, it is highly unwise 
for ones to give a specific date to some 
happening because all factors can im- 
pact that date and cause it to not be 
accurate. Usually ones projecting a 
date only give the adversary advan- 
tage. Sometimes that is exactly what 
is planned so that other ones receiving 
that information can say, “Well noth- 
ing you said has come to be, ” and 
energy plays go into effect to affect 
and effect the coming events to either 
stall them, speed them up or, depend- 
ing on its purpose, pull them off at the 
right time depending on what is wished 
to be accomplished and these things 
can be done on the physical plane. The 
physical plane cannot affect, how- 
ever, the spiritual plane except as man 
descends into that allowance. You 
have to agree to be “had”, in other 
words. You cannot be made a fool of 
by another. Only you can allow that 
to happen to you, as a for instance. 

We’re going to talk a little bit 
about the null zone. This is an electro- 
magnetic zone where there is an en- 
ergy vacuum and there is an absence of 
electromagnetic fields. Everything is 
canceling everything. 

Your solar system, whether you 
can accept this or not, you will at some 
point know that this is true: you are a 
part of the larger Pleiades solar system 
and this solar system is just about to 
enter a cosmic cloud which, as I have 
said, is recognized by the label of 
Photon Belt or Manasic Ring and it’s 
a part of your Earth Shan’s earth, if 
you wish. It’s a part of a 24,000 year 
cycle of events and this event has 
occurred on a regular basis ever since 
the Creation. Every time you come 
around in this spiral, in this circle, 
you’re going to hit it. All of this 
revolves around solar systems, solar 
systems out from solar systems all 
revolving around Alcione which is the 
sun, central sun, of Pleiades and 
you’re, let us say, the seventh solar 
system out from that sun. So a lot of 
changes have to take place regarding 
your ability to live closer to that great 

Please see PHOTON, next page 
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central sun. 
I cannot be more specific than to 

say that this Photon Belt, through 
which you will pass, generally is in a 
duration because it will vary some- 
what, expand and contract as all in this 
universe do expand and contract, but 
you can by rule of thumb say that this 
Photon Belt passage represents some 
2,000 years of your timing in your 
earth solar system. 

Now the null zone influence where 
you have this energy vacuum--and this 
is very important because it will affect 
you greatly during this relatively short, 
short period of time--but as you make 
those changes it is going to be exactly 
like a space craft in front of your car 
interfering with all electromagnetic 
pulses and killing your motor. You’re 
going to go into nullville. 

The major influence will be of 
about 120 hours, some 4 to 5 days in 
duration. You’re going to have some 
signs and indications of its approach. 
You’re already getting some of them. 
You’re going to, number 1: have 
some very strange lighting--strange 
colors in the sky--and a perception 
actually of less light even though it be 
mid-summer in your time zone. It will 
seem a little less lighted to you. In 
other words, you’re going to have a 
gradual darkening of the planet itself. 

You’re going to note that some of 
the animals, most of you will not 
notice it, but you’re going to have 
early hibernations and some animals 
even moving into hibernation in the 
early fall if it comes into the fall, you 
see. Bight now you have already 
experienced that wherein many of the 
animals have just gone into longer 
hibernation. 

In all of the United States, you 
have just experienced the warmest 
winter since you have been keeping 
records. This is one of the signs of 
approaching this belt. 

You’re going to pick up more of 
what you think is Tinnitis and you 
ones who ,experience what we call 
those Woodpecker pulses are going to 
recognize the difference. Also, ones 
such as Dharma, who pick up the very 
shrill or very high pitched frequency 
of our transmission, will recognize 
this as just from time to time you will 
simply be conscious of this humming 
sound that seems to come from all 
around you and has no source of 
transmission that you can find and, 
along with that, you’re going to have 
more and more experience with uni- 
dentified flying objects that are not 

from your place because you have more easily. 
surveillance crews watching over you. Ones want to pin it tiown and say, 
Don’t let that concern you because “That’sthe5thdimension. You’reall 
most of what you are experiencing going to move into the 5th dimen- 
now in your skies are earth made, sion.” No, you will not all move into 
earth-manned craft sent forth for you the 5th dimension. Many of you will 
to experience under the assumption simply experience some most incred 
that they are alien craft. They are not. ibly terrifying times wondering what 

Right now, in these few years right in the world is happening, but the 
at this time, you’re in what is known whole of you and the whole of your 
as a Space/Time overlap and you’re planet will not be moving into any 5th 
getting increasing cosmic bombard- dimensional level of experience. 
ment of the polar regions which is in The final process of the Space/ 
fact causing melting of the polar ice Time overlap will be an interfacing of 
caps. This is also releasing some built two evolutionary structures. This is a 
up, what you would call in an engine, touching or an integration in some 
torque. Torque is also something like experiences between this 3rd and 4th 
the pressure built up in an earthquake dimension of experience and an expe- 
fault, for instance. This is manifesting rience of the 5th. 
itself as volcanic and earthquake ac- Because of theexpansion and com- 
tion along Earth’s crust fault lines, but pression of this Photon Belt, if you 
the little quakes or the specific quakes will, it’s very hard to predict with any 
that you might be experiencing right accuracy (especially with instruments 
now are manmade, man-triggered for on your place) which will enter this 
their own purposes. band or this Photon cell first--the 

You just experienced one in the planet or your sun--and, therefore, 
Palm Springs or Palm Desert area of you’re going to have to be prepared 
California and that was man-made. for each and both because there will be 
The hope was that it would trigger the a relatively short but very, very im- 
San Andreas Fault and a lot of hoopla portant impacting time during those 
came out with that earthquake that anywhere from three to five days that 
within the next few hours you would it takes to adjust. 
probably have the “Big One’ * and Now if the sun enters first, there 
everybody went helter skelter, run- will be immediate darkness. This is 
ning hither and yon, unprepared as going to last about 120 hours and then 
usual and each hour that passed they it will move into continuous light 
said, “You get safer and safer,” so because you will be refocusing mag- 
everybody immediately goes back to netically and this pulls you more into 
sleep. Those are intentional. I would the orbiting system of Pleiades where 
ask that my ones pay close attention to you’re going to have at least two suns 
those and act accordingly. That par- and we’re not talking necessarily of 
titular quake in that particular loca- the larger central sun other than that at 
tion can give you incredible in- any given time for a long period of 
formation regarding one of the projects time you will be experiencing a form 
you’re working on, regarding the grow- of light or sunlight throughout your 24 
ing of chlorella. So let us take every hours. You won’t be having darkness 
opportunity in what theadversary does because of the balance of the rays from 
to allow for whatever lessons or in- either direction. 
sight you can gain from that informa- If the earth enters first, you’re 
tion . going to have the phenomenon occur 

I better explain a little bit what a which basically is more dreadful to us 
Space/Time overlap is. It’s when because you will act probably in panic. 
Electromagnetic-Magnetohydrody- In the dark you may act in panic, but 
namic changes begin to take place there’s very little you can do other 
prior, just before entering this null than run into things. If the light comes 
zone and this moves, we can call it, and you’re unprepared for this type of 
Life Zone of gravitational compres- light, you’re going to be damaged, 
sion into a larger graviton spectrum. seriously damaged. 
Now you’re going to have to under- Now you’re experiencing what 
stand and go back and read what I have they call “Ozone Holes” and extra 
given you on gravity to truly under- ultraviolet rays. No, you are expe- 
stand this. It will let your mind adapt riencing the coming into this Photon 
more easily to a new frequency, this Belt and you’re going to have to 
new type of light coming in, and it’s consider this to be x-rays, invisible 
going to allow you a much lighter penetrating rays of light, and this can 
compression so that you can come into be extremely damaging. Your scien- 
knowing and moreunderstanding much tists, your higher elite controllers, 

know about this. There has been great 
discussion and great attempts made to 
ignite that radioactive belt about your 
planet which will then bum for ap- 
proximately three days and then these 
Photons can be drained off, but in this 
period of time it is going to be in- 
tensely hard on the eyes and if that is 
ignited it is going to cause massive 
blindness completely encircling your 
globe. 

At any rate, the sky will appear to 
be on fire but you will know that you 
made it past that point, at least, in 
security and safety, and with adequate 
protection you will be fine because 
this isacold light. In other words, you 
will not get burned as in a heat bum, 
but it will be a penetrating type of light 
(and your bodies are not prepared for 
that type of light) so you’re going to 
have to begin to consider a protection. 

The interaction between the solar 
radiation and the Photon Belt will 
make the sky look as if it is full of 
falling stars and all the molecules will 
become excited and atomic structures 
will change and all things will become 
luminescent. You will all glow in the 
dark, so to speak. Then there will be 
constant light following this period of 
darkness, but you’re not going to have 
the day and night rotations which you 
take for granted for that entire next 
cycle. 

Now, you’re entering the very 
outlying lip of the null zone and you 
entered that some years back but the 
effects really began to get serious in 
your 1991, early in the year. You are 
literally being moved, shifted into a 
different location in the galaxy and it’s 
a location where you will, as I said, get 
light from two suns. 

Now, ones want to call this the 
‘ ‘ascension of planet’ ’ . No, it isn’t the 
ascension of a planet. It is a place 
created for the inhabitants who make 
the transition and this will probably 
take place during the period of the null 
zone when everyone is responding to 
the correct vibration frequency so that 
it is easier for us to get you off your 
planet and replaced onto the new and 
the more beautifully created place 
where you will have more balance and 
harmony to continue. That is not 
necessarily the 5th dimension. You 
don’t go from a mental mind set of 3rd 
dimension automatically into a 5th 
dimension. It just doesn’t work that 
way. 

The ones on a higher level of 
understanding and knowing will prob- 
ably go at least to the 5th dimension 
but you will set up a society in Truth 

Please see PHOTON, next page 
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PHOTON, cont. from previous page moon or stars. ” Well, precious ones, and not know of this Photon Belt that earth with some kind of electromag- 

in that dimension and continue with there’s not going to be any electricity. you’re going’to pass through. There netic pulse system. It gets harder and 

manifested experience but without the The batteries will simply not work. is no way that it has been missed, only harder for you to distinguish which 

evil counterpart to pull you down. That means cars will not run and after m have been lied to. would be mother earth or universal. 

This is where you will come into a day or so, you won’t have any water, So the next big deal is “when?“. 

knowing and higher, greater knowl- you won’t have any gasoline. You’re “Well, Hatonn, when, when, when?” Thereis one very interesting thing 

edge of your worthiness as a creation going to be pretty hard up so you’d I can only tell you what the indications that will happen, the phones won’t 

of Creator. better be a little bit prepared. It’s are. I do not even necessarily agree ring, either, and that could begood for 

Now a lot of you have been told, going to be as bad or worse than in an with them, but because I want you tape-makers! 

and especially if you have been ex- earthquake because everything will prepared and ready, I’m going to tell The reason that I’m not going to 

posed to the “Keys of Enoch” which just simply be shut down and auxiliary you the worst scenario. It will not be give credit or denounce that particular 

some ones consider to be a very valid power is not going to fill the need, fill later probably than the end of July. time projection is that you are already 

Bible, Holy Bible, prophesies of how that void. Electric power generation Many predictions put it right on the into the fringes, and have been for 

it will be. Well, I’m not going to get systems on your planet utilize earth’s 25th of July of 1992. That’s not very some time, of this Photon Belt. Your 

into prophesies or how it will be magnetic grid to function and there- far from now and you’re already expe- adversary has perfected technology 

because, you see, the oral traditions of fore, no grid, no electric power. riencing a great many pulse system enough to utilize it to his own advan- 

the Ancients of Wisdom and the wis- You’re going to have to make sure strikes that are nullifying your electro- tage and it’s why you must know about 
you have adequate food and water for dom-keepers have handed forth all of at least a magnetic field. You are having plane your enemy who is doing these things 

this information. So, it’s hard to tell 
week 

. Now that’s for crashes. You are having ball lighten- to you, and what their game plan is and 

what one has brought with him into everywhere. You who are prepared ing around, before and during earth- by when do they expect to take the 

this experience or what has been handed for earthquake damages will probably quakes. You are experiencing earth- planet. It goes along, precious ones, ’ 

down historically and it really doesn’t be all right if you have an alternative quake action with preceding explo- with the year 2000 plan of total global 

matter because you are now being method of heating your food or heat- sions. This indicates a striking of the Please see PHOTON, next page 

given instructions so that you can ing your room by a little propane or G 

count your timing. And information something. I wish that I could offer PHOENIX OPERATORI 

is being opened up to you and genetic you more in the form of generating 
capacity, but most of your interim PRE-FLIGHT 

OWNER MANUAL 

files, for instance, are being returned By Sananda, Lord Michael, St. 

to the planet for your discovering generators simply are not going to Germain...SlO.OO 

again so that you can make this tran- work either. They will come back into **OPERATOR/OWNER 
MANUAL ON TAPE 

sition and begin to heal the damaged service for you first, if you have your 

planet and the damaged physical be- own generator run by a separate fuel !$20.00...(FOUR TAPES) 

system than, say, your big electric ThisJGURNAL contains instructions and ;“*c 
, rules to live by which will keep you 

firmly on the lighted path of God. The 1 
Cosmic Brothers explain that by under- 
standing and living by God’s Laws of 
Balance, you will obtain your ticket for 

I graduation off of this planetary dimen- 
sion. This manual presents the Eighteen 

I Cosmic Laws of Balance of God includ- 
ing The Highest Law of The Creation, 
How to Recognize the Anti-Christ Within, 
Understanding Personal Responsibility 

I and the Twelve Deadly Sins (Errors). 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE 
PHOENIX, VOL. I 

By Jesus Sananda, Lord Michael & 

St. Germain...SlO.OO 

There’s great thought that your 
whole solar system will be picked up 
and reseeded in a different vibratory 
dimension in the galaxy. Your whole 
solar system will come into closer 
proximity to Pleiades and you will be 
rearranged somewhat, but reseeded, 
no, it is not quite like that. So don’t 
get carried away if ones say, “Oh 
well, they’re going to now reseed 
every planet and upgrade civiliza- 
tions, etc.” That is not so. That is not 
going to happen. 

grid because many things are going to 
be happening at the same time as this 
shock hits. 

So, what do we have? The solar 
system will actually be projected off 
the lip or off the edge of the null into 
that different operating system--that 
different frequency, harmonic fre- 
quency, tone--and you’re not going to 
need these dense physical bodies that 
you have. Does that mean you have to 
get rid of your body? Many will 
because you’re not going to be pre- 
pared to make that transition. How- 
ever, what will happen will be a 
further lightening weight-wise, alight- 
like density, vaporous density almost, 
which then can be compared to a 5th 
dimensional being. 

Everything will be jolted tremen- 
dously and therefore, you are going to 
haveearthquakes and other geographic 
types of incidences occurring which 
will also probably interrupt your flow 
of lifeline necessities, especially to the 
western coast, say California. Be- 
yond the San Andreas Fault, you can 
expect to be without those lifeline 
services at any rate. So, you need to 
be prepared with water, toilet facili- 
ties and some manner of heat. In other 
words, you must be prepared to be 
without electricity for some 4 days to 
a week and that means that you’ll need 
some alternative means of lighting and 
cooking or be prepared with foods that 
do not need cooking. 

This JOURNAL continues the series of 
spiritual instructions for Earth Humans 
transmitted by the Master Teacher and 
Spiritual Guardian of Earth, Jesus 
Sananda, with contributions by Archan- 
gel Michael and St. Germain. Some 
Topics: Testing - The Creation - The 
Healing Power of Forgiveness - Friend- 
ship and the Path to Oneness -The Power 
of Unity - “New Age” Nonsense - Under- 
standing “Restless” Feelings - Exploring 
the Root Cause of Insecurity - Knowing 
Your Intent - Discernment, Insight and 
Wisdom. 

You’re going to end up with people 
completely panicked. This is why the 
instructions so far have been to stay 
absolutely indoors. During that pe- 
riod of time, keep off the roads. Some 
people are going to literally be blind 
and it is going to be very, very danger- 
ous to travel. 

I believe, I’m searching my 
memory banks, but I believe if you 
would refer to the Book of Revelation 
somewhere in the early, early chap- 
ters, maybe chapter six, you’ll find 
that is says, “There will be no sun, 

Now, these are the things that are 
simply going to happen. They are 
known by your scientists that they will 
happen. You cannot be sending any 
probes at all into your atmosphere and 
into the reaches of space to any extent 

SPIRITUAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR EARTH HUMANS 
BY THE MASTER TEACHER SANANDA 

Receive 15% discount when purchasing aII four books 
$34.00 for books -‘$42.50 for 3 books and tape, 

Shipping - UPS $6.75 - Bookrate $5.50 
Send check or money order te America West, P-0. Box 986 Tehachapi, Cn. 93581 

l-800-7294131 

SATAN’S DRUMMERS AND THEY CALLED HIS 
By Sananda...SlO.OO NAME IMMANUEL: I AM 

[n this deeply disturbing JOURNAL, Jesus SANANDA 
3ananda exposes the truth about the en- By Sananda & Judas IscarIoth 
:rgy called “Satan”, the adversary to God $10.00 
>f Light. Satan’s, fall from status as The story of the life of the one known as 
Lucifer” is outlined. We learn how to Jesus of Nazareth (Immanuel) is told by 
ecognize evil and how to protect our- Jesus and his disciple and scribe, Judas 
elves from it. Satan’s presence is docu- Iscarioth. Judas Iscarioth’s name is 
nented within “Satanic Cults” with spe- cleared and the actual one who betrayed 
:ific cases of demonic possession, con- Immanuel is revealed. Absolute clarifi- 
rol, murder, sexual perversion and ritual cation is given about the numerous falsi- 
acrifice of babies, children and animals. fications and misconceptions concern- 
ropics include: Satan’s Beginning - ing Immanuel’s teachings and his life, 
;atanic Commandments - Witchcraft - such as: The purpose of His Life, His 40 
iatanic Symbols & Music. days with Cosmic Beings, His Crucifix- 

ion and Resurrection and His journey 
after his resurrection. 
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PHOTON, cont. from previous page give you specifics. I’m not going to let ripen in August because that tree is next dimension of experience. Therein 

control. Even if there was the ability you fudge on your homework. You going to produces its apples for you to lies what it is you’re searching for. 
to guarantee a day and a moment of sayy “Well, why don’t you give us pickevery August and you’regoing to How do you get past that and into 
something like this happening, you what we need?” We have, to the tune wait or pick early or whatever the understanding and, of course, it is 

must go back to what I have told you of some 56 books now. cycle of that tree might be. through the soul. You’re not going to 
prior to this about life. What is life? I can tell you that (or actually So, you’re going to have to think achieve this kind of understanding and 
What is this experience? You are a remind you) that all things, all bodies of life as beginning at birth and ending knowing through the physical aspects 
portion of the whole of it, any segment are continuous, spiraling, cycling, in birth. You can’t continue to think of your experience. There is no way. 
of which can change that whole. If absolutely continuous. They never in erroneous terms. Man of earth It can only be experienced from the 
you understand and can comprehend cease but they do reverse their poten- literally has written reincarnation out soul. The soul is the fulcrum from 
the projection of manifestation of Cre- tial. They reverse their potential twice of his books because it lessens the which the polarized lever of motion 
ator/Creation, then you can see that in every cycle of their eternal journey control that human man has over hu- extends to manifest thepolarizedbody, 
under the right set of circumstances within and beyond the range of your man man. You’ve not learned to think but all those bodies are then divided. 
this could be called off instantly. It sensing by compressing into visibility of it as a continuity such as the cycle, Therefore, by the same token, all 
would be simply un-created. and then expanding into their invisible say, of a piston stroke in an expansion/ bodies are polarized. 

Don’t worry so much about new seed recordings. Now if you don’t contraction engine, yet, one is just as Now, what does that mean? It 
appearing planets in your solar sys- understand what that means, I suggest continuous as the other. Somewhere means a body which is divided into 

tern. I’m asked about this every day, you get PLEIADES CONNECTION, about your middle life expression, two seemingly separate male and fe- 
“Well, what about this black hole that Volume 7. All of these bodies are your regenerative power reverses and male parts because of two opposite 

wasn’t when wegot there?“and “What expressed in cycles and a cycle is a you begin to die just as you begin to conditions which cause that seeming 
about this new planet?” and “What continuous 2-way spiral journey from live that first half of your cycle, but separateness, but the whole universal 

do we talk about this star over here?” theexpanded conditionofabody to its what does that mean? It means that body is polarized into these mated 

and “There was a star over here.. . . ” opposite compressed condition and you’re only getting ready to begin pairs. It is also multiplied into com- 

What you are not being told and what back again to its wondrous expanded another cycle as you end that one pressed light waves of matter which 

you are not capable of perceiving is condition* You have it happening because nature balances all of her you can see, and into expanded waves 

that you are shifted, you are being every day. It’s called Day and Night divided cycles. If the visible body which you cannot see, and this gets, 

shifted. You are in the process of now and each is the opposite half of the disappears, it means only that the again, into the lessons as given for 

shifting and it doesn’t mean that ones other, just as is one’s breathing in and whole life is shortened somewhat for your study and your higher under- 

are coming into your solar system. It Outa this particular cycle and it will balance standing so that, as you come to these 

means you are moving on into a higher You see, you have a cut and dried itself out and you don’t have to really places in your cycles, you will be able 

level of solar orbiting. perception of things such as life. What worry about it. to move into the next portion without 
You must comeout of this me-ness actually is daylight? Why do you have To you who have studied your panic, without fear and simply move 

about your comer of this little uni- daylight? Why do you have dark? lessons and, as we speak of this null forward. 

verse or this great universe or the Well, let’s look at it from a side of time, I don’t want you, please, to I would ask you to please note 
whole universe. You are but a part of physics, Daylight is nothing in the consider this void time or the void- what takes place in your political 

it. You are not the center of it and you world but light compressed and you ante point and I’m not sure just how arena. It’sespecially prevalent at this 

are now coming into, let us call it, the can’t label everything either dead or to express it so that you do not misun- moment since you are now into your 

inhaling of the Creator portion. He’s alive because you can’t logically state derstand it because it’s a very impor- called “election year”. Look what is 

sucking you back to the central source that invisible night light is somehow tant difference. YOU see, actually happening with your nation relative to 

and other things will be appearing in dead. You can’t truthfully say that there is not avoid in experienceas you other nations in your hemisphere and 

your telescopes because there’s much only those things which respond to enter this null time or this null cycle, on theentireglobe. TheUnited States, 

going on out there, not the least of your senses are living and others which this few days. You are still experienc- for instance, was making a move to 

which are those considered planets are beyond your senses are dead. I ing. You arejust experiencing differ- bring some troops and some more 

and stars that are actually starships and don’t even understand, for instance, ently and there is no gap, there is no added power and confusion into Peru 

they do appear to be moving closer to when we spoke at the Community void inany other portion of thecycling is.what brought down your plane, not 
you because they arecloser to you, but Church when we were asked to con- to interrupt the absolute continuity of the lies that you have been told. Your 

guess who’s moving? Isn’t it an sider a Pleiadian’s view, or my view, every effect of motion into its opposite plane was five hundred miles from its 

interesting concept? This is only a if you would, of reincarnation. I can’t effect. The cause of all effect is customary course and what would a 

clue. This is only a sign. Don’t go off even understand why you have to ask eternal and if there were any gap or C 130 cargo plane, a huge cargo plane, 
the deep end. “The sky is not fall- yourselves whether or not you believe any void or discontinuity in effect, be doing with Air Force troops, mili- 

ing,” as Henny Penny says and after in reincarnation or do not believe in it. precious ones, cause could not be tary personnel? Those are geared for 

this period passes, things will come A human being is a unit of an im- eternal. So this is a part of the flying, in andout, cocaine, and unfor- 

back on-line. You will notice, it has perishable eternal idea from Creator. continuing spiral in an effort to reach tunately for you ones, you have to face 

happened overand over scattered places Human’s body manifests that idea. this point of voidance where there is the fact that that is a very large busi- 

about your own nations. Different When his body disappears, it passes rest because there does come one ness for the United Statesof America, 

cities have gone off grid, electricity beyond his sensing but his identity as voidance point where all is at rest. the shipment of cocaine. There is so 

shut down, radar systems have mal- idea cannot be other than continuous, At this time, you have a limited much more to every political move 
functioned. This is sometimes done just as infinity ad eemitY are an- range of perception and it’s born the than meets theeye that you’re going to 

deliberately, other times it is simply a tinuous. You can go another step and ideaof discontinuity within you. Your have to look beyond what you are 

fluke, a passage through this zone, I can remind you that the form is just concept of death is one of the results of shown so that you can know the truth 

this null zone. as visible to us in this dimension as it that gap in your range of perception of it. These are all distractions. These 

After this period of time, ev- was to you in yours. It’snever changed and it’s something you’re going to areall very physical-oriented impacts, 

erything should work completely well in the vision or idea of God, its source, have to go beyond in understanding. bombardmentsagainst you, the people. 

and then, of course, you will begin to and therefore, it cannot cease to be, Therefore, you’re going to have to You’re going to have to separate what 

experience more daylight, more day- For instance, sometime you can pick reconsider and come into understand- is soul evolution from what are the 
light, more daylight. I realize you apples from a certain tree. In October ing of this absolute cycling of all cycles, ordinary cycling of planets in 

ones want specifics. I’m not going to you cannot pick those apples if they things before you can move into the Please see PHOTON, next page 
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Consciousness Defined 
424192 #l HATONN 

THE OLDEST WISDOM IN 
THE WORLD TELLS US i?HAT 
WE CAN CONSCIOUSLY UNITE 
WITH THE DMNE WHILST IN 
THE BODY; FOR THIS MAN IS 
REALLY BORN. 
Consciousness is defined as: 

“aware, mentally awake or alert and 
intentional”. This word is also one 
which obviously indicates “action”, 
having changed from unawareness into 
awareness, etc. Are you determined 
to remain in ignorance while you take 

your physical opinions along lines of 
the physical while expecting to unite 
with the Divine? Or, shall ye lift up 
your vision to allow God to tell you 
how to unite with that divineness? Oh, 
I see, you went to an Ashram and 
someone (usually a MAN) told you 
how to unite with God? Did it work? 
Is perfection in peace overfilling thine 
being? So, why does not ALL MAN 
understand? Because you can only 
learn from the physical experience-- 
how to achieve the divine. Further, if 
you vote-out the guidelines in order to 
allow the journey as YOU DESIRE IT 

PHOTON, cont. from previous page 
the universal order of the solar sys- 
tem. You are coming into higher 
integration with the higher brother- 
hood of man and, at the same time, 
you’re having the adversary of the 
higher brotherhood fighting out a battle 
for control of your planet on your 

met. 

Conspirators’ 
Hierarchy: 

The 

Committee Of 

300 
Dr. John Coleman 

$16.95...(plus shipping) 
Few know of the existence of this 
most secret society consisting of 
300 people who contiol world af- 
fairs through a network of inter- 
locking banks, financial institu- 
tions, insurance companies, news- 
papers, radio and television sta- 
tions, For;tune 500 corporations 
who have at their service intelli- 
gence agencies of several nations . 
This book rips the lid off the top 
conspiratorial body in the world 
today who plan and direct all the 
events making the headlines. 

To order contact: 
America West 

l-800-729-4131 

NEW BOOK RELEASE 

TO BE, you have only lied to self for forth a prophesy some years ago. It 
the ultimate judgment of readiness is was not ready for publication but ones 
made by the Divine Source. took it upon themselves to decide the 

If this all be true then why “do” time was ready. In it the years of 
anything? Because you won’t know action and changes were listed--but 
“Divinity” when you find it if you man had not studied his lessons and 
know not that for which you search did not correctly decipher the mes- 
and serve. If you know not what is sages. For instance 1992: “Theearth 
“wrong” with yourperceptionsnow-- will have its true reality formed. It 
how will you ever find the path of will join the sisterhood of planets, the 
lighted wisdom? Daughters of Copperwoman, and it 

will create within itself all forms of all 
HOPI PROPHECIES things in harmony with the every- 

thing.” 
The Hopi “Human People” put Do you see “harmony”?? Have 

you joined other planets?? Who’ is 
Copperwoman, much less, the 

It’s coming through to you in the fact, that you are now able to, by &;&ten of?? -HOW WILL YOU 
form of political speeches, ideology taking DNA particles from plastic FN OUT THE TRUTH OF IT? 
that SOYS, “One World, New World substance introducing it into plant Wiuyougo forth in your own dim- 
Order”. This sounds likegrandorder substance, create plastic that will be tion as Ied by some MN who 
with freedom for all but that’s not biodegradable. Why is that less far- “claims” to know all? Or, shall ye 
what it is. In fact, I wonder how many fetched? But it’s true. YOU Ones arc lien for the instructions sent from 
Of YOU Xhdly have a definition of going to have to catch up with the God via His Hoa who have at- 
Mr. Bush’s New World Order that he times because there is an entire va- bked wisdom through their jour- 

likes to spout off about and under the cancy, a vacuum where you have been 
guise Of which he gives away your given nothing but lies on your media 

neys? will you be fighting over 
whether or not Saturday night a&& 

nation in the most heinous, treasonous and in your press so that you will teq k accept,&lef Or, will YOU be 
manner on your place to date. What believe exactly what you are told to fmding out what God MU& that 
did this President Bush mean after believeand it is to keep you blinded so you do and be? It h up to you, 
winning a non-war, after, this horren- that, as the cyclic changes come, you &udenh (&&s>. 
dous affront to your world and your will be terrified, uninformed and you I see, you now say you will wait 
senses called the Gulf War? He an- will automatically depopulate your around and maybe 1993 will bring 
nounced to you that you’re in the era own planet. 
of the New World Order. Well, what Now, I cannot do this for you. 

perfection showered upon you. So, 
1 1993: “We will see a whole new way 

in the world did he have in mind? How have no intention of doing this for of perfection. There will be plants 
many of you know what he meant? you. I have no intention of inter- on this Grandmother Earth that 
Let me tell you what the 5th Socialist ventlon. ‘l’hls person sending in- will give life and sustenance as never 
International Congress in England de- formation on this Photon Belt asked before seen. Starvation on the 
fined it as being: ‘ ‘The New World this question and then states, ‘ ‘I knew ear&-all those things will be gone.” 
Order is a world order that has a Super they would intervene before these HOW is this going to come 
National authority to regulate world culprits could pull down this world. * ’ about? WHO WNbtigthese things 
commerce and industry. An Intema- No, we will not intervene. You will into being? me Israelis, your Gov- 
tional Organization that would control go right through the cycles and that is erment, how about George Bush 
the production and consumption of not intervention. When the proper or de Klerk in South Africa where 
oil. An International Currency that sequence of time for integration is at the muItltu& am -wing and dy- 
will replace the dollar and a World hand, there will be integration. This ing of AIDS? WHO WILL BRING 
Development Fund that will make is not intervention. I ask you to think THESE THINGS UNTO YOU? 
funds available and an International upon these things and I thank you for ONECALLED JESUS? WILLTHE 

Police Force that will enforce the your attention for I shall be writing JEWS FIND THAT ACCEPT- 
edicts of this New World Order. ” and speaking more often now for, as ABLE? HOW ABOUT THEPOPE? 

Many of you ones take great ex- we move out of some of thenecessary HE WAS CREATED AND PUT 
ception with the projection that you unfolding of information, we’ll be INTO POWER BY THE COMMIT- 
can have robotoids, that you can re- moving more in depth into some of TEE OF 300. WHO WILL BRING 
structure and recreate and also create these subjects which I certainly hope THESETHINGS ANDMIRACLES 
life forms from genetic and DNA you will find far more interesting UNTO you AND HOW: 
alterations and actually having a DNA because you have a wondrous journey THROUGH MAGIC? WELI. 

code you can replicate. How is it that in front of you, but you have to know YOU HAD BEST GET IN TOUCH 

you can completely discount whatever what to expect or you won’t be around WITH DAVID COPPERFIEL:.I 
we bring to you and, at the same time, to make that journey. I bid you good Am ASK HIM ~0 WORK &rp 
your own public announcers are tell- day. Salu. Hatonn to clear. MORESUPPiXMENTALMAGl~ : 
ing you, just yesterday as a matter of 

See Editor’s Note page 24 Please see CONSCIOUSNESS, next pcil’. 
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ToYou Who Can’t 
4/24/92 #I HATONN 

SO, WHAT HAVE WE? Imagine 
the goodly researchers taking apart 
sequenced T-RNA chains that hold 
primitive expressions of your ances- 
tral heritage. Through the triplet 
nucleotides as a genetic remnant, imag- 
ine those genetic codes expressing 
themselves in the energy milieu of the 
solution in point, a solution. that 
matches the energy of any specific 
segment of time. Picture these micro- 
scopic mobile creatures emerging from 
your genetic past, from the remnants 
of three nucleotides: intelligent, pro- 
tective, a reproducing ambitious en- 
zyme manufacturing micro-culture 
dedicated to preserving human life at 
the colloidal life level. 

Could this be the discovery rep- 
resenting the bionic immunity of your 
ancestors of some millions or billions 
of years ago--I tell you now, it is again 
present upon your place! Could this 
be the “Methuselah” gene for which 
untold explorers have searched in 
pools, fountains and springs?--Or, are 
these “creatures” the actual blueprint 
in substance of life form itself, in this 

CONSCIOUSNESS, cont. from previous page 

FOR YOU CAN’T EAT THE 
CAPABILITY OF FLYING AND 
IF YOU CAN’T EAT YOU WON’T 
HAVE THE STRENGTH TO FLY 
AT ANY RATE. 

Now I understand, you are wait- 
iug for year 1995 when: “The new 
mce of humans will begin to design 
their new reality of life on this 
planet as they intended it to be when 
they came from the. stars. ” Oh no, 
“ . . . when they came from the stars?” 
But that is “extraterrestrial” or some- 
thing. Well, “Satan and evil come 
from out there--my preacher told me 
so.” Ah, andwheremightthis “Jesus” 
form, or messiah, come from? Oh, 
the stars? But that cannot be--for that 
IS extraterrestrial! MAKEUPYOUR 
MINDS--WHICH IS IT? I leaveit to 
you!! ‘By the way-the prophecies 
END WITH YEAR2000. Worse, for 
you who have stolen the Aboriginal 
terminology and call yourselves 
“human people” did not take time 
to also understand that the ancient 
calendars of %me” ran out on 
August 17,1987! What might those 
pagan redmen know that you white- 
eyes do not? It might be good to find 
out. 

instance, “human” cells? 
Oh yes indeed, future generations 

will know and use this wondrous 
knowledge--but who will come with 
me as we share the incredible oppor- 
tunities with man of Earth. Probably 
not those who are so foolish and 
ignorant as to spend time denouncing 
us for we pronounce that Zionism is 
not Judaism. Will YOU miss the very 
miracle and knowledge of LIFE IT- 
SELF because you were so narrow of 
consciousness that you refused to look 
beyond? Did the cave-man picture the 
rocket shuttle? As a matter of fact-- 
yes, for the cave man was pure enough 
in openness to set that which was 
shown. unto him. He did not under- 
stand it--but he drew pictures of it 
upon his walls within the caves for ye 
as “human people” were beginning 
your journey of learning so that you 
might one day again integrate within 
the human people among the stars. 

On a microscopic level, friends, 
these ancestors of yours live in a 

THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR 

Believe In Replicas 
highly ordered society with an in- 
telligence and a manufacturing and 
engineering skill that you can only 
envy at this time for you refuse the gift 
for you assume the price is too high-- 
a price which requires only that you 
live in balance within the,Laws of God 
and Creation. Perhaps one of the most 
interesting aspects of this is that these 
little “chondriana” are “gendered”-- 
both male and female. The male is 
called the chondrion and resembles 
the precursor ‘ ‘mitochondria’ ’ of your 
cells, thus the derivation of its name. 
The mitochondria of your cells is a 
very unique ‘ ‘organelle”. Isn’t this a 
bit of fun? How much of this did you 
already know ? Why not? It is open 
knowledge--why do you not know? 

THEREFORE, IS IT POSSIBLE 
THAT THERE ARE OTHER 
THINGS WHICH AREKEPT FROM 
YOU?? THANK YOU. 

Yes, I know that you wish to go on 
with the subject in point of mito- 
chondria and organelles, etc. But we 

are not, for it matters not if you cannot 
change of your circumstances in the 
world in which you exist. Those who 
bring this information unto you and 
openly share are murdered and sup- 
pressed, ridiculed and set-upon. 

You can makeall thelittle “boxes” 
for frequency and do all sorts of things 
with a so-called “Rife-Microscope” 
all to no avail if you do not know what 
you are seeing and how LIFE func- 
tions and comes into physical being. 
Perfection can flow only from perfec- 
tion and all else is simple reproduction 
of errors. You will never find the 
perfection if ye are searching in an 
adultery bed on Saturday night-‘-you 
search for perfection of knowledge in 
the places of perfection of knowl- 
edge--not hiding in the dark secret 
places of the human “animal” trained 
to have erroneous and unbalanced 
instincts--toward sure death and not 
for any semblance of eternal life form. 

Please see REPLICAS, next page 

Methods Of Healing ’ 
424192 #l HATONN 

The prophecies are exactly cor- 
rect-right down to having technology 
and knowledge to heal all disease. We 
have capability and it is now on your 
placement which can be programmed 
to, like a pat-man, to change any 
mutant cell--simply by ingesting the 
programmed “new” cell which is 
simply acrystalline (crysktl) life form-- 
also called “virus”. This is created 
through DNA and programmed for 
specific targets. By the way--it is 
already on your placeand now you can 
quit wondering why only the Elite 
Global Masters have it available. 

Moreover, you who should be 
noting that the pharmaceutical com- 
panies are insuring that substances 
which associate with this new tech- 
nology are being removed from your 
markets! 

Let us just take one example in 
point of capability: Taking a vial of 
this programmed solution and putting 
one drop of human insulin in it, within 
48 hours there will be pancreatic beta 
cells producing insulin. So, did the 
solution hold the key tolife itself? No, 
the key to life is the DNA sequence, 
the genetic code sequenced by the 

engine of LIGHT. The insulin con- 
tained enough of the genetic informa- 
tion to generate the pancreatic beta 
cells from whence it came. THE 
SOLUTION WAS THESPARK, THE 
CATALYST, THE BRICKS AND 
ENERGY REQUIRED TO GROW 
THE BETA CELLS AND RE- 
PRODUCE THE INSULIN. 

You might well think of this as 
“magic” --no? it is simply an elixir for 
the DNA. The directions of this one 
element of “insight” are totally stag- 
gering. So what is wrong? The Elite 
keep it from you and claim that Hatonn 
is an evil liar. THE INTENT OF THE 
GLOBAL GOVERNMENT 2000 IS 
DEPOPULATION OF THE 
PLANET TO AROUND 550 MIL- 
LION PERSONS. THIS WILL NOT 
BE ACCOMPLISHED IF EVERY- 
BODY SICK GETS WELL! 

I use the example of insulin pro- 
duction simply because a diabetic pa- 
tient at this point cannot be “cured” 
on your planet. Herein within a few 
simple treatments the system will re- 
build itself and in a matter of weeks the 
insulin system is functioning again--in 
perfection. 

Further, this “directed” DNA 
form can be introduced, say, into an 

algae base which will both nourish the 
physical body to perfection. and also 
give total perfection to all body cells 
along with getting rid of all mutant 
cells. Right now, as in cancer and 
AIDS, you have mutant cells which 
finally overwhelm a person’s immune 
system with nothing to rebuild 
“from”. Mutations are totally nor- 
mal--but if the immune system cannot 
contain them all--the body dies. 

You don’t believe me?? Go right 
back to your lessons and look again at 
how “life” begins. Remember, the 
pictures of the developmental stages 
of the human embryo, where you 
began as a primitive creature looking 
like a skinny fish. Remember the 
human embryo with gill bars and a 
tail--called a sperm? Remember the 
fact that essentially all mammal em- 
bryos go through these stages? Per- 
haps you even studied this in your 
school process. Yourprofessors would 
have said the descriptive phrase for 
this phenomenon in point: “Ontogeny 
Recapitulates Phylogeny”, the Bio- 
genie Law of Genetics. 
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CIAAnd Control Of The Press 
4/24/92 #l HATONN 

Times reporter Szule states that 
he was not consulted about the heavy 
editing of his article, and he mentions 
that President Kennedy made a per- 
sonal appeal to publisher Dryfoos not 
to run the story. Yet, less than a month 
after the invasion, at a meeting where 
he was urging newspaper editors not 
to print security information, Kennedy 
was able to say to the Times’ Catledge, 
“If you had printed more about the 
operation, you would have saved us 
from a colossal mistake.” 

The failure of the Bay of Pigs 
cost CIA Director Dulles his job, and 
he was succeeded in November 1961 
by John McCone; McCone did little to 
revamp the agency’s policies in deal- 
ing with the press, although the matter 
obviously concerned him, as became 
evident when he reprimanded and then 
transferred his press officer, who he 
felt had been too forthcoming with a 
particular reporter. In McCone’s first 
weeks at the agency, the New York 
Times got wind of the fact that the CIA 
was training Tibetans in paramilitary 
techniques at an agency base in Colo- 
rado, but, according to David Wise’s 
account in The Politics of tying, the 
Office of the Secretary of Defense 
“pleaded” with the Times to kill the 
story, which it did. In the Cuban 
missile crisis of 1962, President 
Kennedy again prevailed upon the 
Times not to print a story--this time, 
the news that Soviet missiles had been 
installed in Cuba, which the Times had 
learned of at least a day before the 
President made his annduncement to 
the country. 

According to the Times’ Max 
Frankel, writing in the Winter 1973 
Columbia Forum, there was still a 
feeling that the paper had been “re- 
miss” in withholding information on 
the Bay of Pigs, so the Times extracted 
a promise from the President that 
while the paper remained silent he 
would “shed no blood and start no 
WU”. Frankel notes that “No such 

REPLICAS, cont. from previous page 

You see, it always boils right down to 
intent and Truth. The “SECRET 
MYSTERIES” are there for the un- 
veiling and you simply continue to 
pile on the additional shrouds. So be 
it. 

bargain was ever struck again, though 
many officials made overtures. The 
essential ingredient was trust, and that 
was lost somewhere between Dallas 
and Tonkin. ’ ’ 

Then, in 1964, McCone was 
faced with the problem of how to deal 
with an upcoming book about the CIA 
and his response was an attempt to do 
violence to the First Amendment. 

The book was THE INVISI- 
BLE GOVERNMENT, by reporters 
David Wise of the New York Herald 
Tribune and Thomas Ross of the Chi- 
cago Sun-Times. Their work pro- 
vided an example of the kind of report- 
ing on the agency that other journalists 
might have done but had failed to do. 
In short, it was an example of inves- 
tigative reporting at its best and, per- 
haps as a result, it infuriated the CIA. 

McCone and his deputy, Lieu- 
tenant General Marshall Carter, both 
personally telephoned Wiseand Ross’s 
publisher, Random House, to raise 
their strong objections to publication 
of the book. Then a CIA official 
offered to buy up the entire first print- 
ing of over 15,000 books. Calling this 
action “laughable”, Random House’s 
president, Bennett Cerf, agreed to sell 
the agency as many books as it wanted, 
but stated that additional printings 
would be made for the public. The 
agency also approached Look maga- 
zine, which had planned to run ex- 
cerpts from the book, and, according 
to a spokesman, “asked that some 
changes be made--things they con- 
sidered to be inaccuracies. We made 
a number of changes but do not con- 
sider that they were significant.” 

The final chapter in the agency 
attack against THE INVISIBLE GOV- 
ERNMENT came in 1965 when the 
CIA circulated an unattributed docu- 
ment on “The Soviet and Communist 
Bloc Defamation Campaign” to vari- 
ous members of Congress and the 
press. This long study detailed the 
many ways used by the KGB to dis- 
credit the CIA, including the “devel- 
opment and milking of Western jour- 
nalists. Americans figure prominently 
among these. ’ ’ The study singled out 
as an example of KGB disinformation 
a Soviet radio broadcast that quoted 
directly from THE INVISIBLE GOV- 
ERNMENT. The agency’s message 
was not too subtle, but then the CIA 
never put its name on the document. 

HELMS AND THE PRESS 

When Richard Helms took over 
the agency in 1966, press relations 
changed noticeably. Helms himself 
had been a reporter with United Press 
in Germany before World War II, and 
he thought of himself as an accom- 
plished journalist. He would tell his 
subordinates, when the subject of the 
press came up in the agency’s inner 
councils, that he understood report- 
ers’ problems, how their minds 
worked, what the CIA could and could 
not do with them. He had certain 
writing habits (which may have origi- 
nated either with a strict bureau chief 
or a strict high-school English teacher) 
which set him apart from others in the 
clandestine part of the agency, where 
writing is considered a functional, as 
opposed to literary, skill. For in- 
stance, he would not sign his name to 
any document prepared for him that 
included a sentence beginning with 
thewords “however” or “therefore”. 

It soon became clear within the 
agency that Helms was intent on tak- 
ing care of most of the CIA’s relations 
with the press himself. Acutely aware 
that the agency’s image had been 
badly tarnished by the Bay of Pigs and 
other blown operations during the 
early 1960’s, he was determined to 
improve the situation. He later told a 
congressional committee, ‘ ‘In our 
society even a clandestine outfit can- 
not stray far from the norms. If we 
get.. . the public, the press or the Con- 
gress against us, we can’t hack it.” 

So Helms began to cultivate 
the press. He started a series of 
breakfasts, lunches, and occasional 
cocktail and dinner parties for indi- 
vidual reporters and groups of them. 
On days when he was entertaining a 
gathering of journalists, he would 
often devote part of his morning staff 
meeting to a discussion of the seating 
arrangements and make suggestions 
as to which CIA official would be the 
most compatible eating partner for 
which reporter. While a few senior 
clandestine personnel were invited to 
these affairs, Helms made sure that the 
majority came from theCIA’s analyti- 
cal and technical branches. As al- 
ways, he was trying to portray the 
agency as a predominantly non-clan- 
destine organization. 

Helms’ invitations were not 
for every reporter. He concentrated 

on what the New York Zimes’ (See, 
now you know WHY --they are among 
the Elite controlled resources) John 
Finney calls the “double-domes--the 
bureau chiefs, columnists, and other 
opinion makers’ ’ . David Wise, who 
headed the New York Herald Tribune’s 
Washington staff has a similar im- 
pression: “In almost every Wash- 
ington bureau, there’s one guy who 
has access to the agency on a much 
higher level than the press officer. 
Other reporters who call up get the 
runaround. ” Finney states that Helms 
and his assistants would “work with 
flattery on the prestige of’ these key i 
journalists. CBS News’ Marvin Kalb, . 
who attended several of Helms’ ses- 
sions with the press (and who was 
bugged by the Nixon Administration), 
recalls that Helms “had the capacity 
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CIA, cont. from previous page namese President Thieu would sue- ties. I believe we can make it to thismanfitstherolesetforhim. What 

for astonishing candor but told you no cessfully block implementation of the “Conclusions” at the next writing will you do, Americans? 

more than he wanted to give you. He Vietnamese peace accords until after and then we can follow with some Hatonn to stand-by. 

had this marvelous way of talking of the 1972 American election, and other most interesting observations. 

suggesting things with his eyes. Yet, reporters tell similar stories of Helms If you were wise enough to watch 427192 #1 HATONN 

he usually didn’t tell you anything.” being among the most accurate high your President Bush giving away your 

Helms’ frequent contact with government sources available on mat- nation and industries through free- The source of a news leak is 

reporters was not a sinister thing. He ters like Soviet missiles or Chinese trade last evening--you aremuch more not usually revealed in the newspa- 

was not trying to recruit them into nuclear testing. He did not usually insightful this day. You are going to pers. Yet when Helms, or any other 

nefarious schemes for the CIA. Rather, engage in the exaggerated talk about have to be alert and search for these governmentofficial, givesa “not-for- 

he was making a concerted effort to Communist threats that so often char- public “slippings”. Theentire speech attribution” briefing to reporters, he 

get his and his agency’s point of view acterizes “informed sources’ ’ in the was oneincredibleactoftreason against always has a reason for doing so-- 

across to the press and, through them, Pentagon, and he seemed to have less your nation and I marvel that you have which is not necessarily based on a 

to the American public--a common of an operational axe to grind than made it so far in total ignorance of desire to get the truth out to the 

activity among top government offi- other Washington officials. Truth. May God walk with you patri- American people. He may leak to 
*** 

cials. Furthermore, Helms was an ots for your journey is most difficult promote or block a particular policy, 

excellent news source--for his friends. It becomes quite obvious that if you indeed. This man even made sure he to protect a bureaucratic flank to a 

Columnist Joseph Kraft (another are among the Elite making the plans was dressed with a blue tie and was foreign government, or simply to 

Nixon-Administration bugging victim) and setting the stage as well as “writ- focused in front of “blue flags” (not embarrass or damage an individual. 

generally sums up the view of Helms ing the play”--you will know the lines the U.S. banner) which spoke more Most reporters are aware that govem- 

by reporters who saw him frequently: and how the “act” goes. If you hold than words could ever project. He ment officials play these games; nev- 

“I wanted to see Helms a lot because power as did Helms with the blessings made no attempt to cover intent but ertheless, the CIA plays them more 

he was talking with the top men in of the ones in the game building--you spoke openly of the results of this assiduously, since it virtually never 

government. He was a good analyst-- don’t have to guess or even pretend NEW WORLD ORDER now in play-- releases any information overtly. The 

rapid, brief, and knowledgeable about “informed sources” for you are “in- “this new world now established.. . . .” New York Times Washington bureau 

what was going on. ” Kraft recalls formed”. He was speaking to the American chief, Clifton Daniel, notes that al- 

that Helms was the only government Let us leave this writing at this StatesOrganization including Canada, though the agency issues no press 

official who forecast that South Viet- point for we have other pressing du- Mexico, Latin American, etc. Indeed releases, it leaks information “to sup- 
port its own case and to serve its own 
purposes.. It doesn’t surprise me that 
even secret bureaucrats would do 
that. ” Daniel says, however, that he 
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‘ ‘would accept material not-for-attri- 
bution if the past reliability of the 
source is good. But you have to be 
awfully careful that you are not being 
Used.” 

In early 1968, Time magazine 
reporters were doing research on a 
cover story on the Soviet Navy. Ac- 
cording to Time’s Pentagon corre- 
spondent, John Mulliken, neither the 
White House nor the State Depart- 
ment would provide information on 
the subject for fear of giving the 
Soviets the impression that the U.S. 
government was behind a move to 
play up the threat posed by the Soviet 
fleet. Mulliken says that, with Helms’ 
authorization, CIA experts provided 
lTme with virtually all the data it 
needed. Commenting on the incident 
five years later, Mulliken recalls, “I 
had the impression that the CIA was 
saying ‘the hell with the others’ and 
was taking pleasure in sticking it in.” 
He never did find out exactly why 
Helms wanted that information to come 
out at that particular time when other 
government agencies did not; nor, of 
course, did Time’s readers, who did 
not even know that the CIA was the 
source of much of the article which 
appeared on February 23, 1968. 

From the days of Hemy Lute 
and Allen Dulles, Time had always 

Please see CIA, next page 
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CIA. cont.fiom previous page the agency with a certain degree of and asked that he be mentioned in the officials desired “to counter the inter- 

had close relations with the agency. In complicity in the Southeast Asian drug article. Welles complied and included national attention, much of it favor- 

more recent years, the magazine’s traffic. Meyer asked old acquaintances a paragraph of biographical informa- able, surrounding the Soviet Union’s 

chief Washington correspondent, among Harper & Row’s top manage- tion on the Russian, supplied by the 50th anniversary”, which was then. 

Hugh Sidey, relates, “With McCone ment to provide him with a copy of the CIA. Ten days later the Soviet Union taking place. Publicizing the defec- 

and Helms, we had a set-up that when book’s galley proofs. While the CIA made an official protest to the U.S. tion, Welles continued, “also gave 

the magazine was doing something on obviously hoped to handle the matter government about the “slanderous” United Statesintelligencemenachance 

the CIA, we went to them and put it informally among friends, Harper & reports in the American press con- to focus public attention on what they 

before them.. .We were never mis- Row asked the agency for official ceming Soviet officials employed at consider a growing emphasis on the 

led.” confirmation of its request. The CIA’s the U.N. use of ‘illegal’ Soviet agents around 

Similarly, when Newsweek General Counsel, Lawrence Houston, The Times’ charges about es- the world. ” 

decided in the fall of 1971 to do a responded with a letter of July 5, pionage activities of the Soviets at the According to Welles, the para- 

cover story on Richard Helms and 1972, that while the agency’s interven- U.N. were almost certainly accurate. graphs stating, in effect, that the CIA 

“The New Espionage”, the maga- 
tion “in no way affects the right of a But, as a Washington-based media was exploiting Runge’s defection for 

zine, according to a Newsweek staffer, publisher to decide what to publish.. . . I executive familiar with the case states, its own purposes infuriated the agency, 

went directly to the agency for much find it difficult to believe. . . .that a “The truth of the charges has nothing and he was “cut off’ by his CIA 

of its information. And the article, responsible publisher would wish to to do with the question of whether an sources. He experienced “long peri- 

published on November 22, 1971, be associated with an attack on our American newspaper should allow it- ods of coolness” and WAS told by 

generally reflected the line that Helms Government involving the vicious self to become involved in the warfare friends in the agency that Helms had 

was trying so hard to sell: that since international drug traffic without at between opposing intelligenceservices personally ordered that he was to be 

“the latter, 196O’s...the focus of at- least trying to ascertain the facts.” without giving its readers an idea of given no stories for several months. ’ 
*** 

tention and prestige with the CIA” McCoy maintained that the CIA had what is happening. If the CIA wants 

had switched from the Clandestine “no legal right to review the book” to make a public statement about a 

Services to the analysis of intelli- and that “submitting the manuscript Soviet agent at the U.N. or the U.S. CERTAIN REPORTERS 

gence, and that “the vast majority of to the CIA for prior review is to agree government wants to expel the spy for FAVORED 

recruits are bound for” the Intelli- to take the first step toward abandon- improper activities, such actions would 

gence Directorate. This was, of course, ing the First Amendment protection be legitimate subjects for press cover- The CIA is perfectly ready to 

written at a time when over two thirds against prior censorship. ” Harper & age--but to cooperate with the agency reward its friends. Besides provision 

of the agency’s budget and personnel 
Row apparently disagreed and made it in ‘fingering’ the spy, without inform- of big news breaks such as defector 

were devoted to covert operations and clear to McCoy that the book would ing the reader, is at best not straight- stories, selected reporters may receive 

their support (roughly the same per- not be published unless first submit- forward reporting.” ‘ ‘exclusives’ ’ on everything from U .S . 

centage as had existed for the preced- ted. Rather than find a new publisher The CIA has often made Corn- government foreign policy to Soviet 

ing ten years). Newsweek did uncover at that late date, McCoy went along. munist defectors available to selected intentions. Hal Hendrix, described by 

several previously unpublished anec- He also gave the entire story to the reporters so news stories can be writ- three different Washington reporters 
press, which was generally critical of dotes about past covert operations me CIA ten (and propaganda victories gained). as a known “friend” of the agency, 

(which made the CIA look good) and * 
As was mentioned earlier, most of won a Pulitzer Prize for his 1962 

published at least one completely un- The, agency listed its objec- these defectors are almost completely Miami Daily News reporting of the 

true statement concerning a multibil- tions to Harper & Row on July 28, dependent on the CIA and are care- Cuban missile crisis. This is the same 

lion-dollar technical espionage pro- and, in the words of the publisher’s fully coached on what they can and Hal Hendrix who later joined ITT and 

gram. Assuming that the facts for this vice president and general counsel, B. cannot say. Defectors unquestionably sent the memo saying President Nixon 

statement were provided by “reliable Brooks Thomas, the agency’s criti- are legitimate subjects of the press’s had given the “green light” for covert 

intelligence sources’ ’ , it probably rep- cisms “were pretty general and we attentionbut it isunfortunatethat their U.S. intervention in Chile. Much of 

resenteda CIA disinformation attempt found ourselves rather underwhelmed stories are filtered out to the American his “inside story” was truly inside: it 

designed to make the Russians believe by them.” Harper & Row proceeded people in such controlled circum- was based on CIA leaks. 

something untrue about U.S. techni- to publish the book-unchanged--in stances. Because of the CIA’s clever 

cal collection capabilities, the middle of August. David Wise remembers an in- handling of reporters and because of 

U.N. RIDDLED WITH KGB 
cident at the New YorkHerald Tribune the personal views held by many of 

PRE-PUBLICATION in the mid-1960’s when theCIA called those reporters and theireditors, most 

CENSORING the paper’s top officials and arranged of the American press has at least 
The CIA has also used the to have achinesedefector madeavail- tacitly gone along, until the last few 

Under Helms, the CIA also American press more directly in its able to reporters. According to Wise, years, with the agency view that co- 

continued its practice of intervening efforts against the KGB. On October CIA officials “brought him down vert operations are not a proper sub- 

with editors and publishers to try to 2, 1971, the week after the British from Langley (for the interview) and ject for journalistic scrutiny. The 

stop publication of books either too government expelled 105 Soviet offi- then put him back on ice. ” Similarly, credibility gap arising out of the Viet- 

descriptiveortoocriticaloftheagency. cials from England because of their in 1967 the agency asked the Tim& nam War, however, may. well have 

In April 1972 this book [II: The one alleged intelligence activities, the New Welles to come out to CIA headquar- changed the attitude of many report- 

by “IMA” which I am utilizing York nms ran a front-page article by ters to talk to the Soviet defector ers. The New York m’ Tom Wicker 

(pub. 1974)]--as yet unwritten--was Benjamin Welles about Soviet spying Lieutenant Colonel Yevgeny Runge. credits the Vietnam experience with 

enjoined; two months later, the num- around the world. Much of the infor- On November 10 Welles wrote two making the press “more concerned 

ber-two man in the Clandestine Ser- mation in the article came from the articles based on the interview with withits fundamentalduty”. Now that 

vices, Cord Meyer, Jr., visited the CIA and it mentioned, among other Runge and additional material on the most reporters have seen repeated 

New York offices of Harper & Row, things, that many of the Russians KGB supplied by CIA officers. But examples of government lying, he 

Inc., on another anti-book mission. working at the United Nations were Welles also included in his piece sev- believes, they are much less likely to 
me publisher had mound fie forth- KGB OFmtOrs- A=ordQ towelk eral paragraphs discussing the CIA’s accept CIA denials of involvement in 

coming publication of a book by Al- the agency specifically “fingered as a motivation in making Runge available covert operations at home and abroad. 

fred McCoy called 7%~ PoZitics of KGB man” a Russian in the .U.N. to the press. The article mentioned As Wickerpointsout; “Lotsofpeople 

Heroin in Southeast Asia, charging pressoffice, Vladimir P. Pavlichenko, that at least some U.S. intelligence Please see CIA, next page 
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today would -believe that the CIA 
overthrows governments,” and most 
journalists no longer “believe in the 
sanctity of classified material”. [H: I 
would guess that is some other kind 
of understatement!] In the case of 
his own paper, the New York Times, 
Wicker feels that “The Pentagon Pa- 
pers made the big difference. ” 

The unfolding of the Water- 
gate scandal has also opened up the 
agency to increased scrutiny. Re- 
porters have dug deeply into the CIA’s 
assistance to the White House “plumb- 
ers” and the attempts to involve the 
agency in the Watergate cover-up. 
Perhaps most important, the press has 
largely rejected the “national secu- 
rity” defenseused by the White House 
to justify its actions. With any luck at 
all, the American people can look 
forward to learning from the news 
media what their government--even 
its secret part--is doing. As Congress 
abdicates its responsibility, and as the 
President abuses his responsibility? 
we have nowhere else to turn. 

*** 

[H: F’rom this point on until this 
writing concludes are strictly the 
opinions of the authors of the book 
in point. I reach very few of the 
conclusions as presented herein-- 
but then, hindsight is often perfec- 
tion and this book was written in 
1974 under great duress and censor- 
ship. I publish the material in the 
“CONCLUSION” in total for two 
reasons. One, I honor these writers 
and further know that, given op- 
portunity to look back, the conclu- 
sions would be different. Secondly, 
to utilize this material without spe- 
cific written permission of these 
authors and the CIA, I had to re- 
print “exactly” the material in 
point-without listing names as is 
law with non-fiction material. Fur- 
ther, to validate thz reason for uti- 
lizhtg the information I have to have 
different ,“concl~ions”. At the 
end of this writing I shall clear-up 
ail the actions and identify the au- 
thors in point. I shall also give 
information where you can contact 
the lead author and urge all who 
readthii to get a copy of the Journal 
in point--through him. We have 
been deciined information from the 
Deil Publishing Co.-perhaps the 
author and you shall have better 
IVSpOnSe. 

CONCLUSIONS 

(FROM THE DOCUMENT 

OF 1974) 
In the eyes ofposterity it will 

inevitably seem that, in safe- 
guarding our freedom, we de- 
stroyed it; that the vast clandestine 
apparatus we built up to probe our 
enemies ’ resources and intentions 
only served in the end to con&se 
our own purposes; that the prac- 
tice of deceiving others for the 
good of the state led infallibly to 
our deceiving ourselves, and that 
the vast army of intelligence per- 
sonnel built up to execute these 
purposes were soon caught up in 
the web of their own sickfantasies, 
with disastrous consequences to 
them and us. 

Malcolm 
Muggeridge, May 

1966 

SECRECY: DISEASED WAY I 

OF LIFE 

“It is a multi-purpose, clan- 
destine arm of power.. .more than an 
intelligence or counterintelligence or- 
ganization. It is an instrument for 
subversion, manipulation, and vio- 
lence, for the secret intervention in the 
affairs of other countries.” Allen 
Dulles wrote those words about the 
KGB in 1963 so that Americans would 
better understand the nature of the 
Soviet security service. His descrip- 
tion was a correct one, but he could-- 
just as accurately--have used the same 
items to describe his own CIA. He did 
not, of course, because the U.S. lead- 
ers of Dulles’ generation generally 
tried to impute the worst possible 
methods and motives to the forces of 
international Communism, while cast- 
ing the “defensive actions of the free 
world” as honest and democratic. 
Both sides, however, resorted to ruth- 
less tactics. Neither was reluctant to 
employ trickery, deceit, or, in Dulles’ 
phr=, “subversion, manipulation, 
and violence”. They both operated 
clandestinely, concealing their activi- 
ties not so much from the “opposi- 
tion” (they couldn’t) as from their 
own peoples. Secrecy itself became a 
way of life, and it could not be chal- 
lenged without fear of the charge that 
one was unpatriotic or unmindful of 
the ‘ ‘national security”. 

When the CIA’s invaders were 
defeated in 1961 on the beaches of the 
Bay of Pigs, it should have been a 
signal to the country that something 
was wrong--both with the CIA and the 
government that directed the secret 
agency’s activities. It should have 
been clear that events in the Third 
World could (and should) no longer be 
easily and blatantly, manipulated by 
Washington. It should have been 
obvious that the times were rapidly 
changing; that the fears, following on 
the heels of World War II, that the 
“Communist monolith” was on the 
verge of dominating the ‘ ‘free world’ ’ 
were invalid. It should have been 
apparent to the American public that 
the CIA was living. in the past. 

Columnist Tom Braden, a 
former high-ranking CIA covert ex- 
pert, reflecting on the latter-day life of 
theCIA, wrotein January 1973: “Josef 
Stalin’s decision to attempt conquest 
of Western Europe by manipulation, 
the use of fronts and the purchasing of 
loyalty turned the Agency into a house 
of dirty tricks. It was necessary. 
Absolutely necessary, in my view. 
But it lasted long after the necessity 
was gone. ’ ’ 

In the dark days of the Cold 
War the Communist threat was real to 
most Americans. Sincere men be- 

Yet after the initial public out- 
cry over the Cuban fiasco, the person- 
nel shake-up at the agency and the 
high-level reviews of its performance 
ordered by President Kennedy had 
little effect. The CIA went back to 
operating essentially the same way it 
had for the previous decade, again 
with at least the tacit acceptance of the 
American public. Not until the 
Indochinese war shocked and out- 
raged a significant part of the popula- 
tion were CIA’s tactics, such as secret 
subsidies, clandestine armies, and 
covert coups, seriously called into 
question. Now Watergate has brought 

lieved that the enemy’s dirtiest tricks l the issue of an inadequately controlled 
must be countered. Fire was to be secret intelligence agency home to us. 
fought with fire and America’s small The clandestine techniques developed 
elite corps of intelligence profession- over a quarter-century of Cold War 
als claimed they knew how to do this. have, at last, been dramatically ,dis- 

1 

The public and the country’s leaders 
were willing to go along, if not-always 
enthusiastically, at least without se- 
rious opposition. Consequently, clan- 
destine operatives from the United 
States as well as the Soviet Union were 
turned loose in virtually every nation 
in the world. Each side won secret 
victories but the overall results were 
decidedly mixed. For its part, the CIA 
played some role in forestalling a 
Communist takeover of Western Eu- 
rope, but the agency’s record in the 
Middle East, Asia, and elsewhere in 
the world left much to be desired. 

THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR 

played for the people of this country, 
and the potential danger of a CIA 
which functions solely at the com- 
mand of the President has been dem- 
onstrated to the public. 

*** 

The CIA has a momentum of its own, 
and its operatives continue to ply their 
trade behind their curtain of secrecy. 
They do not want to give up their 
covert activities, their dirty tricks. 
They believe in these methods and 
they rather enjoy the game. Of course, 
without a presidential mandate they 
would F-ve to stop, but the country 
has not had a chief executive since the 
agency’s inception who has not be- 
lieved in the fundamental need and 
rightness of CIA intervention in the 
internal affairs of other nations. When 
a President has perceived American 
interests to be threatened in some 
faraway land, he has usually been 
willing to try to change the course of 
events by sending in the CIA. That 
these covert interventions often are 
ineffective, counterproductive, or 
damaging to the national interest has 
not prevented Presidents from at- 
tempting them. 

6 LIN& DELETED 

Kissinger and Nixon were con- 
cerned with what they believed to be 
a legitimate end--preventing a Marx- 
ist from being elected President of 
Chile--and the means employed mat- 
tered little to them, as long as secrecy 
could be maintained. 

The new CIA Director, Wil- 
liam Colby, has indicated on the pub- 
lic record that he intends to keep the 
agency functioning largely as it has in 
the past (while pledging to shun future 
‘ ‘ Watergates’ ‘) . When Senator Harold 
Hughes asked him where the line 
should be drawn between the use of 
CIA paramilitary warriors and the 
regular U.S. armed forces, Colby 
replied that the dividing line should be 
“at the point in which the United 
States acknowledges involvement in 
suchactivities.” Senator Hughes spe- 
cifically put this answer into perspec- 
tive when he said on August 1, 1973, 
“Mr. Colby believes that CIA-run 
military operations are perfectly ac- 
ceptable as long as they can be con- 
Ceald. ” 

THIRD WORLD INTRUSIONS 

Colby’s--and the CIA’s and 
the Nixon Administration’s-view that 
‘ ‘deniability ” somehow allows the 

Piease see CIA, next page 
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United States a fr-e hand for covert 
intervention abroad (and at home) is 
an anachronistic hangover from the 
Cold War. Perhaps such actions could 
once have been justified when the 
future of the country was seemingly at 
stake, but no such threat now looms on 
the horizon. The only two foreign 
powers with the potential to threaten 
the United States--the Soviet Union 
and China--have long ceased to be 
meaningful targets of CIA secret op- 
erations. Instead, the agency works 
mainly in the Third World, in nations 
that pose no possible threat to Ameri- 
can security 

2 LINES DELETED 

The CIA is not defending our 
national security. It seeks rather to 
maintain the status quo, to hold back 
the cultural clock, in areas that are of 
little or no significance to the Ameri- 
can people. These efforts are often 
doomed to failure. In fact, at least 
since 1961, the CIA has lost many 
more battles than it has won, even by 
its own standards. Furthermore, the 
very fact that the United States oper- 
ates an active CIA around the world 
has done incalculable harm to the 
nation’s international position. Not 
only have millions of people abroad 
been alienated by the CIA’s activities, 
but so have been a large number of 
Americans, especially young people, 

The time has come for the 
United States to stand openly behind 
its actions overseas, to lead by ex- 
ample rather than manipulation. The 
changeover might disturb those gov- 
ernment officials who believe in the 
inherent right of the United States to 
exercise its power everywhere, clan- 
destinely when that seems necessary; 
but in the long run non-interference 

and forthrightness would enhance 
America’s international prestige and 
position. 

Even in an era when the public 
is conditioned to ever expanding and 
ever more expensive government ac- 
tivities, the $6 billion yearly cost of 
American intelligence represents a 
significant slice of the national trea- 
sury. The government spends more 
money on the various forms of spying 
than it does on the war against crime 
and drugs, community development 
and housing, mass transportation sys- 
tems, and even the country’s overt 
international programs carried out by 
the State Department, the USIA, and 
the AID combined. Yet, unlike other 
federal activities, information on the 
intelligence community--how much 
money is being spent and where the 
money goes--is systematically with- 
held from the American people and all 
but a handful of Congressmen. Be- 
hind this wall of secrecy (which exists 
as much to conceal waste and ineffi- 
ciency as to protect “national secu- 
rity”) intelligence has grown far be- 
yond the need of the nation. 

The time has come to de- 
mysticize the intelligence profession, 
to disabuse Americans of the ideas that 
clandestine agents somehow make the 
world a safer place to live in, that 
excessive secrecy is necessary to pro- 
tect the national security. These no- 
tions simply are not true; the CIA and 
the other intelligence agencies have 
merely used them to build their own 
covert empire. The U. S . intelligence 
community performs a vital service in 
keeping track of and analyzing the 
military capability and strengths of the 
Soviet Union and China, but its other 
functions--the CIA’s dirty tricks and 
classical espionage--are on the whole, 
a liability for the country, on both 
practical and moral grounds. 

But because of bureaucratic 
tribalism, vested interests, and the 
enormous size of the intelligence com- 
munity, internal reform never makes 
more than a marginal dent in the 
community’s operations. The people 
in charge like things essentially as they 
are and they have never been sub- 
jected to the kind of intense outside 
pressure which leads to change in our 
society. Presidents, fUrthermore, have 
not wanted to greatly disturb the exist- 
ing system because they have always 
wanted more, if not better, intelli- 
gence; because they were afraid of 
opening up the secret world of in- 
telligence to public scrutiny; because 
they did not want to risk losing their 
personal action arm for intervention 
abroad. 

CONGRESSIONAL NON-CON- 
TROL 

The Congress, which has the 
constitutional power and indeed, the 
responsibility to monitor the CIA and 
U.S. intelligence, has almost totally 
failed to exercise meaningful control. 
Intelligence has always been the sa- 
cred shibboleth that could not be dis- 
turbed without damaging the “na- 
tional security”, and despite loud pro- 
tests from a few outspoken critics, 
neither legislative house has been will- 
ing to question seriously the scope or 
the size of intelligence activities. Yet, 
if there is to be any real, meaningful 
change in the intelligence community, 
it must come from Congress, and, 
judging from past experience, Con- 
gress will act only if prodded by public 
opinion. The Watergate affair has, to 
some extent, played such a role, and 
the full review of the CIA’s secret 
charter promised by Senate Armed 
Services Chairman John Stennis should 
be the first step in limiting the CIA’s 
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electronic devices monitor their ac- 
tivities; it makes little sense to classify 
the intelligence gathered “higher than 
top secret’ ’ . No one is asking that 
technical details such as how the cam- 
eras work be given to the Congress or 
made public--but the excessive se- 
crecy which surrounds the finished 
intelligence product could certainly be 
eased without in any way limiting the 
nation’s ability to collect raw intelli- 
gence data by technical means. 

As for the CIA proper, Con- 
gress should take action to limit the 
agency to the role originally set out for 
it in the National Security Act of 
1947--namely, the CIA should con- 
cern itself exclusively with coordinat- 
ing and evaluating intelligence. At the 
minimum, if clandestineactivitie must 
bec0ntinuedbytheU.S. government,’ 
the operational part of the CIA should 
be separated from the noncovert com- 
ponents. In the analytical and techni- 
cal field the agency can make its most 
important contribution to the national 
security, but these functions have been 
neglected and at tinies distorted by the 
clandestine operatives who have al- 
most always been in control of the 
CIA. Intelligence should not be pre- 
sented to the nation’s policy-makers 
by the same men who are trying to 
justify clandestine operations. The 
temptation to use field information 
selectively and to evaluate informa- 
tion to serve operational interests can 
be irresistible to the most honest of 
men--let alone to theclandestine opera- 
tives. 

However, the best solution 
would be not simply to separate the 
Clandestine Services from the rest of 
the CIA, but to abolish them com- 
pletely. The few clandestine func- 
tions which still serve useful purpose 
could be transferred to other govem- 
ment departments but, for the most 

covert opera&s and cutting down part, such activities should be elimi- 
the duplication and inefficiency of the nated. This would deprive the gov- 
rest of the community. emment of its arsenal of dirty tricks, 

Congress should require the but the republic could easily sustain 
various intelligenceagencies to keep it the loss--and be the better for it. 
informed of the information collected. The Clandestine Services’ es- 
This kind of data should be routinely pionageoperations using human agents 
supplied to the legislative branch so it have already been made obsolete by 
can properly carry out its foreign- the technical collection systems which, 
policy functions and vote funds for the along with open sources, supply the 
national defense. If the same informa- United States government with almost 
tion can be given to foreign govern- all the infcmation it needs on the 
ments and selectively leaked to the military strength and deployments of 
press by administrations in search of the Soviet Union and China. The truly 
voteson military-spending issues, then valuable technical systems--the satel- 
there is no “security” reason why it lites and electronic listening devices-- 
must be denied to the Congress. The should be maintained, although with- 
Soviets know that U.S. spy satellites out the present duplication and bu- 
observe their country and that other Please see CIA, next page 
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reaucratic inefficiency. Since Oleg 
Penkovsky’s arrest by Soviet authori- 
ties in 1962, there has been no CIA spy 
who has supplied the United States 
with important information about any 
Communist power, and it is difficult 
to justify the expenditure of over $1 
billion in the last decade for classical 
espionage simply on the hope that 
another Penkovsky will someday of- 
ferhimselfupasaCIAagent. Assum- 
ing that the CIA’s most valuable agents 
will continue to bevolunteers--“walk- 
ins” and defectors--a small office at- 
tached to the State Department and 
embassy contacts could be established 
to receive the information supplied by 
these sources. 

While the CIA has been much 
more successful in penetrating the 
governments of the Third World and 
some of America’s allies, the infor- 
mation receiued is simply not that 
important and can be duplicated to 
some extent through diplomatic and 
open sources. While it might be 
interesting to know about the inner 
workings of a particular Latin Ameri- 
can, Asian, or African country, this 
intelligence has little practical use if 
the CIA has no intention of manipulat- 
ing the local newer structure. 

The Clandestine Services’ 
counterespionage functions should be 
taken over by the FBI. Protecting the 
United States against foreign spies is 
supposed to be the bureau’s function 
anyway, and the incessant game-play- 
ing with foreign intelligence services-- 
the provocations, deceptions, and 
double agents--would quickly become 
a relic of the past if the CIA were not 
involved in its own covert operations. 
Playing chess with the taxpayers’ 
money against the KGB is unquestion- 
ably a fascinating exercise for clan- 
destine operatives, but one that can 
properly be handled by the internal- 
security agency of the United States, 
the FBI. 

CONSTITUTION UNDERMINED 

As for the CIA’s paramilitary 
tasks, they have no place in an intelli- 
gence agency, no place in a demo- 
cratic society. Under the Constitu- 
tion, only Congress has the power to 
declare war, and the United States 
should never again become involved 
in armed conflict without full con- 
gressional approval and public knowl- 
edge. If “American advisors” are 
needed to assist another country legiti- 
mately, they can be supplied by the 
Pentagon. The other forms of covert 

action--propaganda, subversion, ma- 
nipulation of governments--should 
simply be discontinued. These are 
more often than not counterproduc- 
tive and, even when successful, con- 
trary to the most basic American ide- 
als. The CIA’s proprietary companies 
should be shut down or sold off. The 
agency would have little use for one of 
the largest aircraft networks in the 
world it if were not constantly in- 
tervening in foreign countries. The 
proprietaries, with their unregulated 
profits, potential conflicts of interest, 
and doubtful business practices, should 
in no case be allowed to continue 
operations. 

The other countries of the world 
have a fundamental right not to have 
any outside power interfere in their 
internal affairs. The United States, 
which solemnly pledged to uphold this 
right when it ratified the United Na- 
tions charter, should now honor it. 
The mechanisms used to intervene 
overseas ignore and undermine Ameri- 
can constitutional processes and pose 
a threat to the democratic system at 
home. The United States is surely 
strong enough as a nation to be able to 
climb out of the gutter and conduct its 
foreign. policy in accordance with the 
ideals that the country was founded 

YOUR PRESIDENT, THIS DAY, 
HOLDS THE POWER OF DICTA- 
TORSHIP AND SETTING ASIDE 
YOUR CONSTITUTION BY THE 
MERE PRONOUNCEMENT OF 
SAME FOR THE DOCUMENTS 
ARE ALREADY SIGNED AND 
FUNCTIONING. FURTHER, IF 
YOU ERR AND ALLOW A FINAL 
CONSTITUTIONAL CONVEN- 
TION--YOU ARE FINISHED! 

I now give honor and full respect 
to ones: VICTOR MARCHETTI and 
JOHN D. MARKS. THE CIA AND 
THE CULT OF INTELLIGENCE. 
Originally published by: DELL PUB. 
CO., INC., New York, N.Y. 

Mr. Marchetti, however, can be 
reached through his own Patriot in- 
formation center New American View, 
P.O. Box 999, Hemdon, VA 22070- 
0999. 

I AM NOT GOING TO GIVE 
ALL THE INFORMATION WHICH 
‘IS IN THE APPENDIX OF THEIR 
BOOK FOR I SINCERELY HOPE 
YOU WILL HONOR THESE 
GENTLEMEN FOR THE SERVICE 
THEY HAVE GIVEN UNTO YOU 
AND UNTOFREEDOM THROUGH 
THEIR WORK, AND GET A COPY 
OF THE BOOK. THANK YOU. 

Hatonn to clear. 
upon. 

*** 
I can sum up the full intent and 
purpose of the CIA--GLOBAL ONE 
WORLD GOVERNMENT PLAN 
2000 WITHIN THE “NEW 
WORLD ORDER”. 

I, further, believe that the authors 
would now concur with me and that no 
magnitude of “changes” would solve 
the problems involved herein. 

I wish to go on record right now as 
stating that no-one in this location has 
had, prior to this, nor during this 
writing, any connection or contact 
with the authors in any manner what- 
soever so I, Hatonn, claim full respon- 
sibility for all writings in this series of 
TANGLED WEBS. 

I, further, fully intend to now give 
great dissertations on information 
gleaned elsewhere which has also been 
censored to you-the-public but has 
made it to underground press releases 
such as in the SPOTLIGHT, etc. This 
is for the purpose of allowing you 
readers to glean information to allow 
discernment. Currently you must 
confront the truth--you are TOTAL 
VICTIMS OF THE LIE AND UNTIL 
YOU RECOGNIZE AS MUCH-- 
YOUR VERY NATION IS DES- 
TINED TO FALL. FREEDOM IS 
NO LONGER! 

4129192 #l HATONN 

We need to wait here a minute to 
allow Dharma to recover breathing-- 
she just realized we are now over two- 
thirds the way through year five. This 
.means she has known me since 4 days 
B.C.B. (BeforeCounting Began). Yes, 
we surely have covered a lot of mate- 
rial and kept the fingers busy and the 
“mind whirling” in 17 hundred and 
17 days (not a bad mathematical sym- 
bol for this very day). We have only 
been writing JOURNALS, however, 
for the past 3-l/2 years so with 56 
JOURNALS and a weekly (at least) 
newspaper--we have had very busy 
hands! 

Why do I mention this? Because 
Dharma, and hopefully YOU, will 
understand that she could not have 
done this alone and I do not even 
include the Editors--of which there 
were none for a year or more. I ask 
that you use this for some level of 
confirmation when you try to equate 
reality to this work. Further, life and 
life‘resources had to be tended also-- 
this can only mean, chelas--SHE HAD 
A LOT OF VERY EFFICIENT 
HELP! ! ! HOW could she be so con- 
sistent and persistent? Because she 
recognizes our Truth and presence 

and her committed mission as at- 
tached to us of the higher Broth- 
erhood--no more and nothing less-- 
she knows who we are and serves as 
agreed, as do ye other ones who 
have.heard your call and respond. 
IT IS THE TIME OF GOD’S RE- 
TURN TO GIVE TRUTH OF 
“WHAT WENT WRONG” AND 
HOW TO FIX IT--AND, TO RE- 
CLAIMTHATWHICHISGIETED 
FORYOURUSEANDNOWTIME 
TO RETURN FOR YOU HAVE 
ABUSED THAT WHICH WAS 
PERFECTION. 

You are each (because EACH will 
answer for all experience on this plane 
of experience in action) quite allowed 
to believe or act in any manner cho- 
sen--but those actions and beliefs are 
what will decide how you get off that 
planet or HOW you remain upon it. 
God promised the WORD and it is 
manifest and He PROMISEDTO PRE- 
PARE A PLACE FOR EACH OF 
YOU--AND IT IS SO--I SUGGEST 
YOU LOOK ABOUT YOU FOR 
THE RELATIONSHIPS OF THE 
REMAINDER OF THE PROPHE- 
CIES AND EXPECTATIONS OF 

- EVENTS. 

NOTATIONS OF THE DAY 

A half-billion dollar stealth one- 
of-a-kind craft downed at Edwards 
Air Force Base on Sunday??? Mal- 
function??? 

$9 MILLION raised last evening 
at a DINNER of “HIGH RANKING 
REPUBLICANS” for the Bush cam- 
paign? What might those “high rank- 
ing Republicans” have to gain?--or 
lose? Is the handwriting getting more 
clearly defined on your crumbling 
walls? 

“Back to back” disasters have 
caused the U.S. Red Cross to be in the 
hole by millions of dollars and cannot 
even handle the recent earthquake 
expenses in California--not to men- 
tion the floods and drought, fires, etc. 
AND, YOU HAVEN’T EVEN BE- 
GUN TO HAVE DISASTERS! 

LOOKS TO ME AS IF THE NEW 
WORLD ORDER IS RUNNING 
RIGHT ON TIME--BUT SO ARE 
GOD AND THE HOSTS. THEY 
(THE ADVERSARY AND HIS 
BAND OF HOODLUMS) ARE 
ABOUT TO INTRODUCE OUR 
PRESENCE, ALTHOUGH IT WILL 
NOTBEAS GOODIE-TWO-SHOES. 
I SUGGEST ALL OF YOU THINK 
MOSTCAREFULLY ABOUTTHAT 
WHICH WILL BE TOLD TO YOU 

Please see CIA, next page 
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CIA, cont. from previous page continue to send forth as much as you look at a tree or a flower--or down sinceit began publication. It has 

FOR THINGS Aw REALLY GO- humanly possible. There is no way another being--that you remember as faltered in intent on several occasions 
ING TO START POPPING WHEN that I can express my appreciation much. Look at your own hand or but by and large wasyouronly source 

OUR APPEARANCE IS ACTU- or my cherishment and love I feel ponder your eye--I think you will have of much information. We certainly 
ALLY ACCREDITED AP- for these unfaltering gifts unto this to agree that it is most interesting how give credit where due and withaut 
PROPRIATELY. YOU WILL PAR- service. MY CREW IS THE BEST you as a being came to be and how such publications--YOU WOULD 

TIALLY, OR THOROUGHLY, DE- ON YOUR PLANET AND I miraculously you operate as a ma- HAVE NO INFORMATION AT 

STROY YOUR WORLD PRIOR TO HONOR THEM WITHOUT LIM- chine--not to even mention the mind ALL. We are simply compiling and 

ACCEPTING THE TRUTH OF IT, ITS FORTHEIR WAY HAS MOST and soul of all creation held within that integrating information so you can 
HOWEVER. HOSTILE ALIENS? CERTAINLY BEEN ONE OF DLF- mind of yours. Deny me? So, shall ye have “the whole” in sufficient vol- 
OH; I THINK NOT--UNLmS OF FICULTIES BEYOND THE REA- then deny God and disallow His entry ume to confirm our truths to follow 
COURSE, YOU ARE IN SERVICE SONABLE. I most humbly thank into thine places for you have become But, I repeat, without knowing what 
TO THAT VERY ADVERSARY IN them and can only promise that I PEOPLE OF THE LIE and fear that “went wrong” in your world--you 

POINT. HOWEVER, IF YOU DO SHALL STAND BEFORE THEM which comes to attend HIS flock. The cannot “fix it”. To solve a problem 
NOT HAVE, IN HAND, YOUR AGAINST THE ENEMY. THEY time is short now, for the KNOW- you must know the problem and this is 

TICKET TO THE FACILITIES IN HAVE SEEN IT, FELT IT AND ING--and GOD WAITS--BUT NOT but simple deductive reasoning. 

EITHER AUSTRALIA OR NEW EXPERIENCED AS MUCH--I MUCH LONGER SHALL HE WAIT I shall omit some of the article as 

ZEALAND--THE ELITE DO NOT WOULD HOPETHAT YOU WHO FOR IT IS COME, THE TIME OF to references to non-pertinent in- 

INTEND TO SPARE YOUR LIVES. RECEIVE WILL KNOW AS CHOOSING AND SORTING. formation or information which I do 

IT IS MOST CERTAINLY WOR- MUCH. THERE IS NOTHING SALU. not confirm by my own scanners and 

THY OF HEARING THE REST OF THAT CAN STAND AGAINST data. In the interest of time and space, 

OUR STORY AND PAYING THE LIGHT--FOR WE KNOW “COMMUNISTS” WILL TAKE please keep this in mind as you read 

ATTENTION TO OUR LESSONS WHAT IS THE LIGHT AND EX- YOUR NATION FOR THEY for we are too short of time and space 

ABOUT GOD, HOSTS AND TRAN- ACTLY HOW TO USE IT! Fur- ARE ANTI-GOD BY PRO- to allow dallying. Please KNOW that 

SITION REGARDING LIFE ther, we are efforting to share that NOUNCEMENT AND ARE we give full credit for the documenta- 
PROTECTION AND PASSAGE knowledge to au of YOU who will ?FIE NEW WORLD ORDER tion as we present this information. 

INSTRUCTIONS--JUST IN accept same. It is NOT “ascend- 

CASE?!? ing” --it is simply growing into and Wherecanwebegin? Thereareso So: SPOZXIGHT, Nov. 13, 1978: 

We must write more on the CIA, within that Source of infinite being. many episodes of documented involve- SOVIET SPY OPERATING IN- 
no matter how weary you are of the This is NOT mysticism--simply a mentof your so-called “leaders”, the SIDE THE WHITE HOUSE. 

. . 
matter ad want to get on witi the Won~oUsmY~e~unfold~ngmU~~ CIA and integration with the Soviet 
above instructions--but the CIA is the versa1 Truth reality. Please know Elite and Bankers of the Committee of - One of the Carter Adminis- 
police clandestine force which will be that all of your l&ters, even if they 300 and the British Crown through tration’s top officials is a long-term 

in charge of bringing down your na- be negative in content--are grate- British Intelligence. Soviet clandestine agent, a so-called 
tion and is the President’s army to be fully accepted iu appreciation for it Let us just give you a few to finish “mole”, who has penetrated the N;t- 
used against you. It is mandatory that is the only measure of value for off this “TANGLED WEBS” vol- tional Security Council, giving MOS- 

you know what you have to face from service at this time Of Pressure* ume starting after the book just hon- cow both the opportunity to listen in 

what has gone before in at least a few At any rate, I shall suggest con- ored. Let us go to a November 13, on the U.S. government’s most sensi- 
instances. firmation types of tapes also be made 1978, offering of the SPOTLIGHT-- tive policy deliberations and the abil- 

I thank the one who sent the re- available somehow for ones of the which by the way, the “big boys” ity to influence their outcome. 

cordines of a soeech eiven bv Philio reader circleare generous with us with have been trying to shut up and close Please see CIA, next page 

b 
Agee 60 who& I dedoicated’the lait 
Journal in part). If any of you want 
CONFIRMATION of our outlay--we 
will see how those tapes might be 
made available. They are simply 
copies of the meeting that someone 
recorded so we shall see what we can 
work out. Perhaps we can get THE 
WORD to offer them on “cost” or 
‘ ‘rental” or something--like the video 
tape EXECU7U% ACTION movie as 
referred to,some weeks past. I shall 
turn that over to the “tape depart- 
merit”. 

confirming input until there is no way 
to share it all. We have heaps and piles 
of documentation, clippings and writ- 
ings. 

A CALL TO SERVE FOR ALL 

As I am blasted with “Why don’t 
you show yourself! ’ ’ , I am in wonder- 
ment--I do! Further, what makes you 
think if I went on a television show 
that you would be convinced or that it 
would be aired? I find it interesting to 
note that very often you are not shown, 
say, Bush--and,yet you seem to doubt 
not that it is he you are shown--and 
how many of you have actually met 

‘the man in point? You are far, far 
riir>re apt to MEET ME, my friends! I 
am “here” all the time, you just 
haven’t yet learned to hear me. If you 
do so--you immediately go to the 
physician and “get it fixed” because 
“my ears are ringing, etc.” If you 
don’t hear the telephone ring and 
don’t pick up the receiver--how can 
you hear the call or know who is on the 
other end of the line? I come with 
GOD--and I suggest that every time 
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These are the alarming con- 
executives of the Washington “Post” 

clusions of an unprecedented “senior 
on October 27, ( 1978)) mainly to 

executive-level” counterintelligence 
belittle the rumors about the discovery 

probe, undertaken recently in deepest 
of a Soviet agent in the highest ech- 

secrecy on President Carter’s per- 
elons of the “Carter team” to which 

sonal orders. 
he belonged. .If such a “mole” did 

“Not since Watergate has 
exist, FBI Chief Webster told the 

Washington sensed the approaching 
“Post’s” bosses, “I’ve had no infor- 

tremors of a comparable scandal, or 
mation about it.” 

the making of a bigger cover-up. ” 
CIA Director Stansfield Turner 

This was stated by a top counterin- 
paid similarly soothing calls on NBC 

telligence investigator. This was remi- 
and CBS, and even allowed himself to 

niscent of the early stages of the 
be interviewed on a national panel 

Watergate affair; the cover-up of the 
show during the last week of October 

“mole” crisis is being spearheaded 
to reassure the public that “I have no 

by senior security officials. [H: Also, 
knowledge that there is a mole, a 

in the interest of space and to allow 
secret agent, inside the Central Intel- 

more relationship to current %me”, 
ligence Agency. ” 

I shall paraphrase this material and 
Such overeager advance de- 

place it in proper “tense” so that 
nials were self-defeating, in fact 

you will continually realize this is 
devastatingly self-revealing: Directors 

“old” documentation. Thank you.] 
Webster and Turner were decrying 

FBI Director William H. 
something the American public could 

Webster invited himself to a private 
not learn until after a 23-year-old 
former CIA watch officer named Wil- 
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liam P. Kampiles went on trial No- 
vember 8 in Hammond, Indiana, 
charged with having sold a top-secret 
satellite manual to Soviet military in- 
telligence. Kampiles himself appeared 
to have been merely a pawn in an 
international game of sellout and be- 
trayal, in which the principal accused 
was the Carter Administration itself. 

Having launched an investi- 
gation of the “mole” affair, the fol- 
lowing facts were determined: 

* It was assumed by most 
of the administration’s senior security 
officials, including Zbigniew 
Brzezinski, that an unidentified long- 
term agent had been infiltrated by 
Soviet intelligence into the “senior 
executive echelons’ ’ of the U . S . Gov- 
ernment. [H: I do find this most 
humorous, however, since the most 
clandestine agents of allare Kissiier 
and Brzezinski.] How this conclu- 
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sion was reached will be related later bat-effectivebeam weapons-andthe 
in this report; the point was that the U.S. still wouldn’t have one.“] 
presence of an “adversary” infiltra- The documented exposes were 
torintheadministrativecouncilswhich studiously ignored by the ad- 
produce the nation’s vital strategic ministration. In private, Defense Sec- 
decisions represents a grave security retary Harold Brown and other Carter 
problem for which Carter’s most cohorts treated it with cynical sneers. 
trusted aides have been unable to find Brown, himself anexperienced techno- 
a solution. bureaucrat with a Ph.D. in physics, 

* Moreover, beyond the knew that this was conclusively the 
threat of a Soviet penetration to the views of [above] some of America’s 
very heart of U.S. government, the ablest young scientists and engineers 
“mole affair” gave rise to a second, who KNEW some of what was going 
potentially even more explosive se- on but never to the extent of the 
curity crisis, which emerged when a clandestineeventualities. They spoke 
committee of experts--including a with open bitterness, not just because 
number ofindependent scientists--was some had lost their jobs when the 
set up to review all major strategic defense bureaucrats known as 
programs inaugurated since 1973 in “Carter’s stranglers” canceled, un- 
order to assess the compromise and derfunded or shelved their resvch 
damage wrought by the Soviet pen- and development programs, but be- 
etration. cause they knew, with the certitude of 

insiders, that the U.S. was losing the 
OWN WORST ENEMIES crucial death-ray race to the Soviets. 

The Pentagon’s Central command post, 
It was found, in the words of a the “E-ring”, where Brown’s top 

scientist who participated in this re- aides officiate, resounded with scoff- 
view, that “Carter and his people ing disparagement at suggestions that 
have damaged and attenuated Ameri- thesoviets werenear “break-through” 
can defenses far more disastrously with the technology. 
than a dozen Soviet secret agents - 
could. ’ ’ SCIENTISTS ALARMED 

That the most shocking revela- 
tions of ‘the “mole affair” concerns The White House suppressed or 
mindless mismanagement and pos- emasculated a series of intelligence 
sibly malignant sabotage of key U.S. reports warning that the Soviet gov- 
defense programs by Jimmy Carter emment had targeted the development 
and his “team” of peanut praetorians of a military death ray as its first- 
would come as a surprise to most of priority crash program. The smug 
the American public which depends sneers by Carter--who liked to de- 
on the Establishment media for its scribe himself as a “nuclear engi- 
news. [H: About that same time you neer”--and defense chief Brown, ex- 
must remember that a big cut-back pressing the complacent conviction 
and suppressing of the super-secret that the Soviets could never solve the 
research programs aimed at devel- high-energy physics problems inher- 
oping decisive weapons for ent in the acquisition of beam weap- 
America’s technological arsenal-- ons, proved fatuously wrong if not 
electronic countermeasures and criminally negligent. The harsh truth 
high-energy beam weapons (called is that the Soviets made enormous 
“death-ray”) was made. This was strides in those years in their all-out 
deliberate and set the U.S. light- effort to develop the death-ray weap- 
years behind the Soviets. It is true, ons. There is absolutely no way, once 
you see, that the long-range weapon those cosmospheres and space plat- 
of today and the future is actually forms began to utilize that technology 
that “death-ray” technology and that you could ever again gain su- 
not, after all, the hydrogen bomb. premacy in any military race. It was 
The bombs just make the insurance a simple and unified plan set forth by 
of total destruction so much more the Elite Global Planners and it 
likely. It is now noted that there worked--you fell into the trap--never 
were projections by insightful physi- to again extricate yourselves. 
cists that those actions would, in A check of some highly classified 
fact, be the one thing which would files revealed that while U.S. intelli- 
insure the subservience to the Sovi- gence monitored eight separate suc- 
ets and forever render the U.S. cessful Soviet space experiments with 
incapable of supremacy. In fact, it death-ray weapons involving both the 
was projected that “By the early manned Soyuz transport spacecraft 
‘SO’s Moscow would command com- Please see CIA, next page 
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station, as well as the unmanned Cos- 
mos spacecraft, the top-secret memo- 
randa reporting that vital information 
was totally suppressed directly by the 
White House. 

U.S. spy satellites detected myste- 
rious charged-beam experiments at 
the Soviet test facility near 
Semipalatinsk, in the vastness of Cen- 
tral Asia. Unusual levels of thermal 
radiation and nuclear debris in the 
atmosphere clearly pointed out that 
high-capacity, pulse-power experi- 
ments were being carried out by So- 
viet scientists. These warnings were 
similarly dismissed by “nuclear ex- 
pert” Carter and his defense bureau- 
crats. Now it is KNOWN that the 
remote Semipalatinsk test site was one 
of the KEY Russian death-ray develop- 
ment centers. 

More alarmingly, USAF and CIA 
intelligence sources found ground- 
based beam weapons tests at the Sarova 
test site near Gorki. These were 
particularly advanced in variety, show- 
ing that the U. S . S. R. could field what 
was technically identified as an “anti- 
ballistic missile defense proton beam 
weapon”-- that is, a long-range death 
ray powerful enough to knock U.S. 
intercontinental missiles from the sky-- 
as early as the late ‘70%. 

TERRIFYING FORECAST 

At this point, over a decade past, 
this was a terrifying forecast and real- 
ization because the forecast has come 
to be--total control of the planet. The 
warnings of the concerned scientists 
and engineers were never allowed to 
reach public ears but were, rather, 
snuffed-out and clandestinely hidden 
from you-the-people except through a 
few “leaks” and through a few “dis- 
counted” publications labeled “trea- 
son” and “heretics”. The reports, at 
most, were totally understated and on 
the conservative side. I must tell you 
that in the 1980’s the Soviets would 
begin to unveil a generation of in- 
credibly effective proton-beam death- 
ray weapons bound to alter the entire 
strategic balance of power--forever. 

Confronted with the prospect of an 
angry congressional investigation that 
might “make the worst furies of 
Watergate sound like a mild debate 
and lead to Jimmy Carter’s im- 
peachment’ ’ , as one observer put it, 
the White House galvanized into fran- 
tic action. Behind the cover of clam- 
tight “national-security secrecy” the 
Defense Department and the National 

Security Council 
crash measures: 

* A 
of top American 

took the following 

“working group” 
scientists was con- 

voked by the Defense Department to 
lay out a first-priority national beam- 
weapon technology program for the 
following five years. Included in the 
special team were such leading au- 
thorities on physics and electronics as 
Edward Lee of the Lawrence 
Livermore Laboratory, Bruce Miller 
of the Sandia Corp., Martin Lampe of 
the U. S . Naval Research Laboratory, 
Ray Pettis of the CIA, and some 18 
others. 

* Crash projects to de- 
velop various aspects of a combat- 
effective death-ray weapon were be- 
ing set in motion at the famed Lawrence 
Livermore facility in California, at the 
Army Ballistic Missile Defense Com- 
mand near Los Alamos, and at Austin 
Research Associates in Texas, as well 
as at other top-secret placement sites. 
How many of you still believe we have 
given you “false” information re- 
garding incidents reported here in the 
JOURNALS and LIBERATOR? These 
are facts, readers--FACTS! 

* As Clarence A. Robin- 
son Jr., military editor of the pres- 
tigious “Aviation Week and Space 
Technology ’ ‘-- the one journalist who 
consistently fought the downgrading 
and neglect of beam weapons--re- 
ported in mid-October of 1978, ‘ ‘There 
does exist one promising and moder- 
ately advanced death-ray development 
program in the American arsenal. This 
is the super-secret naval research 
project code-named ‘Chair Heritage’. 
If propagation tests scheduled for late 
1981 prove successful, U.S. carriers 
will begin to deploy powerful elec- 
tron-beam death rays against Soviet 
cruise missiles and attack aircraft. But 
just when this charged-particle weap- 
ons system will become truly combat- 
effective is still unpredictable. Beam 
dynamics, conditioning, aiming and 
propagation are major scientific un- 
certainties in the U.S. because no 
work was done in those areas up until 
now--that we know of. ” 

Moreover, the Carter Adminis- 
tration’s sudden emphasis on death- 
ray development represented not a 
well thought-out program but frantic 
emergency measures by politicians 
anxious to cover up their mismanage- 
ment and dereliction of America’s 
most vital strategic interests. And the 
long odds against the prospect that 
Washington could catch up with Mos- 
cow in that crucial area of defense 
technology were rendered well-nigh 

hopeless by the known presence of the 
unidentified high-ranking Soviet in- 
filtrator in Carter’s entourage. I can 
tell you this--a massive move to get 
underground facilities into place and 
operational became the top priority 
because it was then KNOWN that 
you as a nation could never win a 
confrontation when the Soviets 
would be ready to close-in. This was 
when the American public was left 
to pay the bill in total but have no 
facilities for survival under any cir- 
cumstances of war. The certainty of 
this fact is now evident. 

TREASON IN HIGH PLACES 

Reconstructing the progression of 
events which led to the discovery that 
one of Carter’s closest collaborators 
was a Moscow mole pieced together 
an almost incredible jigsaw puzzle of 
official misconduct, disloyalty and 
treason in the highest quarters and it 
has never diminished--only increased 
by leaps and bounds into more mas- 
sive deceit and criminality. 

The story traces back to the mid- 
70’s when senior American military 
leaders were plagued by fears that the 
so-called SALT arms limitation deals 
with the USSR would weaken U.S. 
defenses to the point where simple 
submission to the Soviets might come 
to seem as the most reasonable course. 

In an attempt to ensure that Wash- 
ington should have at least a measure 
of forewarning about Moscow’s real 
intentions, the senior service com- 
mander coaxed and coerced from the 
White House the approval and the 
required funds to develop the most 
efficient spy satellite ever built. 

Code-named KH- 11 when it be- 
came operational in 1977, the then- 
new spy-in-the-sky was a wizard at 
stratospheric surveillance. Equipped 
with three discrete sensing systems 
and a new generation of viewing lenses, 
it could identify military personnel on 
the ground by service insignia and 
rank, from an altitude of 200 miles. 
Infrared and multi-spectral sensing 
systems, as well as advanced side- 
looking radar, made the KH-11 as 
sharp-sighted at night as it was by day, 
whether in rain, shine or heavy over- 
cast. It endowed the satellite with the 
ability to locate priority targets on the 
ground--such as missile silos or train 
depots--no matter how cunningly cam- 
ouflaged. In fact, the incredible KH- 
11 could instantly tell real trees and 
vegetation from camouflage green- 
ery- 

In every way, the KH-11 repre- 
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sented some kind of a giant break- 
through in surveillance technology. 
All previous reconnaissance satellites, 
even the famed Big Bird, were limited 
to recording their observations on spe- 
cial film, which had to be air-dropped 
in parachute‘packs, recovered by spe- 
cial aircraft and then developed on the 
ground. KH-11 was different. It 
transmitted its information continu- 
ously, in a special digital computer 
code via instant communications links 
to ground control stations where it was 
immediately reconstructed in visual 
form on huge display boards and “ac- 
quisition panels”. With the KH- 11 up 
on high, U.S. intelligence could keep 
an eye on every sort of Soviet military 
activity as never before--or so they 
said. 

But for all their dazzling tech- , 
nological bravura, spy satellites had 
such a massive Achilles heel; they are 
vulnerable to duplicity, to sophisticated 
electronic countermeasures known in 
the intelligence trade as “cover and 
deception”. They, like all your 
“space” travel vehicles are also sub- 
ject to instant take-out by the superior 
Soviet arsenal--which was utilized from 
onset of your eager-beaver trial runs. 
In truth, robot spies are as susceptible 
to being duped as any live ones if the 
enemy has the know-how to feed them 
information or “smoke”. For that 
reason alone, the design, the internal 
systems and the targets of sky snoops 
are among every great power’s most 
closely guarded secrets, and the infor- 
mation transmitted by these techno- 
spies is extra-carefully monitored for 
authenticity--but, if one can monitor a 
satellite--SO CAN ALL. 

Soaring high over the Soviet heart- 
land, the KH- 11 performed with some 
brilliance at first. But in early 1978 it 
began to behave suspiciously. KH- 11 
was then transmitting information 
which struck the CIA and Pentagon 
evaluation analysts as adulterated and 
doctored. Was it possible? Had the 
Soviets’ intelligence pierced the KH- 
11 ‘s secrets? Were Russian deception 
specialists feeding misinformation to 
the U . S . super-satellite? 

In strict secrecy, the National Se- 
curity Council conducted a security 
check on the KH-11. The counterin- 
telligence probing proved fruitless for 
months. In July, however, therecame 
a break in the investigation. The 
suspicions concerning KH- 11 ‘s reli- 
ability were confirmed in a dramatic 
manner: The master spy who had sold 
the satellite’s secrets to the Soviet 
KGB came forward and stumbled into 

Please see CIA, next page 
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the hands of the FBI. ~. 
-’ INDICTMENT FOR 

ESPIONAGE 

resounded with the jubilation of the smart enough.” But then again, a 
administration’s highest intelligence really sophisticated Soviet intelligence 
officials, who told the Establishment agent could be expected to play it 
media that Pacepa had come over to dumb. The enormity of the sabotage 
the “free world” with mountains of he inflicted on America’s defenses 

King Verdict 
And Reactions 

invaluable information. certainly pointed to Carter. 4/30#2 #2 HkTONN 

The FBI seemed happy. It had It was, of course, nothing but a It was noted that Carter had begun 

“solved the case”, obtained a federal show. Behind the locked doors at to act robotic and programmed. He I can see that I need to move right 
indictment for espionage, and since it Langley, Pacepa got a grim and in- . . . 
had a confession from a suspect, it q!nsltrve rec.el?ion- For the Ruma- 

did foolish things even to the extent of along with the CIA material for you 
making public statements regarding are now getting a dose, in America, of 

looked forward to a speedy convic- man vice-munster was not really a “killer rabbits”-- by ,!defector,, aI1 means the what iscoming. What occurred in Los 
tion. But other counterintelligence . Working under deep people within the Administration and Angeles last night because of an in- 

specialists in the CIA and in the De- cover, Ion Pacepa had been a CIA Secret Forces were concerned and 
agent for years. 

credibly horrendous judicial system 
fense Intelligence Agency were far His sudden flight making every effort to get rid of him. gone amuck and drivel uprising 

less happy. There was a “case” from the Soviet bloc meant the loss of The two reigning Rockefellers, churned and spurred on by planted 
alright but everything about it stank of a valuable agent-in-place. Why had former Vice President Nelson and rioters--along with a Police Chief who 
fish. Pacepa suddenly decided to cut and Chairman David (at the time), had “waited” to resign until AFTER this 

To begin with, the agent who had rt!n? “Because~” the angry Ruma- between them planted dozens of their fiasco--is what will be happening all 

pulled off the master coup for the KGB man minister told his CIA in- intimate retainers--house scholars, around your nation very soon now. 

was NOT a master spy at all. He was terrogators, “someone here in Wash- policy planners, senior bureaucrats-- With one exception--YOU w&L IN- 

an inexperienced and subdued former ington betrayed me to Soviet intelli- deep into the national-security estab- SIST ON LAW AND ORDER AT 

CIA watch officer trainee named Wil- gence. I was lucky to get away with lishment. Henry Kissinger is only the ANY PRICE--EVEN TO THE LOSS 
lim Pm Kmpiles, barely 23 Years old, mY ‘lfe* I was about to k mesteds” most celebrated specimen of this breed; OF ALL FREEDOM. 

who told the FBI that one morning in Was Ion Pacepa telling the truth? there were dozens of others. Was the 

February, after having stood night Of course, during August the CIA lost Soviet mole to be found among them? 
The point was to wait for an in- 

cident to occur to precipitate such a 
watch in the control room of the several covert agents operating within If so, it could turn out that he was 

operations center at CIA headquarters the Soviet bloc. Their sudden arrest merely implementing the Chase Man- 
massive show and tell. Worse for you 
ones, at this moment there are negotia- 

in Langley, he simply took home the showed that a high-level mole was at hattan empire’s own policy of building tions and compromises, blac~~l ad 

ultrasensitive and mega-classified KH- work in Washington, passing vital closer ties with the Soviets. IS ANY- pushing--to blow the San An&as 

11 manual, quit his job, flew to Ath- security information to the KGB. By BODY OUT THERE? ARE YOU Fault ~0 aat YOU a add *‘earth- 

ens, and sold the invaluable compen- early September the hypothesis of EVEN A TAD NERVOUS? SO BE. quake” b the al=kr line-up h cdi- 

dium to a Soviet agent named Michael deep Soviet penetration had gained IT! fomia. Note that there was another in 

for $3,000. enough substance to warrant a special Could this “IllOk!" be WiNXd t0 the desert area--BUT NOT ON THE 

It all sounded simple and straight- counterintelligence probe. CIA headquarters at Langley? If so he SAME FAULT AS THE LAST ONE. 

forward enough, but more than one Unknown to everyone except the would only receive a murmured THAT INDICATES THAT IT WAS 

veteran counterspy at CIA and DIA President, the DC1 and the small team “naughty, naughty” and a false pass- INTENTIONAL--IN AN EFFORT. 

sensed that it was neither. Kampiles of senior security experts who con- port to spirit him out of the clutches of AGAIN TO TRIGGER THE BIG 

had told the FBI, for one thing, that in ducted the test, secret memoranda any interested congressional commit- FAULT: 

two parts--first the cover and the open- containing seemingly top-secret in- tee. Dear ones, it cannot get “better” 
ing pages, then the whole book--he formation were circulated among gov- 

emment leaders. The information in 
But, for the American people, the for things are so critical and so op- 

had sold the KH-11 manual to the presence of an unidentified Soviet in- 

KGB in late February and early March. these files was designed to induce a 
pressive to these minority “victims” 

filtrator in the highest circles of the that it will not “go away”. ITISNOT 

But U.S. intelligence had grown suspi- traceable response from Moscow if a administration which is responsible PUNNED ~0 GO AWAY--ONLY 

cious of the KH- 11 ‘s security by mid- spy passed it on to Soviet intelligence. for their collective fate was not a joke. 

February; and if it was to be assumed When the Russians displayed the ex- 
WORSEN! 

Although most of the facts were with- 

that by then the Soviets knew all about petted reaction, right on schedule, held from it, the nation’s sense of 

the new spy satellite, then their infor- counterintelligence could draw but urgency became a bit more clear; it 
JURY 

mation was acquired from someone one conclusion: There was indeed a demanded a congressional investiga- 

else besides one named Kampiles. hitherto unidentified, very highly tion to clear up some things such as the 
Was the jury who brought the 

verdict, insane? Fixed? None of the 
CIA and DIA experts raised the phXd, efficiently functioning Soviet Augean stables Of the Carter White above. They were told to only con- 

question: Was Kampiles a pawn and a agent somewhere in Jimmy Carter’s House. 
‘ ‘official family’ ’ . 

Of course, once again, You sider actions of the officers according 

patsy? Had the KGB received its key used the very foxes for the hunt who to the official regulations and rules 

information about the KH-I 1 from a Carter’s first reaction to these de- just ate the chickens. These particular 
velopments was, characteristically, a 

oftbe &&&hedpofice ~~]atio~. 
much more highly placed and experi- “foxes” doing the hunting are not the They were bias& ye, but the & 

enced Soviet agent in Washington giant blunder: he ordered a review of prey but the hunters in point. 

than the green and naive Kampiles? all national-security programs for I hope you Will find it interesting to 
portant thing is that YOU HAVE 
THESE TypES OF l[NCREDIBLE 

Was the Kampiles case just another ‘ ‘damage assessment’ ’ and involved, note that there never was a release of LAWS AND REGULATIONS ON 

puff of smoke, of disinformation meant as previously noted, independent sci- a mole--at the time of inquiry. It was, YOUR BOOKS AND ALLOW 

to deflect suspicion from the real So- entistsin thereview. Theirverdict: by however, decided that Carter had to THIS type OF BEHAVIOR UN- 

viet mole? far the worst damage was attributable GO. 
to Carter himself and his hand-picked 

DER THE LAW. Almost all families 
A number of unhappy develop- Let us take a rest please, while our 

defense bureaucrats* readers do a bit of pondering--because 
in Los Angeles--even in the higher 

ments during the second half of 1978 income locations--have had encoun- 
supported this theory. July brought Was Jimmy Carter the Soviet mole we still are only up to 1978. 

the case of Ion Pacepa, Communist in your midst? Well, the President where you are today! 
Look ters with the police to match the Rodney 

King circumstances to some extent or 
Rumania’s vice-minister for security seemed safe, for most intelligence God bless and give you insight. another--especially if you have teen- 
affairs, who suddenly “defected” to experts dismissed the suggestion with Salu, Hatonn to clear, please. aged children. Los Angeles has pro- 
the West. In public view, Washington words to the effect that “Carter isn’t Please see KING, next page 
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duced the most terrorist trained 
‘ ‘troops’ ’ of your nation and you were 
just given an internationally viewed 
incident which will show you who is 
in charge before the day is out. More- 
over, the citizens will have DE- 
MANDED it. No guns, no ammuni- 
tion--not even gas except directly into 
a “traveling” vehicle, curfew and 
state troops at ready for martial law-- 
in an already declared ‘ ‘state of emer- 
gency ’ ’ , It is following the protocols 
of enforcement right down to the last 
detail. 

Gates did not take leave of the 
service until following this incident-- 
and I promise you that there will be a 
great cry to keep him as this unfolds 
and he establishes order through mas- 
sive force. You are between the 
proverbial rock and hard place, citi- 
zens, with no Elite intention of your 
winning either way. 

Please let these things be visible 
proof of what we bring--and please, 
GET PREPARED for it is upon you-- 
NOW. Pray that the minorities stay 
under control elsewhere as these days 
unfold for your nation of America is 
due for the worst race-riots in his- 
tory--just waiting the trigger. This 
will give the police and army the 
opportunity to go in and kill and 
destroy with license. Ah yes indeed, 
you will demand the New World 
Order--right on schedule. May you be 
given into seeing and understanding. 

Dharma, we need to give some 
more examples for the CIA cover-ups 
are the most apparent to discern the 
workings of the enforcement groups 
in action. You will note that the police 
in L. A. operated exactly like a mili- 
tary organization--with discipline and 
total restraint. That is GOOD TRAIN- 
ING! This kept the city intact but the 
hate and revenge is boiling and chum- 
ing and will be exploded out at anyone 
as the cauldron boils and spews. 

When the judicial system has no 
integrity--there is no hope. I believe 
all of you, right down to my scribe, are 
tasting the horrendous brunt of a Judi- 
cial system become devoid of any 
Justice. It is simply a sign that you are 
further ‘ ‘gone’ ’ than you might have 
imagined. May God be with you for 
there are treacherous times ahead. 

The next writing is from, again, 
Victor Marchetti in April, 1979, some 
five years after publishing the book we 
have presented. This is a daring 
Patriot and I give great honor and 
respect to him for his efforts to inform 
you of the citizens of the Americas. 
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From a publication: CIA DES- 
PERATELY TRYING TO COVER 
UP OWN SPY SCANDAL. “Soviet 
espionage has reached into the top 
ranks of American government for 
decades. Even ‘liberal ’ scholars who 
used the Freedom of Information Act 
to get new FBI information in an 
attempt to clear the name ofAlger Hiss 
now are themselves convinced that the 
former deputy secretary of state under 
Franklin Roosevelt passed secrets to 
the Soviet Union. In the three decades 
since, the public has found it ‘%hic” 
to shrug oflthe spy threat. Now, the 
problem has grown, as America slept, 
to the point that many oficials fear 
that within the U. S. ‘s super-spy orga- 
nization, the CIA, our own spies, 
could be working for the Soviet side. ” 

QUOTE: (April, 1979) 
There is a new spy scandal 

brewing in the nation’s capital, and 
the CIA is desperately struggling to 
keep the lid of secrecy on the con- 
troversy. Intelligence experts and 
informed sources, however, believe 
the pot will soon boil over, revealing 
a scandal more damaging to U.S. 
national security than the infamous 
Rosenberg atomic spy case. 

The immediate reasons for all 
this concern are two strange incidents 
involving CIA officers. One is the 
mysterious death of John Paisley, a 
former high-ranking agency official 
with access to sensitive information 
on Soviet military capabilities and the 
sophisticated technical methods (spy 
satellites, e.g.) by which such data are 
acquired. Paisley, “retired” but still 
a consultant to the CIA, disappeared 
while sailing his sloop “Brillig” on 
the Chesapeake Bay last September. 

When a body, shot in the head, 
washed ashore several days later, it 
could not be positively identified ei- 
ther from fingerprints or dental records. 
But the CIA claimed that “Paisley” 
had “committed suicide”. Paisley’s 
wife of more than 20 years does not 
believe the corpse, which she was 
never allowed to view and which was 
soon cremated, was that of her hus- 
band. The Maryland police handling 
the case are not sure, either. Nor are 
they certain of the cause of death. 
Therefore, they have not yet closed 
their file on the case. 

Furthermore, there are many 
other curious circumstances associ- 

ated with Paisley’s death. Numerous 
classified documents--which should 
not have been in his possession--were 
found on his abandoned boat and in his 
bachelor apartment in Washington. 

When Paisley’s disappearance 
was first reported, the CIA said he was 
a former “low-level economic ana- 
lyst”. Later, however, it was learned 
that he had been deputy chief of the 
agency’s Office of Strategic Research 
and had participated in many of the 
SALT negotiations. 

In addition, he had been a 
member of the “Pipes B Team”--the 
group assembled by then CIA Di- 
rector George Bush and headed by 
Professor Richard Pipes of Harvard to 
review the CIA’s “soft estimates” of 
Soviet strategic military capabilities. 

These facts, plus all the anoma- 
lies surrounding the case, have raised 
profound questions in the minds of 
intelligence experts. Was Paisley’s 
death suicide or murder? If he was 
murdered, who did it? And why? Was 
he a Soviet spy, a KGB “mole” who 
had burrowed deep inside the CIA? 

As a result, the Senate Select 
Committee on Intelligence has quietly 
ordered an investigation into the mys- 
terious death of John Paisley--and the 
CIA’s internal security system. 

KAMPILES TREASON 

The other incident which set 
Washington’s intelligence community 
on edge is the William Kampiles af- 
fair. A young, former low-level offi- 
cer in the CIA’s Watch Office (Opera- 
tions Center), Kampiles stole a copy 
of the KH-11 spy satellite manual just 
before he resigned from the agency. A 
few months later in Athens, Greece, 
he sold the document--compromising 
one of the nation’s most valuable 
reconnaissance systems--to the KGB 
for $3,OOO. 

The CIA, however, only 
learned of the theft months afterward, 
when Kampiles returned to the agency’s 
headquarters in Langley, Virginia to 
promote himself as a possible double 
agent against the KGB. He was ar- 
rested, tried, and convicted late in 
1978. 

But during the damage as- 
sessment of the case, it was learned 
that several other copies of the KH- 11 
manual were missing from theCIA, as 
well as many other sensitive docu- 
ments relating to U . S . satellite recon- 

naissance capabilities. 
Suddenly, the Kampiles affair 

was no longer just an odd, isolated 
incident. What else had he stolen and 
sold to the Soviets? Was there anyone 
else in the CIA doing the same thing? 
And why did the KGB allow Kampiles 
to expose himself to his former em- 
ployers? Was the KGB protecting a 
mole, a more valuable spy, inside the 
CIA? [H: Isn’t this fun? We know 
those answers and this is what 
“learning” is about--having some 
insight and fun along the way.] 

A couple of weeks after 
Kampiles was arrested, John Paisley 
was shot in the head and fell or was 
pushed overboard from his sloop into 
the Chesapeake Bay. Is there a con- 
nection between the two cases? The 
CIA denies it. But intelligence experts 
recall some other strange 
operations.. and wonder. 

CIA DEEPLY SPLIT 

Nicholas Shadrin (originally, 
Nikolai Aramotov) was a Soviet naval 
officer who defected to the U.S. in 
1959. Years later he became a double 
agent for the CIA and disappeared 
while on a mission in Vienna, Austria 
in December, 1975. 

Sources close to the operation 
differ on what may have happened to 
Shadrin. Some believe he was cap- 
tured or killed by the KGB in a com- 
plex spy scheme which backfired, or 
even that he was murdered by CIA 
agents because he was secretly plan- 
ning to defect back to the Soviet 
Union. 

In any event, the case, which 
involved the CIA, Defense Intelli- 
gence Agency, and FBI, has never 
been solved--despite personal pleas by 
Presidents Ford and Carter to Soviet 
Premier Brezhnev. The Kremlin boss 
told the U . S . presidents to look in their 
own closets for the culprits. 

Intelligence experts feel there 
may be some truth to what Brezhnev 
has implied. Even White House offi- 
cials who have worked on the case say 
privately that the U.S. intelligence 
agencies are not telling the whole 
truth. As a result the president’s own 
Intelligence Oversight Board is dis- 
cretely investigating--and at least one 
member of the three-man group be- 
lieves the intelligence agencies are 
trying to cover up the Shadrin inci- 

Please see CL4, next page 
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dent. 
A few intelligence experts sus- 

pect that Shadrin, who was given U.S. 
citizenship and made a consultant to 
the Pentagon, may have been a KGB 
double agent all along. ..and that is 
why the U.S. agencies have been 
withholding the truth from the White 
House. 

Meanwhile, the case of Igor 
Nosenko, a KGB officer who defected 
in 1964, has come under renewed 
scrutiny--revealing that a deep split 
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still exists among those CIA officers 
who worked on the operation. One 
group believes that Nosenko was sent 
out by the Soviets to cover up the fact 
that Lee Harvey Oswald, the alleged 
assassin of President Kennedy, was 
actually a KGB agent and to plant 
disinformation in the U.S. intelligence 
community. Thus, Nosenko was held 
in a specially built jail and subjected to 
hostile interrogation for three years. 
But he never broke, although he was 
caught in numerous lies. 

The other CIA group accepted 
Nosenko as legitimate and had him 
released from confinement. Later, he 
wasmadeaU.S.citizenanda$35,000- 
a-year consultant to the agency, a 
position he still holds. 

ANGLETON ACCUSES COLBY 

But last year, the CIA’s former 
chief of counterintelligence, James 
Angleton, exposed the Nosenk affair, 
suggesting that the KGB officer’s real 
mission was to disrupt the agency’s 
and FBI’s defensiveefforts against the 
Soviet spying. He further suggested 
that he and several other senior offic- 
ers who doubted Nosenko were fired 
by Director William Colby for only 
that reason. He even implied that 
Colby might be the KGB mole, or 
sleeper, Nosenko was attempting to 
protect. 

Since then, Colby and,the CIA 
pro-Nosenko group have struck back 
with vengeance. During the hearings 
of the House Select Committee on 
Assassinations last fall, the CIA gave 
Nosenko a clean bill of health--based 
largely on investigations ordered by 
former Director Richard Helms and 
his deputy, Adm. Rufus Taylor. The 
CIA spokesman, John Hart, a retired 
chief of station whose wife is now the 
CIA’s chief in London, admitted that 
Nosenko was a liar--but an “honest” 
one. Therefore, he was a legitimate 
defector, but nothing he said could be 
believed. Hart also insinuated that 
Angleton and his fellow doubters were 
fired because they were incompetents. 
(The CIA has a nifty way of turning 
things upside down.) m: So does 
Satan and that’s why you must be- 
ware of him AND HIS TROOPS!] 

For good measure, the agency 
loyalists leaked a story only weeks ago 
to the Establishment press claiming 
that Angleton himself had been under 
investigation as a security risk at the 
time he was fired by Colby. 

That there is something seri- 
ously wrong with the CIA’s internal 
security system cannot be questioned. 

Adm. Stansfield Turner, present CIA working with (or against?) Rhodesia 
director, said, “I won’t say there is no and South Africa. It was a strange 
mole in the agency. ’ ’ Turner recently trade, especially when one realizes 
institutednew, stringent security mea- that the man behind it all was not 
sures for all employees--no matter Wolfgang Vogel, the famous East 
how high their rank. And he has German spy trader, but rather Samuel 
launched an investigation, headed by Flatto-Sharon, a member of the Is- 
Cleveland Cram, another retired chief raeli Knesset and a criminal who 
of station, into the secret agency’s past escaped from France before he could 
and present dealing with the KGB. be prosecuted for embezzlement and 

check fraud. 
ANOTHER COVER-UP Such are the mysteries of the 

international spy game. 
Cram’s “investigation” is END QUOTING. 

likely to produce nothing more than I believe the above speaks for 
another cover-up. The higher’up the itself without my comments. 
Soviet mole is in the CIA, the more 
political protectors he probably has in 
the White House and the Eastern Es- Holocaust 
tablishment--and, therefore, the less 
likely it is that he will ever be exposed. 

This is not the first time that 
the question of KGB moles in the CIA 
has been an issue. There have been 

Again? 
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many Soviet double agents dispatched 
to the U.S. and naively accepted as 
“legitimate defectors”. And there 
have been security investigations in 
the past of senior officers thought to be 
working for the enemy. But, always, 
everything has been swept under the 
rug of secrecy. 

Still, one cannot dismiss the 
fact that the KGB has been able to 
penetrate all the leading intelligence 
agencies of the western world, or that 
the Soviets have been able to plant 
spies in the State Department, the 
military intelligence services, the 
National Security Agency, on theJoint 
Chiefs of Staff and, even in the White 
House. 

All things considered, it is 
only logical and prudent to assume 
that Moscow has had the same success 
with the CIA. But you may never 
know because the agency and its allies 
in the media and elsewhere will cover 
up such a gross failure and embarrass- 
mnn, 

I am, however, asked to comment 
again on the Holocaust of World War 
II. I don’t know what is your problem 
that you have such trouble dealing 
with that which is factual. I do not 
discount the value of each and every 
person’s life or limb in any alterca- 
‘tion--but children, when facts are pre- 
sented to counter errors or outright 
lies, .why do you not rejoice in finding 
that so many LIVED, rather than that 
one should submit that not so many 
perished? Is it possibly that someone 
or someone(s) gain much by the error 
in perception? 

The “pictures” in great measure 
against which all stories are based are 
very influential in placing blame and 
horror. This is why you must be 
SURE from whence come the pictures 
and of whom they are. For instance, 
we have written of this beforewith this 
same truth but just this week I am 
blasted and then presented with a 
picture of this child as ‘ ‘proof’ ’ of the 

And meanwhile, it’s business fate of the multitudes. The picture in 

as usual between the CIA and KGB. point is the fhous ‘ ‘little ghetto boy”. 

CIA officers working out of the em- 
so now for SOme FACTS. 

’ 
bassy in Moscow are caught red- This picture in point is probably 

handed and released without public- the most famous “holocaust” photo 

ity. KGB officers operating out of the of all: a bewildered Jewish boy with 

UN are trapped by the FBI, convicted, his arms raised, standing on a Warsaw 

and released on bail--never to be seen (Poland) street under the watch of an 
,,,:.. armed German soldier. iigiuu. 

And the spy trades between the 
two clandestine services continue. In 
summer, 1978, a low-level American 
agent, a college student captured in 
East’ Germany, was traded for an 
important Soviet illegal (a KGB offi- 
cer with a false identity) and an Israeli 

The poignant picture has been re- 
produced millions of times, in count- 
less magazines, films and newspa- 
pers. The world has been told over 
and over again that the little boy’s fate 
was sealed: He became one of the 6 
million Jews exterminated by the evil 

agent caught in Mozambique while Please see HOLOCAUST, next page 
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Germans during the “holocaust”. 
The historic picture was one of 

several dozen taken by official Ger- 
man photographers during the mili- 
tary operation against the Jewish 
Warsaw uprising of 1943. 

Then, it happened--almost 40 years 
later, Dr. Tsvi C. Nussbaum, a phy- 
sician in Rockland County, New York, 
said that he is the famous boy in the 
photo! 

UPSET THE PUBLICISTS 

When the story of truth broke it 
broke big, friends, in the New York 
Times on May 28, 1982. The report 
was that Dr. Nussbaum’s statement 
upset the Jewish “holocaust” publi- 
cists who utilized the picture and who 
were “convinced that the symbolic 
power of the picture would be dimin- 
ished were the boy shown to have 
survived. ’ ’ 

Despite the striking physical re- 
semblance and similar circumstances 
of Dr. Nussbaum and the boy in the 
photo, the publicists “refuse to con- 
sider it at all”. Perhaps this is iden- 
tical to refusal to allow speaking out 
with actual numbers proving that some- 
one for some reason has miscalculated 
with proper arithmetic. You see, 
when ones blatantly refuse to allow 
truth because facts present truth and 
numbers don’t lie--then you must make 
laws which disallow the matter to be 
refuted in any manner. 

So, let us look at what happened 
immediately after presenting in the 
Times that ‘ ‘Holocaust historians have 
long considerd the photograph a sort 
of sacred document.” 

Dr. Lucjan Dobroszycki, a his- 
torian with the prestigious Yivo In- 
stitute of European Jewish history in 
New York, declared that “This great 
photograph of the most dramatic 
event of the holocaust requires a 
greater level of responsibility from 
historians than almost any other. It 
is too holy tb let people do with it 
what they want.” Like perhaps, tell 
the truth? In other words, historical 
facts must not be allowed to diminish 
the picture’s emotional impact and 
political usefulness in the name of 
truth. 

Poor Dr. Nussbaum was simply 
not prepared for the almost hostile 
skepticism. “I never realized that 
everyone puts the entire weight of 6 
million Jews on this photograph,” he 
said. “To me it looked like an inci- 
dent in which I was involved, and that 

was it.” 

WELL REMEMBERS EVENT 

Dr. Nussbaum can recall the in- 
cident shown in the famous picture 
very well. In response to persistent 
rumors that the German authorities 
planned to exchange Jews for German 
citizens abroad, Nussbaum and some 
other Warsaw Jews emerged from 
hiding and gave themselves up in 
1943. Their names were put on a so- 
called “Palestine List”, and the group 
was sent to the Bergen-Belsen concen- 
tration camp in Germany. The photo 
was taken when the group departed 
from Warsaw. 

‘ ‘I remember there was a soldier in 
front of me, and he ordered me to raise 
my hands,” Nussbaum recalls. After 
his uncle intervened, the seven-year- 
old boy was allowed to join the rest of 
his family. 

The young Nussbaum was liber- 
ated from Bergen-Belsen in 1945 by 
American soldiers. He spent the next 
eight years in Israel, but moved to 
New York in 1953, where be became 
a doctor. 

Without a shred of evidence, count- 
less millions have been told that the 
Jewish boy in the famous photograph 
was murdered by the Germans. That 
claim has now been exposed as noth- 
ing but malicious slander. And the 
reaction of Jewish historians to Dr; 
Nussbaum’s revelation once again 
underscores the self-serving, subjec- 
tive and emotional nature of what 
passes for “holocaust history”. 

Worse, ones who simply question 
the possibilities of things not being 
exactly as presented are met with such 
hate accusations as to be bewildering 
and international laws are set forth to 
prevent even speaking on the subject-- 
WHAT IS BEING HIDDEN FROM 
YOU? HAVE YOU NOT HAD 
ENOUGH OF THE LIES? ARE 
YOU NOT READY TO REGAIN 
TRUTH AND FREEDOM? SALU. 

There is another item which is 
being used as a battering ram against 
us and it is our simple statement, 
which is now widely known, is that the 
Federal Reserve is not “Federal” but 
is simply privately owned. It is, 
therefore, all entangled within and for 
the IRS which serves as the enforce- 
ment collection agency for said bank 
and it’s mother. I shall give you 
chapter and verse of a COURT RUL- 
ING from the Ninth Circuit Court and 
published publicly in Jan. 1983 that 

Please see HOLOCAUST, next page 
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The Search For 
Understanding 
4/27/92 SANANDA 

Greetings precious littledove, Druthea. 
I AM Sananda. I come in service to 
Holy God Creator of Light and Life. 
I come as promised to bring instruc- 
tions for Our Creator’s children.. . to 
you my brethren on earth Sham 
I am not yet upon your place, although 
I have come holographically-to many 
ones. My time of gathering God’s 
lambs is near as We of God’s Hosts 
gather to make preparations for the 
“new time”. Our mission is TRUTH 
through THE WORD that each ONE 
of you may be allowed to choose to 
balance the imbalances within selves 
and return to living in harmony within 
the Laws of God and Creation* 
We neither will force, nor coerce--we 
offer. You may choose to deny God 
and His Hosts and The WORD, but 
that denial, whether it be in ignorance 
or deliberate, will not change The 
Truth of it. The consequences of 
defying God’s Laws are all about you. 
Only KNOWLEDGE will set you free 
from the errors and limitations which 
you each have put upon selves. 
What is the CRUCIAL knowledge, 
you may ask? KNOWING how to 
GIVE equally in ALL of your transac- 
tions and interactions with one an- 
other and this beloved planet - Recog- 
nizing your testers and your enemies 
and refusing them power OVER your 
divine GODLINESS within - KNOW- 
ING THE LAWS of Balance and 
LIVING them each moment - HON- 
ORING SELF and ALL within CRE- 
ATION equally - Understanding the 
processes of God and Nature and what 
YOUR responsibility is to Our Cre- 
ator and His Creations - Understand- 
ing The Law of ONE, the giving 
principle of LOVE which is LIGHT in 
its highest form, so that you may 
fulfill your portion as Co-creator in 
honor, integrity and balance. 
As you consciously live the WILL of 
GOD, you are “fine-tuning” your 
frequency so that when the lessons and 
tests are accepted and understood and 
the knowledge gleaned from them, 
you are NEVER destined to repeat an 
error against the Love principle in the 
same manner for it simply will not 

occur to you to do so. This does not 
imply innocence as such, which is the 
case with newer, evolving soul frag- 
ments. It is knowledge which opens 
the door to higher awareness, which 
inspires you to experience a higher 
merging with our Creator. This in 
turn creates the DESIRE within you to 
KNOW and LIVE experiences which 
allow you the opportunity to GIVE 
more LOVE which is LIGHT. 
Chelas, there is NO greater ecstasy 
than that of GIVING all that you are in 
pure LOVE intent and have it accepted 
graciously and then to witness the 
transformation in the one or ones who 
have become inspired by your giving. 
This is what is meant on your place by 
the cliche “Making a difference”. 
This is why I, Sananda, and Com- 
mander Hatonn and ALL of the rest of 
God’s Hosts are assisting Our Father. 
We are compelled and deeply inspired 
within by this tremendous opportunity 
to inspire as many of you as we can. 
None of us, and that includes you of 
God’s lighted workers ON Earth, 
would be doing this work unless we 
had earned this opportunity by our 
deepest compassion and commitment 
toward giving ALL that we have be- 
come to our ‘ ‘younger’ ’ relatives (frag- 
ments of God) who have been lost in 
spiritual poverty and ignorance and 
who with outstretched arms are call- 
ing to God for LIGHT and TRUTH 
that they may be freed. 
THE CALL COMPELS THE AN- 
SWER, PRECIOUS ONES. AND 
WE COME IN ANSWER TO YOU 
ONES WHO HAVE CALLED WITH 
PURPOSEFUL INTENT TO GROW 
BEYOND YOUR IGNORANCE 
AND JOIN US IN GLORY IN THE 
PLACES PREPARED FOR YOU IN 
GOD’S HIGHER KINGDOMS OF 
BALANCE. 
And yes, Druthea, my sister, weare as 
excited as are you ones. Your excite- 
ment is becoming apparent to many of 
you ones now as you become free 
from the shackles of FEAR by KNOW- 
ING and accepting your personal mis- 
sion and part in this grand play of 
Creation. Youones KNOW and FEEL 
the time is at hand and you really want 

PIeaSe see SEARCH, next page 
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SEARCH, cont. from previous page oughly than YOU think. And so it is 

to “give it all you’ve got” that you for all of you; The way is becoming 

experience the fulfillment of PER- clear and the moments of sorrow do 

SONAL BEST in HONOR to our pass as understanding is g’elancie~~ 
Creator Source. Simple, yes and responsibility accepted. 

TRUE! EACH one of you of my brethren. I 

I would like to give honor and sug- honor you for the task which you have 

gestion of viewing of a most splendid chosen contains.so many illusions of 
film which Dm has recently witnessed confusion and dismctiont and Yet 
and has inquired about. It is called EVERY one of you has been gifted 

“City of Joy ” and yes, chela, it most with the INNER POWER, DESIRE 

beautifully presents a smaller play of and ‘IRENGTH to Work through 
es bigger one in which you live EVERY ‘esf40n and testing Presented 
within. It is about transformation, and to achieve KNOWLEDGE and 

conquering fear and the meaning of FULFILL YOUR MISSION AND 

life. And one young actor in the film PURPOSE. You will do it! For GOD 

has experienced his own personal WINS and*osewho live with God!y 
tra&o~ation ad sense of fulfill- ln~nt are blessed mdd* fOr Yours 1s 
ment because of living this film. Yes, the glory and freedom of conquering 

a few meaningful films do get pro- Self-EGO and KNOWING GOD. 

duced. God does not leave vou who Be gentle with selves and One ano*er~ 
call to Him. He tends to e&y frag- my precious chelas, for tempers run 

ment who allows His tending. So be short, and frustration is high when 
:r FEAR and CONFUSION are allowed 
~hankyou,Dru,foryourseviceand within Your Spa=. The adverW' 
for sitting with us today. The road has waits for any chance to influence 

been particularly difficult of late, I discord. Be ever watchful of your 

know. I also KNOW that you, pre- intent and keep your shields intact. Be 

cious, are understanding your lessons t&rant and communicate in honesty 

and responsibility much more thor- and ALL perceived differences will be 
no more. You are doing well. Petition 

HOLOCAUST, cont. from previous page . for clarification and then wait for your . 

states as much. We shall look at it mstructlons~ 
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intact and spiritually strong and un- 
broken. 

The legal people have put together 
a superb appeal for “stay” and re- 
hearing which will be hand-carried to 
the appeals court in Fresno today. 
This is an effort to have hearing on the 
facts of “bench” refusal to allow 
hearing (and other abuses by the Judge). 
We shall simply have to await re- 
sponse from theappeal panel ofJudges. 
I shall keep you posted for if not 
“Stayed”, we have problems but can 
find alternative delays for a few extra 
W&S. 

This audio tape set is an intro- 
iuction to the Socioeconomic, 

I see no hope for your Judicial 
system without sweepingly massive 
changes. It is indeed terrifying to 
realize the extent of the problems 
evolved--but we can change it if we 
stick right with it and move ever 
onward. 

Hatonn to clear. 
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I am Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn, Commander in Chief: 
Earth Project Transition, Pleiades Sector Flight Com- 
mand, Intergalactic Federation Fleet. You may call 
me Hatonn. I come in service urito the ONE GOD of 
Lighted Creation, and as “Host” unto His people 
who will be brought into His places long prepared 
for you. Myown “Captain” issananda, thechristed 
Being you have called by many names-now one 
totally with Creator/Creation. [Sananda: simply 
meaning of/with God]. We are not “mystical” nor 
even “mysterious” aliens. We are the “Hosts” sent 
in preparation for His return, bringers of truth 
according to His promise and to reveal the lies 
foisted upon you to claim your souls for the physical 
evil Elite controllers. We come in total love and 
without intent of force, coercion or judging. “Judg- 
ing” is a state of evaluation of self in the presence of 
Creator in which actions in the physical experience 
are evaluated. 

The information within the documents revealing Truth, 
THE PHOENIX JOURNALS a’nd LIBERATOR, are 
the outlays of lies and hidden facts for which you can 
find confirmation. If you don’t know the problems and 
the source of the problems, you can have no solutions. 
I do not “channel”; I transmit on a frequency attuned 
to my “receiver” who is simply* a translator of the 
pulses into English. This is true of ail receivers who 
receive from any of this Cobmand come forth with 
God for the transition of.species and planet. 

The receivers mostly have no reference for material 
given until after the giving and then only for their own 
confirmation and yours. My petition is that you pay 
no attention to this resource if it is confusing and 
uncertain unto you-LET TRUTH STAND ALONE 

IN ITS PRESENTATION-THE REST WILL 
FOLLOW IN PROPER SEQUENCE. 

~INTR~DuCTIONTO 
THE PHOENIX 

JOURlVALS: 
America West began publishing the Phoenix Jour- 
nals in December 1989. In that short span of a little 
more than two years, we have published over FIFTY 
Journals! These books are called ‘Journals” be- 
cause they represent the compilation of DAIL Ytrans- 
missions from several Cosmic Light Beings, who call 
themselves “THE HOSTS OF GOD” or “THE 
HEA VENL Y HOSTS”. The Commander in Chief or 
“Captain of the Hosts”as He is referred to Biblically 
is called Gyeorgos Ceres HA TONN. He commands a 
cosmic space fleet of over ONE MILLION craft. His 
Craji is called “The Phoenix” which prior to August 
17,1987, the end of the Mayan Calendar, was called 
“The Bethlehem”. This is the same crafr which 
appeared as “The Star of Bethlehem” during the 
birth of the one known as Immanuel or Jesus Christ. 
Each transmission contained within each Journal is 
timed and dated from the beginning of the “new” 
time on August IJ, 1987. We are currently in YEAR 
FIVE. 

There are now over 12,000 pages of information 
uncovering the lies and betrayals of Earth Humans 
historically, geophysically, socially, politically, and 
most importantly, SPIRITUALLY. God, Our ONE 
Creator, promised before the ending of this cycle that 
THE WORD of TRUTH would go forth to the four 
corners of the Earth, so that each human could make 
his choice to either live in harmony within God’s 
naturalLaws or in continueddefianceof Godand His 
Laws of Balance. The destruction of moral character 
and uni@ that we are witnessing is a result of our 
spiritual ignorance, defiance of God’s Law of Love 
and mistaken belief in the deceptions developed by 
God’s adversary, the anti-Christ. 

We suggest that if you can, read EVER Y Journal in 
the sequence that they are written. (SEE ORDER 
FORM). We do realize that “catch up” for some of 
you seems almost impossible, so we have efforted to 
categorize the books in very GENERAL categories to 
help you with your selections. We do suggest that in 
addition to your book choices, that you definitely 
subscribe to THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR which 
gives the current events and up-to-date information. 
We do have a toll free ordering number, I-800-729- 
4I3I. (By Mastercard, Visa or COD). We ask that 
you use that number ONLY for ordering books or 
information packets. If you have general questions, 
please write or call 805-822-9655. 

One last note, we at America West have concluded 
a@er muclr personal soul-searching that these Jour- 
nals are THE MOST IMPORTANT books on this 
planet. We Thank you and may God be at the center 
of ALL of your choices. 

WoRLDVIEW W0RLDVIEW WORLDVIEW 

CONSPIRATORS’ HIERARCHY- 
THE STORY OF THE COMMITTEE OF 300 

By Dr. John Coleman 
$16.95...288pp Trade Paper 

ISBN: O-922356~S7-2...March 1992 

This book by Dr. John Coleman, formeragent ofBritish 
Ml& rips the lid off the conspiratorial group which 
knows NO national boundaries, is ABOVE the laws of 
ALL countries and controls every aspect of politics, 
religion, commerce, industry, banking, insurance, min- 
ing and even the drug trade! Learn how this small Elite 
group who is answerable to NO ONE, except its mem- 
bers, havf pulled the strings on ALL world events and 
why, until now, few people have even been aware of 
their existence, let alone power, in manipulating the 
affairs of the entire WORLD. ALL of these members 
are revealed, including all of the corporations, govem- 
ment agencies and various movements which “they” 
have developedand control to furthertheirownaims for 
WORLD DOMINATION. Find out who is at the seat 
of power of this octopus of evil, whose.tentacles reach 
into your very life, and what YOU can do about it! 

SPACE-GATE: THE VEIL REMOVED 
By Hatonn 

$10.00...125pp Trade Paper 
ISBN: O-922356-03-3...August 1989 

SPACE-GATE Book on Tape 
$20.00...(4 Tapes) ISBN: O-922356-67-X 

Hatonn provides facts concerning the governmental 
cover-up of extraterrestrials visiting and crashing upon 
Earth starting in the late 1940’s. Disclosure and 
historical perspective is presented about various “se- 
cret” agencies and societies, such as MJ-12 (Majestic 
12), The Jason Society, The Bilderbergers, the “grey- 
men” along with details regarding their strategies and 
operating methods. The correlation between Christ and 
Extraterrestrials is presented with clarification about 
the mission of The Hosts of God vs. Satan during these 
“end times”. 

SKELETONS IN THE CLOSET 
By Hatonn 

$lO.O0...197pp Trade Paper 
ISBN,: O-922356-15-7...ApriI 1990 

Hatonn reveals the truth about the incredible weapons 
of destruction created by the Elite cartel. Learn more 
about how, why and by whom America is controlled. 
China and Russia stand ready for war with shelters and 
food provisions for their people. What about America? 

Some Topics: “Natural” disasters not so “natural”- 
Incredible “secret” technology revealed concerning 
“mind control” devices - 666 and the mark ofthe Beast- 
Learn how to set your house in order physically and 
spiritually - Suggestions for survival provisions: Food, 
tools, medicine, weapons, shelter and retreats - Hitler’s 
working partnership with Japan revealed - Hitler’s 
connection with UFO’s and his escape to Antarctica - 
llluminati Plan for World Take-over - Christian vs. 
C hrist-ness - The 24-points of the Program of the 
German Workers Pa* -The U.S. Emergency Banking 
Regulation - Skull and Bones Order revealed -Who is 
behind UFO cover-ups since the 1940’s andThe Falkland 
Island War. 

BLOOD AND ASHES 
By Hatonn 

$10.00...231pp Trade Paper 
ISBN: O-922356-254..Aug,ust 1990 

Hatonn discusses current and past international histori- 
cal events and how all of these events correlate to bring 
about The Elite Plan 2000 for World takeover. Ever 
since the London-based international bankers managed 
to railroad America into World War I, the U.S. govem- 
ment has become the factoturn of British Imperialism, 
Trilateralism, Zionism and Communism, whiqh have 
always been the bankers’ instruments of Power. Some 
Topics: The purpose of World War I - Microbiological 
and chemical w&e - History of British involvement 

, 
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in Middle East affairs - History of Hussein and Kuwait 
- USS Liberty/Israel Cover-up. Truth behind Falkland 
Island crisis - Nuclear War planned in 1982 - Hubble 
Telescope Fiasco. More on Genetic Replicas and Syn- 
thetics of humans - Birth of Middle East Missile Crisis 
- What ELF pulses do - S&L debacle - Bush involves 
U.S. in Iraq/Kuwait fight - Israel’s illegal annexation of 
the Syrian Golan Heights - Truth behind Roosevelt’s 
“Manhattan Project” and Economic attack on U.S. 
Constitution. 

FIRESTORM IN BABYLON 
By Hatonn 

%10.00...166pp Trade Paper 
ISBN: O-92235627-O...September 1990 

Hatonn reveals the Elite plans for Nuclear War One 
which is still scheduled. The long delayed Plan (since 
before 1977) is unfolding, the players are in position. 
and the countdown has started. Some Topics: What is 
behind Bush propaganda against Hussein - Religion as 
a War tool -History ofPersian Empire - U.S. control by 
Israeli Lobby - History of Iraq/Baghdad - 198 1 Israeli 
aerial strike on Baghdad - Purpose of Egyptian/Israeli 
Peace Treaty - U.S. forgives $7 Billion in debt to Egypt- 
Zionist minority claims to speak for all “Jews” - Zion- 
ism and Bolshevism - 5-track plan to Nuclear War - 
1982, France files divorce from U.S. - Plans for Sibe- 
rian Gasoline from Russia; Europe not thwarted - What 
happened to U.S. Gold at Ft. Knox - Mass Genocide on 
Iraq urged by Israeli lobby - Communist invasion 
forces along Mexico border - Nuclear capability of Iraq 
- United Nations Charter printed in full - Russia, Boris 
Yeltsin and Gorbachev - Mossad involvement in 1986 
Bombing of Discotheque in West Berlin - History of 
Iraq as ally to U.S. and Nixon’s trip to China. 

BURNT OFFERINGS AND BLOOD 
STAINED SANDS 

By Hatonn 
$lO.OO...218pp Trade Paper 

ISBN: O-922356-33-5...February 1991 

This JOURNAL documents the Iraq-Middle East War 
which George Bush “officially” started on January 17, 
199 1. Hatonn continues to outlay the historical details 
of why our world is on a downward trek tov.ards the 
“New World Order” WHO is behind this evil con- 
spiracy and what the “Grand Prize” is for the anti-Christ 
and his puppets. Some Topics: The Communist Mani- 
festo and Executive Orders compared - History of 
Psychopolitics: Russian Textbook on Mind Control - 
The meaning of SPETSNAZ - KGB agents operating in 
the CIA - International Terrorist Network- IRS and Tax 
changes -Mexican Oil Boom - Planned annihilation of 
Iraq -Newly discovered Oil Fields in Bahrain- Concen- 
tration Camps set-up in U.S. - Patriot Missiles in Israel 
- Russian Currency Exchange - Who are the true 
israelis? - Coping with U.S. Depression - More on 
Robotoids and Duplicates. 

END OF THE MASQUERADE 
By Hatonn 

$10.00...189pp Trade Paper 
ISBN: O-922356-40-8...ApriI 1991 

Tru!h is often stranger than fiction. HatoM discusses 
many current and historical topics relating to this end/ 
beginning time cycle. Topics Include: Robotoids and 
Synthetics - Purpose and methods of government and 
Satanic Cult involvement in “cattle mutilations” and 
“UFO abductions” - The truth about Jimmy Carter - 
The IRS, Unemployment and Welfare - More History 
of Khazars and the “Black Death” - German Judaism - 

The secret “Kosher” food tax - More history presented 
about Nazi Germany and who the “elders” of Zion are 
- Reprint of 24 Protocols of Zion - Funeral Oration of 
Rabbi Reichhorn - Canadian Legislation towards New 
World Order. Various Doctrines described: The Doc- 
trine of Christ; of Sin; of Prosperity and of Salvation. 

THE DARK CHARADE 
By HatonnlAton 

%16.00...171pp Trade Paper 
ISBN: O-92235653-X...October 1991 

This JOURNAL explains WHY the sins (errors) of the 
Fathers shall be passed on to the generations to come. 
Some Topics: The phony Soviet coup - How the 
Soviets feign weakness while increasing their prepara- 
tions for war and how the Soviets blackmail us for 
billions in aid while we disarm and can’t feed our own 
hungry people. More on Jim Jones and the CIA/ 
Mossad involvement of the Jonestown Massacre - ADL 
and Zionist controlled Anti-Defamation League ex- 
posed - Martin Luther King/Jonestown murder connec- 
tion - Errors in the New Age Movement - Israel and the 
Diaspora and more. 

TANGLED WEBS, Vol. I 
By HatonnlAton 

$lO.OO...212pp Trade Paper 

ISBN: O-9223%62-9...January 1992 

Hatonn discusses many of the “tangled webs” of deceit 
woven by the evil adversary, working through the 
members of “The Committee of 300”. Other Topics: 
New Age Deception - Plans for Sharon of Israel - 
History of the Conspiracy to create a Holy War in 
Jerusalem - Zionists attack Phoenix Journal publishers 
in Canada - Roles of Nixon and Bush in JFK murder - 
How Zionists use Christian fundamentalists to further 
their aims -The role of British Freemasonry - Players in 
the Temple Mount Conspiracy - The role of Quator 
Coronati Lodge in London - Sephardic Israel vs. 
Ashkenazi Israel - Desecration of Judaism - Origin of 
Fundamentalist Christian Doctrine - The plans for a 
One World Church-Meaning and Chart of”Fellowship 
of Faiths” - Planned destruction of U.S. Constitution 
and Christianity. 

TANGLED WEBS, Vol. II 
By HatonniAton 

$10.00...169pp Trade Paper 

ISBN: O-92235663-7...Febuary 1992 

HatOM presents the history and operations of the CIA, 
also called the “Cult of Intelligence”, since 1952, as 
presented by two former insiders (IMA and A) who 
remain anonymous for their protection. When this 
manuscript was completed in 1973, it was delivered to 
the CIA and they censored 15 to 20 percent of it, much 
to the chagrin of its authors. You will learn what the 
authors endured after they filed suit challenging the 
CIA’s censorship in order to bring forth the Truth about 
CIA activities, which they witnessed and/or partici- 
pated in. Related Topics: Oliver Stone and JFK - 
Psychological warfare - Espionage and 
Counterespionage - 194T”passage of The National 
Security act and its consequences - Bush and CIA 

connection - Stanford Research Institute and Cold 
Fusion - CIA involvement in the Cuban Crisis, Viet- 
nam War and Kennedy Assassination - Integration of 
CIA, KGB and MOSSAD - Covert Action Theory - 
Eight Tactics CIA uses - The Four Financial Director- 
ates of CIA - Bo Grit&avid Duke Controversy. 

THE MOTHER OF ALL WEBS, 
TANGLED WEBS, VOL. Ill 

$lO.OO...22Opp Trade Paper 

ISBN: O-922356-64-S...March 1992 

Hatonn continues outlining the history of worldwide 
CIA operations, including the “ideals” adopted and 
enforced by CIA leaders and operatives, their methods 
of influence in world affairs and how they escape 
scrutiny by the American people. Topics include: 
State Department’s Bureau of Intelligence and Re- 
search - CIA operatives McCone, McNamara, Helms 
and Dulles - The Eaton Study - National Intelligence 
Resource Board - Successes and Failures of CIA opera- 
tions - Presidential Interest in CIA - Henry Kissinger - 
George Bush, Zapata Offshore Oil Company and the 
CIA - Special Operations of the CIA - Paramilitary 
Operations - Bay of Pigs and Kennedy - Kennedy and 
General MacArthur - More on Kennedy Assassination 
- Propagnada in Wall Street Journal about what hap- 
pens to “so called” KGB defectors -Legalizing “The 
New World Order” - Joshua, the walls of Jericho 
and Hatonn - ADL owns Sterling National Bank - 
Citibank failing - Abuse of some Political Action 
Committees (PAC’s) - Tavistock Institute and list of 
networks for Mind Control - International Caucus of 
Labor Committees - Aquarian Conspiracy revealed 
and Bizezinski’s “One World” Vision. 

TANGLED WEBS, VOL. IV 
LOOSEN THE KNOTS AND TANGLES 

$10.00...233pp Trade Paper 
ISBN: O-92235665-3...March 1992 

Hatonn continues exposing the history of worldwide 
CIA covert operations, referred to as “Clandestine 
Services”, beginning in the early 1950’s through the 
1970’s as presented by two former insiders. Some 
Topics: CIA involvement with Cuban exile groups and 
Bay of Pigs veterans - The CIA’s Latin American 
Operations - The tracking and execution of the Com- 
mde-in-arms of Fidel Castro, Ernest0 “Che” Guevara in 
1967 - Listing of some of the CIA “Proprietary” Orga- 
nizations - Pierre Salinger and Continental Airlines - 
Illegal sales of Bombers to Portugal - The “Fabulous” 
George Doole - The targets and tools of CIA Propa- 
gandaand Disinformation operations; including Propa- 
ganda in America via radio, newspapers, book publish- 
ing, and defectors - Use of surveillance “bugs” and 
“taps” -NSA: Code Breaking technology - Multilateral - 
Spying - CIA/FBI Relationship - KGB infiltration of 
CIA - CIA Soviet Bloc (SB) Division - CIA trains local 
Police and CIA Recruiting on College Campuses. 
Current Events: La Rouche and the ADL - A-Z 
Listing of each State’s “secret” underground military 
installations and missile sites; includes Alberta, Canada 
and Puerto Rico. BCCI and Clinton - Mike Tyson’s 
Unconstitutional Trial. 
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WORLD VIEW 
(CONTINUED) 

‘TANGLED WEBS, VOL. V 

By Hatonn/Aton 

$10.00...231pp Trade Paper 

ISBN: O-922356-6%8...May 1992 

Hatonn unveils our enemies upon the planet. This 
volume continues with the exposure of CIA evil 
deeds and HOW the leaders of this elite organiza- 
tion have controlled and manipulated the internal 
socioeconomic and political afairs of the U.S.A. 
and many other countries. Some Topics: John 
Stock-well, Former Chief CIA Angola Task Force 
- Soviet Bases in the U.S. - The Clandestine 
Mentality: Agent selection and training, head- 
quarters, intelligence, policies and fringe benefits 
- William Colby - Kissinger and United Nations - 
Political History of George Bush - Beijing and 
Taipei, “Two China’s” policy - Nixon-era China 
policy - Earth Grid Experiments - CIA release of 
Kennedy Murder documents - The Quiet War - 
CIA “moral” infringements: Prostitutes, Black 
Marketeers, Mafia, Drug trafficking - CIA inter- 
nal protest, 

I 1 

I KHAZARS 
ZIONISTS 

EXPLANATION OF TERM USAGE: 

Because many of you who are new readers may be 
confused or offended by the terminology used in some 
of the JOURNALS and JOURNAL descriptions, we 
have included a list of definitions. 

The Commander is presenting historical evidence and 
facts which most often are contrary to the media 
propaganda. The people upon our planet have been 
betrayed and deceived by THE ELITE FEW, called 
“The Committee of 300” who have infiltrated nearly 
ALL governments, cultures, religions and movements. 
Commander Hatonnoffers us the Truth which canand 
has been verified. The Elite few would deny you 
TRUTH to further their own aims. They HAVE 
made--and will continue to make--laws to keep the 
Truth hidden. In these JOURNALS you will find out 
by WHOM, WHY and HOW this has happened. 

We request that you examine ALL of the evidence 
contained within the JOURNALS before you make 
your final judgement because the choices and deci- 
sions you make today will determine the future of our 
human civilization. Remember God WINS in the end’ 
of this play. The question is, will you choose to serve 
God of Light or His evil adversary? 

KHAZARSIZIONIS~S KXfAZARS/i?XiNISTS 

, 

We are ALL (and each) equal reflections of the ONE 
Creator, and thus, all “related”. The sooner that WE 
THE PEOPLE of all races, sexes and religions become 
UNITED in Truth, Love and mutual respect, the sooner 
we will bring back God-Balance upon THIS beloved 
Creation. 

DEFINITIONS: 

Zionism: Founded in the 19th century by Atheist, 
Theodore Herzl. Historically recognized as a secular 
political movement centering around a conspiratorial 
scheme ofthe ingathering of “Jews” ofthe world to the 
Marxist/Fascist country called “Israel”. In reality Zion- 
ism is a world political engine of massive power allied 
with the power of the “Committee of 300” 
supercapitalists. These Elite few effectively control all 
aspects of western political, intellectual, religious and 
cultural life. There are many non-Jewish Zionists, just 
as there are many “Jews” who vehemently oppose 
Political Zionism. The Elite Zionists use the mask of 
religion to hide their blatant nationalism, racism and, 
atheistic philosophy. Some ofthe International Zionist 
“watchdog” control and propaganda tentacles are The 
Anti-Defamation League of B’nai B’rith (ADL), Jew- 
ish Defense League (JDL) and WorldZionist Organiza- 
tion (WZO). All of the Zionist associations, starting 
with the ADL, are fabrications and branches of BRIT- 
ISH intelligence. 

Jew: This word did not come into existence until the 
year 1775. Prior to that year the word “Jew” did not 
exist in any language. The word was introduced into the 
English for the first time in the 18th century when 
Sheridan used it in his play “The Rivals”, “She shall 
have the skin like a mummy and the beard of a Jew”. 
Shakespeare never used the word “Jew” in any of his 
works, contrary to popular belief In his “Merchant of 
Venice”, V. 111 .i.6 1, Shakespeare wrote: “What is the 
reason? I am a Iewe, hath not a Iewe eyes?” “Iewe” is 
an English word for the Latin, “Iudaeus” which means 
“Judeans”. The generally accepted “secondary mean- 
ing” of the word “Jew” today is a composite of FOUR 
almost universally believed assertions. A socalled 
“Jew” is (1) a person who today professes the form of 
religious worship known as “Judaism”, (2) a person 
who claims to belong to a racial group associated with 
the ancient Semites, (3) a person directly the descen- 
dant of an ancient nation which thrived in Palestine in 
Bible history, (4) a person blessed by Divine intentional 
design with certain superior cultural characteristics 
denied to other racial, religious or national groups, all 
rolled into one. 

The one known as Jesus was a “Judean”, meaning one 
who lived in Judea OR a follower of the corrupted 
Babylonian religion (Pharisaism) ofthearea. Jesus was 
not a “Jew” as is commonly preached and he abhorred 
and denounced the form of religious worship practiced 
in Judea in His lifetime known then as “Pharisaism” and 
now called “Judaism”. (For more in depth information 
on this subject, read, THE BITTER COMMUNION). 

KhazarlChazart A warlike, phallic-worshipping group 
ofpeople from Russia ofNordic, Mongolian and Turk- 
ish bloodlines. They ruled a portion of lower Russia, 
between the Black and Caspian Seas, for several hun- 
dred years and were at the “peak” of their power from 
the seventh to the tenth centuries. They adopted and 
merged themselves with the Judiasts of Judea in the 
year 740 AD. Most ones who call themselves “Jewish” 
actually are from the Russian Khazarian line, also 
called the false 13th tribe and they are not Semites. (For 
more in depth information read, COUNTER EIT 
BLESSINGS and THE BITTER COMMUNIO:) 

Semite: This is the bloodline of one of Noah’s sons, 
Sem or Shem of which came Joseph, the husband of 
Mary the mother of ImmanueVJesus. The Semites-are 
a bloodline which began with Semjasa, the heavenly 
son and guardian angel of God who is the “father” ofthe 
white human race. When we asked Commander Hatonn 
where the other races have come from, he says it makes 
NO difference whatsoever. All souled humans are 
God’s children, even those who project evil. Most 
importantly, “God is Light, NOT white”. (Read AND 
THEY CALLED HIS NAME IMMANUEL: I AM 
SANANDA and THE PLEIADES CONNECTION 
series for further information.) 

Anti-Semite: - Contrary to the current propaganda 
from the so-called Jewish-Zionist community, this 
term does not mean bigotry or racism against “Jews”. 
Most ones who call themselves “Jews” are not even 
from the bloodline of Sem in Judea. They are Khazars 
(see definition above). The actual “anti-Semites” are 
the Zionist Elite of the Committee of 300. Most 
Zionists are racist because they project an irrational 
belief in the superiority of their own race-whatever 
they think that race may be-by calling themselves 
“God’s Chosen Ones”. 

THE MOSSAD CONNECTION 
By Hatonn 

$10.00...253pp Trade Paper 

ISBN: O-9223562%9...October 1990 

This JOUR&& explains how “The Thirteenth Tribe” 
of Israel, now self-designated as “Zionists,” is in con- 
trol of Israel and how the Zionist/Israeli lobby exer- 
cises its influence over some sixty percent of the U.S. 
Congress. “The Protocols of the Meetings of the 
Zionist Men of Wisdom”, published in 1920, are 
presented as we!1 as the role of the Israeli Mossad in 
America. Other Topics: Zionism defined - Billions 
going to Israeli War Machine - Zionism not Judaism - 
U.S. Prepares for War with Hussein - Weather Control 
Grids - Villains of the S& L Crisis - The text of the 
Liberty Amendment - Balflo.ur Declaration - B’nai 
B’rith Tax Fraud - The Shadow Government and more. 
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SHROUDS OF THE SEVENTH SEAL 
By Hatonn 

$10.00...198pp Trade Paper 

ISBN: O-92235634-3...February 1991 

The Truth is given about the causes ofthe lraq/U.S. war 
in the Middle East - Gorbachev Money Change - The 
Cost of War - Money, Taxes and U.S. Government Debt 
- How Political Zionism was-born - 1982 Invasion of 
Lebanon - Israel’s racist policies - Weakness in Israel’s 
military - The role of Communism in Israel - The 
Executive Orders and the 24 “Protocols of the Elders of 
Zion’arepresented. OtherTopics: Doubles, Robotoids 
and Replicas. 

THE BITTER COMMUNION 
By Hatonn 

$10.00...198pp Trade Paper 

ISBN: 09-22356-37-8...March 1991 

This JOURNAL contains the 50 page letter from Ben- 
jamin H. Freedman to Dr. David Goldstein which out- 
lays the historical truths regarding the fundamental 
differences between Fundamental Christianity and Or- 
thodox Judaism. He explains why the term “Judeo- 
Christianity” is a misnomer. You will learn the history 
of the Khazar tribes of Russia, why and how they 
adopted Judaism and when the term “Jew” was coined. 
The true history and meaning of “Kol Nidre” (The All 
Vows Vow) is explained, The immoraVevi1 passages in 
The Babylonian Talmud are revealed and scrutinized. 
Political Zionism is revealed as a tool of evil and why. 

COUNTERFEIT BLESSINGS 
By Hatonn 

%10.00...257pp Trade Paper 
ISBN: O-922356-366...March 1991 

Continuationand validation ofthe history and lineage of 
the Khazars, Judeans and the “Jews” is quoted from 
Arthur Koestlefs “The Thirteenth Tribe”. The True 
Meaning and Controlled Meaning ofvarious terms, i.e.: 
Church, Satan, Heaven, Gentile, .Judean, Zionism. 
Other Topics: Money Exchange - Demise of Gold 
Standard - World War Ill - “New World Order” Exposed 
- Middle East and Saddam Hussein - Pyschopolitics and 
Mind Control - Civil Rights Act of 1954 - Cold Fusion 
- How Russia ended Iraq/US. War - Background and 
intent of the Anti-Defamation League of B’nai B’rith 
(ADL) and The purpose of the “Hate Crimes Bill”. 

OPERATION SHANSTORM 
By Hatonn 

$10.00...224pp Trade Paper 

ISBN: 0-92235639-4...Aprill991 

Continued history of the Khazars: Where they came 

the I.R.S. - False Prophets - “Judeo-Christian” a mis- 

from, how they gamed the power of controlling the 

nomer - 

people and what they have planned for us. This 

Consequences of Free Trade in Mexico - 
Mossad behind violence in Kuwait - Rise in Police 

JOURNAL contains many solutions. It clearly out- 

Brutality - 1980 Paperwork Reduction Act - OMB, 
Office of Management and Budget - New Currency 

lines the “counter” attack needed to overcome the 

plans - Taxes and Notice of Revocation - Brady & Gun 
Control propaganda - Democracy vs. Republic - 

Khazar/Elite plans. Some Topics: Bill Benson and 

Robotoids - UFO disinformation- Implicit vs. Explicit 
communication - Maintaining Individual Sovereignty 
- Historical facts about Northern Europeans - Federal 
Reserve Act - Why Hosts are here - U.S. Constitution 
infringements - Racist Israeli policies. 

The Holocaust Hoax - Dead Sea Scrolls - New World 

world, especially West Germany, has been swindled 

Order and Public Law 101-647 - Why soldiers inten- 
tionally killed by “friendly” fire in Gulf War - Gates to 

andblackmailed in excess of $58 Billion in reparations 

head CIA - More on Bushand “October Surprise” - Col. 
James Bo Gritz and Populist Party - Morganthau Plan 

paid to so-called “Death Camp” survivors. Other 

and President Eisenhower’s “Other Losses”. 

Topics: Diary of Anne Frank hoax - U.S. reparations 
to Israel for Gulf War damages - Soviet Involvement in 

DESTRUCTION OF A PLANET 
By Hatonn 

$10.00...221pp Trade Paper 
ISBN: O-922356-60-2...December 1991 

THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 
THE HOLOCAUST, VOL. I 

By Hatonn 
$10.00...182pp Trade Paper 

ISBN: O-922356-55-6...November 1991 

Historical “hidden” evidence is presented which proves 
that the “Jewish Holocaust” assertions regarding Nazi 
death camps and six-million murdered “Jews” are 
FALSE. Find out who was behind this Hoax of the 
century and WHY all peoples, including the “Jews”, 
have been manipulated and betrayed. You decide 
WHO are the actual Historical Revisionists. The 
goodly “Jews” will be the first ones destroyed by the 
Elite Zionists who are allied with “The Committee of 
300”. Related Topics: Why Israel receives repara- 
tions from Germany - Why millions of”Jews” demand 
and receive 5000 German marks annually for “dam- 
ages” sustained in “death camps” -More on the British/ 
Zionist Anti-Defamation League - The Torah vs. The 
Talmud - South Africa invasion plan - Zionism not 
Judaism - Israel: U.S. Foreign Assistance Facts - 
Mossad murders and an Abridgement of the 24 Proto- 
cols of Zion. 

THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 
THE HOLOCAUST, VOL. II 

By Hatonn 
S10.~0...215pp Trade Paper 

ISBN: O-92235656-4...November 1991 

More historical evidence which undeniably refutes the 
Zionist/Jewish “Holocaust” assertions is presented. 
Details are given about the Nuremburg Trial debacle, 
phony photographs and gas chambers, and an obvious 
falsified count of “Jews” in Germany. This evidence 
shows how fbr the Zionist propagandists have gone to 
perpetrate this giant “Holocaust” Hoax. Learn how the 

Hatonn presents more historical facts about the “Holo- 
caust” myth and the motive of the Zionists who perpe- 
trate this lie. We learn of the hidden agenda of Political 
Zionism which is the MAIN tentacle of power con- 
trolled by the Satanic Elite group called “The Commitee 
of 300” and why Zionism is Racism. Other Topics: 
Nazi patronage of Zionism - John Demjanjuk framed by 
Zionists - History of the “Star of David” symbol and 
Israeli flag - Find out how every detail of your life is 
tracked via satellite/computer systems. Learn more of 
the Elite Plan 2000 to destroy SIX BILLION people by 
man-created diseases, wars, droughts, floods, volcanos 
and earthquakes, within the next EIGHT years - List of 
the Eighteen largest Drug Companies - The truth 
behind Pearl Harbor revealed - Who is biblical “Gag” 
today and more. 

UNHOLY ALLIANCE 
By Hatonn 

$10.00...235pp Trade Paper 
ISBN: O-92235661-January 1992 

The sinister control behind the medical policies and 
treatment programs of the American Medical 
Asscociation is exposed. Modem Medicine is but a 
religion based on empty faith in priests and rabbis 
(doctors) within temples (hospitals) which are danger- 
ous to life. Find out who is behind this conspiracy 
designed to make and keep humans ill and who profits 
from the suffering. Some Topics: Dallas flooding 
problems - The Kennedy Assasination - The New 
Constitutional Law/Common Law Service Center 
opens - TheNoriegatrial -Experiments at Edwards Air 
Force Base - Reptilians and “Little Gray” aliens - 
Poison water supply -Why Opium is used in cigarettes 
- The Ground Wave Emergency Network (GWEN) - 
Electromagnetic Weapons - Chlorella and Ginseng 
and KTAR Radio in Phoenix interviews Commander 
Hatonn. 
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SURVIVAL, HEALTH 
I& PREPAREDNESS ( 

AIDS: THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE 
By Sananda, Hatonn, Ashtar, Tesla & Russell 

$1 O.OO... 15Opp Trade Paper 

ISBN: O-92235604-l...October 1989 

In this sobering JOURNAL the MAN-made origin of 
AIDS as well as MANY other viruses is revealed. 
Implicated in this Conspiracy for population reduction 
through the spread of AIDS are the “World Health 
Organization” through its Small Pox Vaccination pro- 
gram in Africa and The “Public Health Service” through 
its Hepatitis B study on Homosexual men in New York, 
Los Angeles and San Francisco. Learn who is behind 
this biological warfare against humanity, why vaccines 
will never workand why there is no such thing as “safe” 
sex. The research work of Dr. Strecker, Dr. Royal Rife, 
Antoine Priore, Walter Russell, John Crane, Bruce 
Cathie and Nikola Tesla is presented and honored. 
Learn about the nature of viruses, how they will be 
cured through electromagnetic sound and light vibra- 
tions and how to protect yourself from AIDS and other 
diseases. 

SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN FEET 
FROM HELL 

By Ashtar 
$10.00...136pp Trade Paper 

ISBN: O-922356OS-X...September 1989 

Commander Ashtar details the truth behind the nuclear 
energy misconceptions and how to prepare for the 
probable,Nuclear War which is planned. He explains 
that the U.S. has no underground Nuclear Shelter 
defense system, except for the Elite. China, Russia 
and Switzerland have shelters for their people. Ashtar 
presents the facts about Earth Changes and making 
preparations for physical survival. Learn about: The 
Ten-Feet underground protection-Probable First Strike 
Targets - Why you must prepare -The five things which 
kill during atomic attack - Fallout danger - Cost per 
person ofa Shelter- Best Shelter Locations and Designs 
- Stockpiles ofequipment and provisions -What Russia 
plans while America sleeps - Evil behind New Age 
Movement and how to survive Nuclear War in relative 
comfort. 

SURVIVAL RESOURCE GUIDE 
’ $10.00 (NO DISCOUNT) 

This guide offered by America West includes informa- 
tion regarding where to obtain survival provisions. 
Includes sources for: Nuclear Shelters - Medical Sup- 
plies - Bulk and dry food - Food Storage Rules - 
Alternative Energy - Earthquake preparedness supplies 
- Non-hybrid garden seeds and other survival needs. 

ECONOMIC ECONOMIC 

SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER 
By Hatonn 

%10.00...104pp Trade Paper 
ISBN: O-922356-07-6...September 1989 

This JOURNAL contains details about our current 
economic condition. Hatonn exposes who the “grey 
men” are within the secret government, what their 
manipulations are from a historical perspective, the 
degree of their diabolical capabilities and the perfec- 
tion of their “plan” for WORLD control. Some 
Topics: The coming depression - Fractional banking 
- Credit meltdown-New currency - Debit card system 
and the advantages of Incorporation. Hatonn includes 
many financial strategies for asset preservation and 
protection. 

PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL 
By Hatonn 

$10.00...247pp Trade Paper 
ISBN: O-9223561Zt...December 1989 

This JOURNAL is part two about our downward 
economic spiral. It contains very pragmatic “how-to” 
suggestions to assist you in legally fading into the 
background. The Nevada “secret” is detailed and 
specific instructions for personal asset privacy and 
preservation are included for legal protection against 
increasing Government scrutiny. Also contains in- 
structions for preparing for the imminent financial 
collapse. Some Topics: S&L debacle - Real estate 
Market - Stocks and Bonds - Precious Metals - Home 
Security - Oil Market - Interest Rates and The Debt - 
Credit Card Nightmare. The War on personal privacy 
is outlined: The IRS - Drug Screening - Social 
Security Number - Lie Detectors- Medical History - 
Credit history - Insurance Forms - Public Mail System 
- Telephone Records - Wiretaps and Firearms. 

YOU CAN SLAY THE DRAGON 
By Hatonn 

!§10.00...292pp Trade Paper 
ISBN: O-92235621-l...June 1990 

This JOURNAL reveals the history behind the unlaw- 
ful establishment of the Federal Reserve System and 
Internal Revenue Service. Hatonn discusses the his- 
tory and purpose ofthe unlawful 16th Amendment, as 
well as, other ~CONSTlTUTlONAL actions taken 
by U.S. Government legislators. Related Topics: 
IRS Code References - Taxpayer vs. Nontaxpayer 
Status - Indirect vs. Direct Taxes - Flag Burning 
Amendment - What the U.S. Constitution really says 
- State Income Taxes - Unemployment and Disability 
Insurance Taxes - Requirements for W4 Forms - 
Vohmtary Withholding - The Social Security Act - 
1942 Victory Tax -Public Salary Tax Act - Citizen of 
United States vs. United States Citizen - The Three 
Jurisdictions mentioned in The Constitution - U.S. 
operates under Admiralty Court System - Lawful vs. 
Legal - Republic vs. Democracy - How to Restore 
original U.S. Constitution. 

THE NAKED PHOENIX 
By Hatonn 

$10.00...211pp Trade Paper 
ISBN: 0-92235622-x...JuIy 1990 

Hatonn continues to unfold the conspiracy behind The 
Federal Reserve System and its member Banks. Learn 
why The Federal Reserve Banks are NOT government 
institutions and what the purpose and power is behind 
these PRIVATE credit monopolies. Learn WHO is 
behind this evil institution which has impoverished the 
people of the United States, bankrupted itself and the 
U.S. Government. Related Topics: The Power of 
Money - Demand a Federal Reserve Audit - The Intent 
ofour Forefathers - Law of Agency - U.S. Fed’s relation- 
ship with United Nations - Rockefellers control Educa- 
tion - International Monetary Fund - Constitutional 
Convention and Flag Burning - The First Amendment 
abuses -The beginnings ofTyranny in the U.S. -History 
of The National Monetary Commission - The Aldrich 
Plan - The Sherman Antitrust Act and The Clayton 
Antitrust Act -Rep. Louis T. McFadden’s battle withthe 
Banksters - What actually happened to Marcos - The 
four Fed audit-and-reform measures listed and which 
states efforted to OUTLAW the Fed. 
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-U.S. CONSTITUTION U.S. CONSTITtJTION 

CRY OF THE PHOENIX: 
THE PLAN 2000 

By Hatonn 
$lO.OO...24Opp Trade Paper 

ISBN: O-922356-13-O...December 1939 
The U.S. Government is now firmly inthe hands ofthe 
Elitist Cartel, called “The Committee of 300”, who are 
dedicated to collapsing ALL nations into a One World 
Government by the year 2000. Find out what their 
diabolical plans are, what they have accomplished thus 
far and what you can do about preserving our sover- 
eignty, which was guaranteed under The U.S. Consti- 
tution and Bill of Rights. Some Topics: Native 
Prophecies and The Book of Revelation - False Proph- 
ets - Christ’s return - Detailed account of the 1908 
FIRST atomic bomb detonation - The coming Pole 
Shift - Destruction of Atlantis and Lemuria - Skull and 
Bones Initiation - Chronicles of tyranny of the Bush 
Administration - Hard facts on Soviet activities, The 
Glasnost Scam - Bar Codes on Currency - Pension 
Fund Alert - The deadly pathology of Homosexuality - 
LegendofSt. Issa-Orthodox Christianityvs. Christness 
- Noriega and Panama - The Nature of Free-will -Who 
profits from War - Karl Marx, Marxism/Socialism 
defined - Declaration of Independence - Foundation for 
Global Dictatorship and How Treaties are used to 
cancel “Bill of Rights”. 

RAPE RAlVAGE PILLAGE AND 
PLUdDERRRod’pf’VH~LPIOENIX, 

. 
By Hatonn 

$10.00...272pp Trade Paper 
ISBN: O-922356-16-5...May 1990 

This JOURNAL describes theunlawfitl activities ofthe 
legislative, judicial and executive branches of the U.S. 
Government. In addition, Hatonn reveals how, when 
and why the evil Elite have corrupted organized reli- 
gion. Some Topics: The Secret New Constitution - 
Reprint of the “New States” Map - Sananda speaks on 
His return, The Word, spiritual responsibility, discem- 
ment, oneness, knowledge and Truth. Learn how The 
National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) uses tax 
dollars - How American-Israel Public Affairs Commit- 
tee (AIPAC) buys Congress - Homosexual deviant and 
deadly behaviors outlined - Why you cannot legislate 
Morality - Purpose of Gun Control - Consequences of 
Defying God’s Laws - The abuse of Sister Charlotte - 
One Worlders of the Lucis Trust (Luciferian Trust) 
exposed - Jim Jones and The Jonestown/Guyana Mas- 
sacre - Actual purpose of Jewish/Zionist Temple in 
Jerusalem - Destruction of Israel prophesied - More 
about Khazars, Israel and Zionists and The 24 Proto- 
cols of the Elders of Zion. 

RAPE OF ~pC~$~;;TUTION, CONSTITUTION/FREEDOM KIT 
. $12.00 (NO DISCOUNT) 

By Hatonn 
$10.00...252pp Trade Paper This kit is designed for individuals or groups who want 

ISBN: O-922356-17-3...June 1990 to DO something and become focused about how to save 

This JOURNAL details the truth about the necessity of 
our precious U.S. Constitution and Bill of Rights. 

reclaiming our rights and sovereignty, as intended by 
Our Forefathers when they wrote The U.S. Constitu- 
tion. Some Topics: The contents of the U.S. Consti- CONSTITUTIONAL PACKAGE 
tution and Bill of Rights - The Sixteen Amendments $20.00 
added since 1791 - Seven unratified Amendments - 
The advantages of the Liberty Amendment - Balanced Includes the above kit and the book “RAPE OF THE 
Budget of The Rockefeller, Bilderberger Syndicate - CONSTITUTION.” 
The real John Birch Society-The Wall Street Cormec- 
tion - The control of the medical and Educational 
systems in the U.S. - The three stages of Capitalism - 
The power behind the Trilateral Commission and The 
Council on Foreign Relations - More details about 
Khazar Zionists - History of Rothchilds LG. Farben 
Co. in Germany - Meaning of “Maitreya” - Deceptions 
in New Age Movement - Man-made vs. God-made 
Christian and False projections about UFO’s and Little 
Gray Aliens. 

RECLAIMOURU.S.CONSTITUTI6N i 
BECOMEINFORMEDABOUT: 

THETRUTH,THEWHOLETRUTH, 
NOTHINGBUTTHETRUTH! , 

LETTRUTH.ANDFREEDbMPREVAIL 
INYOURCHOICES~ANDACTIONS. 

.: .: : : . . . . . .' :: '. . . 



SIPAPU ODYSSEY 
By Dorushka Maerd 

!§10.00...88pp Trade Paper 
ISBN: O-922356-llA.October 1989 

The Sipapuis the opening (gateway) through the Kiva 
to the “nether” lands of the ancient Anasazi Indians and 
their decendants in the Southwest. This sensitive love- 
story ofthe “end times” brings togetherareturningtribe 
of the Ancients from the past, a Pleiadian Space expe- 
dition from the “future,” and some “awakening volun-. 
tee&’ from Earth’s present. The plot climaxes with a 
“Gathering” at which many “Masters” from the higher 
realms speak about the Prophecies and Revelations in 
these end-times. This manuscript was written in early 
1987 as a movie and is being published at this time to 
protect the copyright. 

AND T EY CALLED HIS NAME 
% IMMA UEL: I AM SANANDA 

By Sananda & Judas Iscariotb 
$lO.OO...156pp Trade Paper 

ISBN: O-922356-06-8...August 1989 

The story of the life of the one known as Jesus of 
Nazareth (Immanuel) is told by Jesus and his disciple 
ai\d scribe, Judas lscarioth. Judas Iscarioth’s name is 
cleared and the actual one who betrayed Immanuel is 
revealed. Absolute clarification is given about the 
numerous falsifications and misconceptions concem- 
ing Immanuel’s teachings and his life, such as: The 
purpose of His Life, His 40 days with Cosmic Beings, 
His Crucifixion and Resurrection and His journey after 
his resurrection. Many actual teachings presented in- 
cluding clarification of God and The Creation, basis of 
the Laws and Commandments, purpose of John the 
Baptist, and purpose of His pqables. 

FROM HERE TO ARMAGEDDON 
By Ashtar 

$10.00...100pp Trade Paper 
ISBN: O-922356-OS-k..September 1989 

In this JOURNAL, the purpose and mission of the 
being called “Ashtar” is explained. Commander Ashtar 
demystifies the cleansing and evacuation process for 
this “end-time” Earth cycle. Great insights presented 
into the purpose and condition of “man”, of the plan- 
etary changes and governmental attitude toward the 
Cosmic Brotherhood. Some Topics: Explanation 
given about “Etherians”, Space people, Spirit and As- 
tral beings - Etheric vs. astral realms - Federation of 
Free Worlds - Lord Michael and Central Sun Hierarchy 
- Earth as a lower grade school of learning - Choice 
between Light and Dark - How to call for God’s 
protection - Noteworthy caution to “Receivers” - How 
the Dark Brotherhood works - Testing and Leaming 
Discernment - Christ’s teachings - The Real Origin of 
the Species - Closing statement by Sananda. 

SATAN’S DRUMMERS 
By Sananda 

S10.00...203pp Trade Paper 
ISBN: O-922356-09-2...November 1989 

In this deeply disturbing JOURNAI., Jesus Sananda 
exposes the truth about the energy called “Satan”, the 
adversary to God of Light. Satan’s fall from status as 
“Lucifer” is outlined. We learn how he gains his power 
through evil deception--which is opposite of God pro- 
jection of Love--what his tools are and what his limita- 
tions are. We learn how to recognize evil and how to 
protect ourselves from it. Satan’s presence is docu- 
mented within “Satanic Cults” with specific cases of 
demonic possession, control, murder, sexual perver- 
sion and ritual sacrifice ofbabies, children and animals. 
Topics include: Satan’s Beginning - Satanic Com- 
mandments - Witchcraft - Satanic Symbols - Evil 
versus Sin - Drug Addiction - Satanic Music - The 
Psychology of Evil - Group Evil - High Profile Satanic 
Groups and High evil Satanic Ritual Days. 

THE RAINBOW MASTERS 
By The Masters 

$lO.OO...15Opp Trade Paper 
ISBN: O-922346lo-6...September 1989 

This JOURNAL contains the gracious words of wis- 
dom and Spiritual lessons from the magnificent Teach- 
ers (Cohans) of the Seven Rays of Life. These Cohans 
are the guides and mentors from where man’s individu- 
ality came. Each and all flow into conscious Life upon 
one of these Rays and your Life experience is influ- 
enced by the Ray through which you descended. We are 
also introduced to Sananda, Aton and Sanat Kumara, 
the Silver Ray of Creator and Archangel Michael. Each 
Cohan introduces and presents his/her instructions and 
purpose. They are: The First Ray; El Morya - Second 
Ray; Lanto -Third Ray; Paul the Venetian - Fourth Ray; 
Serapis Bey - Fifth Ray; Hilarion - Sixth Ray; Lady 
Nada- Seventh Ray; Germain. Some Topics: Immanuel 
and The Essenes - Cause and Effect - Prophecies - 
Transmutation - Responsibility - Christ Path - Disci- 
pline - Healing, Respect and Love - Right Choices and 
Repetition - Intent, Pride and Fear. 

CRUCIFIXION OF THE PHOENIX 
By Hatonn 

$lO.OO...314pp Trade Paper 
ISBN: O-922356149...February 1990 

God promised Mother Earth that she will be cleansed, 
this time by fire. Out of those ashes will rise the 
Phoenix, a renewed Earth born into a “Time of Radi- 
ance”. This Journal describes in detail the seven 
levels of Creation along with introducing the Highest 
Laws of God and Creation. Some Topics:. The term 
“Oneness” is explained - God the Mother and Women 
- San&a’s focus and purpose now - Evidence of 
Immanuel’s tmvels after the Crucifixion in the Ameri- 
cas and Middle East - False teachings of Paul (Saul of 
Tarsus) - Update on Billy Meier - Recognizing False 
teachers - Who needs a Space-ship? - Sapanda explains 

the Laws governing Sex, Marriage, Divorce and Co- 
habitation - Understanding Emotions - Validation of 
Fatima Prophecies - A.A.‘s 12-steps to cure addiction 
- Man-made Plagues and planned Genocide - Illuminati 
plan for world takeover - Illuminati Charts of Organi- 
zation and Nine page Satanic letter to George Green 
printed in full. 

CREATION,THE SACRED UNIVERSE 
By Hatonn 

$lO.OO...21Opp Trade Paper 
ISBN: O-922356-30-O...October 1990 

This ,!OURNAL details some ofthe early history ofthis 
planet and the origins of humans here. Clarification 
about Sananda, Hatonn, Ashtar, Korton and other Hosts 
is given. Hatonn shares details about the 28 days of 
ancient counting - Meaning and purpose of the “Bird 
Tribes” - Responsibility and Awakening - The struggle 
of spiritual growth - Service to God - Testing - Physical 
detachment -Angels and Extraterrestrials - The Interval 
of Non-Time in Creation. Current Events: Count- 
down to War in Middle East - Consequences of Over- 
population - Jerusalem Massacre - New Oil Reserve 
discovery in Saudi Arabia - Volcanos, Droughts and 
other Geophysical changes - Billions of $3 of Aid to 
Israel - CIA involvement in S&L crisis - Millions of $‘s 
in loan defaults by Jeb and Neil Bush - How Ballots are 
fixed and niore. 

PHOENIX $PfN”~;R/OWNER 

By Sananda, Lord Michael, St. Germain 
$10.00...114pp Trade Paper 

ISBN: O-922356-43-2...April 1991 
**OPERATOR/OWNER MANUAL ON TAPE 
$20.00...(FOUR TAPES) ISBN: O-922356-66-1 

This JOURNAL contains instructions and rules to live 
by which will keep you firmly on the lighted path of 
God. The Cosmic Brothers explain that by understand- 
ing and living by God’s Laws of Balance, you will 
obtain your ticket for graduation off of this planetary 
dimension. This manual presents the Eighteen Cosmic 
Laws of Balance of God including The Highest Law of 
The Creation, How to Recognize the Anti-Christ Within, 
Understanding Personal Responsibility and the Twelve 
Deadly Sins (Errors). 

MATTER, ANTI-MATTER 
AND WHAT’s THE MATTER 

By Hatonn 

$10.00...218pp Trade Paper 

ISBN: O-922356-41-6...May 1991 

Hatonn presents information about spaceships, includ- 
ing some of their specific “harmonic” frequencies and 
manifestations at certain areas of the Earth Grid Sys- 
tem. Other Topics: Space-Shuttle Program - Skull 
and Bones Society Revealed - Artificial Lifeforms 
called Robotoids, Synthetics and Neutrals - Little Gray 
Aliens - Middle-East War - Bush’s trip to Paris -Fatima 
Prophecies - 666 and Bar Codes and Origin of Usury. 
**(Also see: THE P&&QE$ CONNECTION JOUR - 

NAT .S for more detailed Scientific/Spiritual lessons.) 



PLEIADES CONNECTION, Vol. I 
By Hatonn 

!§10.00...165pp Trade Paper 
ISBN: O-9223%31-9...December 1990 

This JOURNAL contains the truth about the origins of 
humans upon this planet, ourpurposes hereand why the 
truth has been hidden from us. We learn what our 
connection is to the inhabitants of the Star System 
Pleiades. Some Topics: The fundamental differences 
between the religious beliefs of Christianity and the 
spiritual “Christ” way of life -The advantages of Dome 
housing - Pleiadian cosmonauts - The “Golden” Age - 
The purpose of Planetary cycles - More explanation 
about The Creation - Rules governing Pleiadian Con- 
tacts -The Ancients/Native people and their connection 
to Pleiades - Survival preparations - Cosmospheres - 
Black slavery in Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Bahrain, 
United Arab Emirates and Oman - Operation Desert 
Shield - Why Israel is NO friend ofthe U.S. - Huge Gold 
find in Bahrain - Underground shelters in Australia. 

GOD SAID LET THERE BE LIGHT 
Pleiades Connection, Vol. II 

By Hatonn & Germain 
!§10.00...223pp Trade Paper 

ISBN: O-922356424..June 1991 

This volume is a primer providing the basic understand- 
ing of what we are, where we come from and return to, 
why we are experiencing here and how to create bal- 
ance. We learn about LIGHT which is the nature and 
structure of God and His Creation. Related Topics: 
Compression/Expansion equals life/death/life/death 
cycles -The true meanings ofsensation, consciousness, 
Cosmic Consciousness, “thinking”, Imagination and 
Inspiration are explained - Knowledge versus Belief - 
Immortality and Soul Progression- Illusion and Reality 
- How the Brain works - The Deceiving Senses - 
Rythmic Balanced Interchange - How to KNOW God 
- Maniage of Religion and Science - The Voidance 
Principle - Two-Way Universe - Polarity - The prin- 
ciple, law and symbol of Love - Wave fields - Cubes 
Spheres and Spirals in Nature (Includes diagrams). 
Other Topics: Gun Control - Bush Crime Bill-HR 
1400 - Secret Drug-running. moves during Contra War 
revealed by pilot. 

I AND MY FATHER ARE ONE 
Pleiades Connection, Vol. III 

By Hatonn & Get-main 
%10.00...238pp Trade Paper 

ISBN: O-92235&W-7...June 1991 

Master Germain continues with details about the nature 
of God/Creator and how He creates. Includes explana- 
tions about: True Nature of electricity, gravitation, 
magnetism, heat and cold. Explanations about: The 
undivided light, the divided light, cubes/spheres and 
centering, the power of Desire, simulated idea and 
energy, duality of electric effect, the nature of matter 
and the One idea (love) of Creation. Germain also 
explains the misconceptions of science, energy, matter, 
of substance in matter, of motion and of The Coulomb 
Law. Also explained: The Mother/Father light-God is 
Defined - What Love is - The “electric” Universe of 

simulated energy and the so-called magnetic lines of 
force. Jesus/Sananda presents some of the corrections 
to His life story as it has been presented within the 
Bible. This includes the truth about WHY He went 
through the crucifixion, His survival, transformation 
and renewal, His many years of continued service in 
physical form, and He explains how you will recognize 
His actual “Return” to Earth as promised. 

MURDER BY ATOMIC SUICIDE 
Pleiades Connection, Vol. IV 

By Germain & Hatonn 
$10.00...148pp Trade Paper 

ISBN: 0-922356-47-S...July 1991 

Germain presents the details of what radiating atoms 
are, why certain atoms and mine¶als are to be left in their 
natural state and the consequences ofviolating Nature’s 
laws and processes. We are warned about the danger 
and seriousness of atomic energy and the resulting 
nuclear contamination to the survival of ALL life on 
this planet. Topics include: God’s Universal Lan- 
guage of Light - The Words which reach God - Instinct, 
Inspiration and Imagination - Physical vs. Spiritual 
Aspects of Man - Mind-Knowing and Mind-Thinking - 
Explanation of Unconsciousness, Subconsciousness 
and Superconsciousness - Rest and Motion - The Di- 
vine Trinity -The Kingdom of Heaven Within -Russell 
Periodic Chart of Elements, 1 Jz 2 - Centripetal and 
centrifugal -The consequences ofignorance - Fallacy of 
Nuclear Fission - Radioactive accumulation 12-miles 
up in space and in DNA - How Radioactivity kills -The 
Supreme Mystery of Life andDeath and Fastest speed 
of nature. (Includes Diagrams) 

PHONE HOME, ET 
Pleiades Connection, Vol. V 

By Hatonn & Germain 
$15.00...Includes Two Audio Tapes 
ISBN: O-922356+3...August 1991 

Germain stresses the importance ofcommunion (Medi- 
tation) with God and he gives excellent “how to” 
instructions to accomplish successful connection, com- 
munion and communication with God. In this way will 
you learn HOW to knowingly work with God on a 
moment to moment basis. There are two instructive 
audio tapes to assist in relaxation, clearing your space 
and relinquishing your ego-consciousness to receive 
inspiration, knowledge and guidance from your God/ 
Higher Consciousness. Some Topics: Scientific ex- 
planation ofmeditation- Awakening the Genius Within 
- Purpose of Life - The Dawn of the Cosmic Age - The 
Law of Love - How Meditation helps you create - The 
truth about Hypnosis -Scientific explanationandpower 
of Prayer - How to Pray effectively - Fearing vs. God- 
Knowing (Loving) Man - Knowing Cause and Effect - 
Recognizing Ego Delusion - Information/Belief vs. 
Knowledge - Concentration vs. Decentration and Bal- 
ance vs. Unbalance. (Includes Diagrams) 

THE SACRED SPIRIT WITHIN 
Pleiades Connection, Vol. VI 

By HatonalAton & Germain 
$10.00...239pp Trade Paper 

ISBN: O-9223%SO-S...August 1991 

“God will work WITH you, not FOR you”. Germain 
explains why it is very wise to KNOW the meaning of 
this truth. He explains and defines the meaning of 
Higher Knowledge -Cause and Effect -The mystery of 
gravity - The Spiritual basis of Polarity - The Law of 
Rhythmic Balanced Interchange in nature - Ancient 
Egypt - The Birth of Character and Righteousness - 
Cosmic Consciousness - How Equal-Opposite pairs 
achieve UNITY - Universal Rhythm - Giving versus 
Taking - The Spiritual and Physical Expressions of 
Unfolding Man-More about Prayer and the meaning of 
Faith - Why the Laws of God bring Balance - 
Achieving God-Awareness - How Man created 
SIN -The teachings of Russell, Confucius, Laotzu, 
Krishna and Immanuel (Christ) - The paralyzing 
role of Fear - Nature of Free Will - The Love 
Principle. (Includes Diagrams) 

HUMAN, THE SCIENCE OF MAN 
Pleiades Connection, Vol. VII 
By Germain & Hatonn/Aton 
$l0.00...196pp Trade Paper 

ISBN: O-92235651-3...August 1991 

Germain details more Cosmic information about 
the nature and structure of God and the Universe. 
Topics include: Reincarnation cycling +d .Irn- 
mortality - Inter-workings between The Divided 
and the Undivided Untvcrse - The illusion of 
disappearance, reap earance and Repetition - God 
creates ONE basic arm - The Light Wave Prin- F 
ciple - Desire based upon Knowledge - vy Ac- 
tion/Reaction are equal, o osite and stmulta- 
neous - What is Matron? - vh at is Time? - The 
Princi 

Tfi 
les of Manifestation - How to Control Mat- 

ter - e Voidance Princi le - Senses vs. Knowing 
- Thou ht transference - 
sion - a 

8 ompression and Expan- 
iving and Regiving principles - Soul-wtll 

vs. Ego-will - Radiatron and Generatton - More on 
Cause and Effect - Perfection of God’s Law - 
Purpose of Creation - The Power and meaning of 
Decree vs. Prayer. (Includes Diagrams). Other 
Topics: BCCI and S&L Scandal - Three Faces of 
Israel - Humanism and The Humanist Manifestos I & 
II revealed. 

SCIENCE OF THE COSMOS 
Pleiades Connection, Vol. VIII 

By HatonnlAton & Germain 
$lO.O0...197pp Trade Paper 

ISBN: O-9223%52-l...September 1991 

Get-main presents more of the working details of the 
Cosmos, Universe and what God IS and how the cycles 
of perceived death and life “work”. Some Topics: 
How to Know God - Manifestation of Love in Charac- 
ter - God’s Purposeful Intent for Man - The tragedy of 
Modem Science - The Foundation of our present “be- 
lief’ - The Principles of Heat and Cold, water and fire 
- The seven new laws of Thermodynamics - Why the 
Rutherford-Bohr theory of atomic structure is impos- 
sible - Sound and Silence - The Spiral Principle - 
Nature’s sex principle = The nature of Light - Transmu- 
tation of matter - Diagram demonstrating Universal 
Oneness; Purpose of the Cube in Nature - More on 
Expansion and Compression - Russell reveals nine 
inert gases -The Transmutation, Power Projection and 
Solar Energy Principles -The Russell Periodic Chart of” 
Elements, l&2. Other Topics: Missing 13th Amend- 
ment and Gun Control. (Includes Diagrams). 



PRE-FLIGHT INSTRUCTIONS FOR 
THE PHOENIX, VOL. I 

By.Jesus Sananda, Lord Michael 
& St. Germain 

$lO.OO...213pp Trade Paper 
ISBN: O-9223%70-X...May 1992 

This JOURNAL continues the series of spiritual in- 
structions for Earth Humans transmitted by the Master 
Teacher and Spiritual Guardian of Earth, Jesus Esu 
Sananda, withco~t~butions by Archangel Michael and 
St. Germain. Many of the lessons shared are actual 
examples related specifically to the interactions and 
experiences of this scribe and her fellow teammates 
who serve with The Hosts of God to bring forth The 
WORD. so of the topics are: Testing - The 
Creation- The Healing Power of Forgiveness - Friend- 
ship and the Path to Oneness - The Power of Unity - 
Giving of Self - Knowing the Truth - Dominance and 
Surrender - “New Age” Nonsense - Human Opinion vs. 
God Knowing - Understanding “Restless” Feelings - 
Exploring the Root Cause of Insecurity - Knowing 
Your Intent - Discernment, Insight and Wisdom. The 
Hosts of God come with The WORD to lit? you from 
your bondage in this dimension. Will you recognize 
and take the hl&sed hand of God? The choice, as 
always, is vours. 

Sl5.00 (Plus $3.50 Ship 1 Size 16” X 20” 
This full color poster of San~~ was painted by artist, 
Randall B. Singleton. It is 3 l&-like portrait master- 
fully - and a wonderful iece that will add 
speci ing to your home, e, church or meet- 
ing room, The poster also makes an excellent gift for 
friends, family or co-workers. 

THE PHOENIX 
LIBERATOR &AUDIOS 1 

Subscription Rates 

THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR is published by 
America West, P.O. Box 2208 Carson City, NV 89702 
(805) 822-9655. Subscription rates are: $20 for 13 
issues (US); $22 (Canada/Mexico); $30 (Foreign); or 
26 issues for $40 (US); $44 (Canada/Mexico); $60 
(Foreign); or 52 issues for $75 (US); $80 (Canada/ 
Mexico); $110 (Foreign). 

* . 
Ouantity Subscrmtrons ; $97.50 for 25 copies of 13 
issues; $135 for 50 copies of 13 issues (US); $250 for 
100 copies of 13 issues (US); $500 for 100 copies of26 
issues (US); or $1,000 for 100 copies of 52 issues (US) 
UPS postpaid. Continental USA Alaska, Hawaii, 
Canada, Mexico and Foreign, call or write for shipping 
charges. 

BACK ISSUES of THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR/ 
EXPRESS. Minimum order 5-49 copies of ONE issue 
$0.75 each Postpaid in the Continental U.S.A. 50 
copies of one issue $15.00 plus $7.50 shipping. 100 
copies of one issue $30.00 plus $11.75 shipping in the 
Continental U.S.A. 
Alaska, Hawaii, Canada & Foreign orders please call or 
write for additional shipping charges. 

t 

PHOENIX JOURNAL E~PRES3 
1 

PHOENIX LIBERATOR 
Boakbound 

The following books contain complete volumes of 
either our EXPRESS NEWSLETTER or &%2EN&% 
LIBERATOR as indicated. All are Soft Bound 8 l/2” 
x 1 1”. 

Phoenix Journal EXPRESS 
Volumes I & II 

$15.00...21 lpp. ISBN: O-922356-23-8 

Phoenix Journal EXPRESS 
Volumes III & IV 

$15.00...217pp, ISBN: O-922356-29-7 

Phoenix Journal EXPRESS 
Volumes V & VI 

$15.00...198pp. ISBN: O-922356-32-7 

Phoenix Journal EXPRESS 
Volumes XIII & XIV 

$20.00...285pp. ISBN: 0-922356-49-l 

Phoenix LIBERATOR 
Volumes XV & XVI 

$25.00...348pp. ISBN: O-922356-54& 

STRAIGHT TALK 
VIDEO TAPES 

George/DesirCe Green 
Lecture at Berkeley, 3/24/91 

$20.00...3 hours 

The Greens discuss their involvement with extmterres- 
trials and their communication with HatOM. This is an 
introductory lecture that covers all aspects of Earth 
man’s transition. 

George/Desk& Green 
Palo AIto, Ca. Seminar, 7/91 

$20.00...3 hours 

George covers his background, and involvement with 
extraterrestrials. He gives facts on economic collapse 
and details on how you can protect yourself, Desiree’ 
introduces some of the current Cosmic knowledge 
contained within the 

Introduction To The Greens 

Questions and Answers 

$22.00...1-112 hours 

Video #l 
George gives information about his involvement with 
Billy Meier. Includes photographs of craft taken by 
Meier and portions of live footage of craft, plus more. 

George’s UFO Background, Government 
Conspiracy And Spiritual Lessons 

$22.00...1 112 hours 

Video #2 

George discusses his history of ET involvement and 
UFO investigation. The Global economic/political 
conspiracy. Desiree discusses The Law of One, Cre- 
ation and our personal responsibility in our soul’s 
progression and more. 

FIND OUT WHAT’S REALLY GOING 
ON! 

AUDIO TAPE 

GEORGE & DESIREE’ GREEN AUDIO TAPE 

$12.OO...(Plus Shipping) Two-Tape set...3 hours 

This audio tape set is an introduction to the Socioeco- 
nomic, Political, Geophysical and Spiritual transmis- 
sions/messages contained within 
JOURNALS. Some topics covered are: “New World 
Order”, UFO cover-up, U.S. Constitution, AIDS, Spiri- 
tual Transition of Man and more. 

10 , 



RETURN 
POL,ICY 

There are no returns or refunds 
allowed except for damaged 
books, incorrect orders or du- 
plicated orders. On these types 
of returns you will receive an 
exchange or credit toward fu- 
ture orders (No Refunds). 

Phoenix 
Journals 1 

The Phoenix Journals are listed 
in sequence of publication. We 
suggest that you begin reading 
with the first book published 
and continue from there. This 
will give you a complete pic- 
ture of what is occuring in the 
world Economically, Politi- 
cally, Geographically and 
Spiritually. 

Discounts 

You will receive a 10% dis- 
count when ordering 4 or more 

Nd DIS- books at one time. 
COUNTS ON LIBERATOR, 
VIDEOS, AUDIO& CONSTI- 
TUTION KIT & SURVIVIAL 
GUIDE. We welcome inquir- 
ies from Book Sellers. 

Use the attached order form to 
mail in your order or call us at 
800-729-413 1 to place an or- 
der. For general questions or 
questions regarding your order 
call 805-822-9655. 

AMERICA WEST DISTRIBUTORS 
P.O. BOX 2208 

Carson City, NV 89702 

ORDER FORM DATE 

CHARGE ORDERS 800-729-4131 
SOLD TO: -~-~______---------_----------------- 

Address 

Citv 

State/Country Zip 

Check or Money Order enclosed for $ 

Account No. 

Phone( 1 Signature 

SHIP TO i/f dlfferenf): ___-_----------------------- 

Address----------- ------- 

City --__ ------- - 

State/Country Zip 

or please bill my q Master Card 0 Visa 

Exp. Date 

THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR - NO DISCOUNT 

NEW 
‘lY. RENEWAL U.S. CAN.AdEX. FOREIGN AMOUNT 

13 ISSUES t2O.00 C2200 $301x) 

26 ISSUES $40.00 $44.00 S6OM) 

52 ISSUES 575.00 86QCKl $llO.al 

OTHER ITEMS - NO DISCOUNT 

CONSTITUTION/FREEDOM KIT s1200 

CONSTITUTION/FREEDOM KIT 
WITH BOOK (PACKAGE) 

S20.00 

SURVIVAL RESOURCE GUIDE 910.00 

OTHER ITEMS 

SANANDA POSTER 
SHlPPlNG CHARGE (UPS) 

PHOENIX JOURNALS - BOOKS 

THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR - BOOKBOUND SIPAPU ODYSSEY 910.00 

VOLUMES 1 & 2 $15.00 SPACE GATE: THE VEIL REMOVED $lO.aI 

VOLUMES 3 & 4 s15.m NEW/ SPACE GATE BOOK DN 
AUDIO TAPES (4 TAPES) 

s20.00 

VOLUMES 5 816 $15.00 AIDS: THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE $10.00 

voLMS 13 & 14 $20.00 SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN FEET 
FROM HELL 

$10.00 

VOLUMES 15 & 16 $25.00 AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME 
IMMANUEL: I AM SANANDA 

$10.00~ 

SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER $10.00 

VIDEOS AND AUDIOS - NO DISCOUNT FROM HERE TO ARMAGEDDON $10.00 

3-HOUR LECTURE VIDEO 1 / 3/24/91: 
GEORGE & DESIREC GREEN 

$20.03 SATAN’S DRUMMERS: 
THE SECRET BEAT OF EVIL 

$10.00 

3-HOUR LECTURE VIDEO 2 I 7/27/91: 
PAu)ALTO,C4~&DES&GFEEN 520.00 THE RAINBOW MASTERS slo.m 

VIDEO # 1 - GREEN 
INTRODUCTION/Q & A’s $22Cil PRIVACY IN A FISHBO WL $10.00 

VIDEO #2 - GOVERNMENT 
CONSPIRACY/SPIRITUAL LESSONS $2200 CRY OF THE PHOENIX: 

THE PLAN 2000 
$10.00 

AUDIO #l SET 6/91 $1200 CRUCIFIXION OF THE PHOENIX s10.00 

SKELETONS IN THE CLOSET 510.00 

TOTAL (enter on back1 

SEE OTHER SIDE &OR MORE SELECTIONS 

THETRUTHWILL SETYOUFREE! 
. . ;1 - 



PHOENIX JOURNAL CATALOG 
SPRING 1992 

PHOENIX JOURNALS - BOOKS (CONTINUED) 
1 

RAPE, RAVAGE, PILlAGE AND’ 
PLUNDER OF THE PHOENIX 510.00 

RAPE OF THE CONSTITUTION s10.00 

YOU ‘CAN SLAY THE DRAGON $10.00 

1 THE NAKED PHOENIX I 510.00 I 

BLOOD AND ASHES $10.00 

FIRESTORM IN BABYLON SIO.aY 

MOSSAD CONNECTION I $10.00 I 

I CREATION, THE SACRED UNIVERSE I $10.00 I 

I PLEIADES CONNECTION, RETURN 
OF THE PHOENIX VOLUME I I 

$10.00 
I 

BURNT OFFERINGS AND 
BLOODSTAINED SANDS 

$lO.cm 

SHROUDS OF THE SEVENTH SEAL $10.00 

THE BITTER COMMUNION: 
ALTARS OF HEMLOCK $10.00 

COUNTERFEIT BLESSINGS -- 
THE ANTl-CHRlST BY ANY NAME 

$10.00 

PHOENIX OPERATOR-OWNER 
MANUAL 

$10.00 

l IywI~oRRATC#+O~ 
WNJALBWKON mTAFBwTAJ%Sl 

52o.co 

OPERATION SHANSTORM 510.00 

END OF THE MASQUERADE 
I 

$10.00 
I 
I 

MAlTER, ANTWAlTER & WHAT’S 
THE MATTrR $10xX) 

LEl THERE BE LIGHT - 
PLElADES CONNECTlON V-2 SlOM) 

SHBJPWG CHARGES: 

USA (except Alaska and Hawaii) 
UPS - $3.75 1 st title, S 1 .OO each additionel 
Book Rate - $2.50 1 a title, $1 .OO each additional 
priority - 53.40 1 st title, $1 .OO each add&ml 

Ale&a and lkwaii 

_: 

Book Rate - $2.50 1 st title, $1 .OO each additional 
Priority - $3.40 1st title, $1 .OO each addiinal 

*UP$ 2nd Day Ajr - $9.00 1 st title, $1 .OO each additional 

Canada and Mexico 
Swface - $3.00 1 st title, S 1.50 each addiiional 
Air Book - $4.50 1 st tide, $2.00 each additional 

Foreign 
surface-$3.00 lsttitie, 51.5Oeachadditional 
Air Book - SB.00 per book (estimated) 

(USA ORDERS - AJbw 4-5 weeks for delivq) 
(FOREIGN ORDERS - Allow 6-8 weeks for delivery by SURFACE MAIL) 

l BACK ORDERS will be charged full shipping costs at 
time of shipment. 

I SACRED SPIRIT WITHIN -- 
PLEIADES CONNECTION V-6 I 

$10.00 
I 

I UNHOLY ALLIANCE 1 $10.00 1 1 

I TANGLED WEBS 
” GOTCHA”, VOL. I I 

TANGLED WEBS WHO GOTCHA! - 
THE MOTHER OF ALL WEBS, VOL. Ill 

( $10.00 1 I 

TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV I $10.00 I I - 

I FORCES OF THE ENEMY WITHIN 
TANGLED WEBS VOL. V I 91o.m I I 
PREFLIGHT INSTRUCTIONS FOR 
THE PHOENIX VOL. I 

$10.00 

TOTAL (this side1 - I I 

TOTAL (from front) I I 

SUBTOTAL I I 

Order 4 or more BOOKS and DEDUCT 10% from 
SUBTOTAL of BOOKS ONLY 

Nevada residents add 6.50% Sales Tax 

**THE PtiOENlX LIBERATOR* l 

No tax, shipping included 

PLUS SHIPPiNG (please specify): UPS Book 
Priority Surface Air Other 
UFWC.0.D. add $4.00 to shipping charge 

BALANCE ENCLOSED 

ALL PAYMENTS IN USA FUNDS ONLY TO: AMERICA .WEST DISTRIBUTORS 
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 

Contact: 
America West 
Distributors 

P.O. Box 2208 
Carson City, NV 89702 

Customer Service: 
(805) 822-9655 

Fax (805) 822-9658 
TO ORDER CALL 

TOLL FREE 
(800) 729-4131 
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CALLED TO SERVE 

U> Cal. James “Bo” G-itz 
$24.95...650pp...Hardcover 

ISBN: O-916095-38-4...No Discount 
Gritz lifts the veil of National Security 
to reveal how U.S. Forces have been 
used as tools by international elitists; 
are guilty of drug trafficking and pre- 
venting American POW’s from coming 
home and much more. 

CHAOS IN AMERICA 

By John R. King 
$11.95...237pp...Trade Paper 

ISBN: O-922356-24-6 
Contains information on the current eco- 
nomic decline with the validating his- 
tory. Learn how to survive and prosper 
despite the chaos with investments, real 
estate, food, energy and self-defense. 

..--a. 

THE WORLD ORDER 
By bustace Mullins 

S 15.00...297pp...Trade Paper 
Discover the hidden manipulators of the 
“New” World Order and how they maintain 
their power. How the Rothschilds are in- 
volved. Our relationship with Soviet Rus- 
sia, The CIA part in the play. The Rule of 
the Order and more. 

THE WORLD 
ORDER 

L I 

CONSPIRATORS’ 
HIERARCHY: 

THE COMMITTEE OF 300 

By Dr. .John C‘oleman 
$16.95...267pp...Trade Paper 

ISBN: O-922356-57-2 
This book, by Dr. John Coleman, a former 
Intelligence agent of British M16, rips 
the lid off the conspiratorial group which 
knows NO ,national boundaries, is 
ABOVE the laws of ALL countries and 
controls every aspect of politics, reli- 
gion, commerce, industry, banking, in- 
surance, mining and even the drug trade! 
Learn how this small Elite group who are 
answerable to NO ONE, except its mem- 
bers, have pulled the strings on ALL 
world events and why, until now, few 
people have even been aware of thei 
existence, let alone power, in manipulat- 
ing the affairs of the entire WORLD. All 
ofthese members are revealed, including 
all ofthe corporations, government agen- 
cies andvarious movements which “they” 
have developed and control to furthe 
their own aims for WORLD DOMINA- 
TION. 



BY WAY OF DECEPTION 
By Ostmvsky & Hoy 

!§5.99...371pp..Paperback 
ISBN: O-312-05613-3 

This book is the explosive 
chronicle of Ostrovsky’s expe- 
riences in the Israeli Mossad 
and reveals their tactics and 
exploits. 

OTHER LOSSES 
By James Bacque 

%22.95...282pp...Hardcover 
ISBN: l-55958-099-2 

An Investigation into the Mass 
Deaths of German Prisoners at 
the Hands of the French and 
Americans under direct orders 
horn General Eisenhower dur- 
ing World War II. 

CITIZEN’S RULE BOOK 
By Webster Adams 

$2.00 
Pocket-size book, includes: 

*Jurors Handbook *Liberty infor- 
mation from Henry, Penn & 
Jefferson *Original Copies of The 
Declaration of Independence, 
The Constitution and The Bill Oj 
Rights. 

THE SECRETS OF THE 
FEDERAL, RESERVE 

By Eustace Mullins 
$15.00...191pp...Hardrdcover 

This book gives you the Truth 
which our government !eaders and 
.historians have never made pub- 
lic. The Federal Reserve Act, The 
Aldrich Plan, The Federal Advi- 
sory Council, The Money Cre- 
ators, etc. 

i COIL. JAMES ‘BO’ GRITZ 
I Palo Alto, Ca. 7/91 
I $20.00..2 hour...Video Tape 
I Bo tells the story behind the covert 
I CIA. operations of Viet Nam. He 
I names those key individuals involved 
f in the Golden Triangle heroin trade. 
f His is a messenge of courage and he 
1 delivers a “fiial call to serve” to all 
lwho will awaken to the evil behind 
I the “New WorldOrder”. 

THE RAPE 
OF 

JUSTICE 

THE RAPE OF JUSTICE 
By Eustaee Mullins 

%18.00...535pp...Hardcover 

This book reveals the Secret 
Code which judges and law- 
yers use to deny you your 
unalienable and civil rights pro- 
tected by the Constitution. 

SE 
OF 

CANAAN 

THE CURSE OF CANAAN 
By Eustace Mullins 

$15.00...242...Hardcover 

The “Will of Canaan” which has 
been the guiding rule of The Con- 
spiracy for three thousand years is 
explained in explicit detail. The 
FIRST complete historical record 
of Secular Humanism, with its a 
Masonic Connection revealed. 

THE EARTH CHANGES 
SURVIVAL HANDBOOK 

By Page Bryant 
$22.00...440pp...TradePaper 

ISBN: 0-89540-l 50-9 
Extensive information arid 
sources on self-reliance and 
survival on the physical level 
for those who wish to pass 
through the Earth Changes rela- 
tively unharmed. 

FIGHTING CHANCE 
By Robinson & North 
!§3.00...287...Paperback 
ISBN: o-930462-10-6 

This civil defense book dis- 
cusses our government’s lack 
of adequate underground 
nuclear shelter system for U.S. 
citizens and what we can do 
about it. 

DIMENSIONAL LIFE 
PROGRAMS 

By Doris Ekker 
!§49.95...6 Audio Tapes 

An introduction to hypnosis, learn- 
ing self-hypnosis, guided hypnosis 
training sessions. Self-hypnosis can 
quickly assist one to open the doors 
to communion in meditation with 
God and His Hosts of the Lighted 

- Brotherhood! 



THE BRIDGE TO INFINITY 
By Bruce L. Cathie 

$11.95...205pp...Trade Paper 
ISBN: o-922356-00-9 

Cathie discovered a natural grid 
system surrounding the earth, 
and he is able to demonstrate 
how it works and how it can be 
used for our technological ad- 
vancement. 

THE ENERGY GRID 
Harmonic 695 

By Bruce L. Cathie 
$13.95...263pp...Trade Paper 

ISBN: O-922356-20-3 
This book is a revised combination of 
“Harmonic 695, the UFO and Anti- 
gravity” and “Pulse of the‘ Universe, 
Harmonic 288.” The contents have 
been up-dated. 
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AMERICA WEST DIS 

P.O. Bclx 2208 
Carson Cii, NV 89702 

TRIBUTORS ORDER FORM DATE 

CHARGE ORDERS 800-7294131 
SOLD TO: SHIP TO (if diffwentl: -_-___-_______----------------------- _____------~~~---~~~~~~~~~~- 

Address Address 

City w 

State/Country Zip State/Country Zip 

Check or Money Order enclosed for $ or please bill my: Mastercard Visa 

Account No. Exp. Date 

Phonn I 1 Sinnnture . . . -. . - , -’ -.w..---.- 

THE WORLD ORDER 

MURDER BY INJECTION 

WORLD, VOLUME 2 (BOOK RATE SHIP) (NO DISCOUNT) 

USA (except Alarka and Hawaii) 
UPS - $3.75 1 st tide, $1 .OO each additional 
Book Rate - $2.50 1 st title. S 1.00 each additional 
Priority - $3.40 1st tide, $1.00 each additional 

Alaska and Hawaii 
Book Rate - $2.50 1 St title, $1.00 each additional 
Priority - $3.40 1 at tide, $1 .OO each additional 
UPS 2nd Day Air - $9.00 1 st title, $1 .OO each additional 

Canada and Mexico 
Surface - $3.00 1 st title, $1.50 each additional 
Air Book - $4.50 1 st title, $2.00 each additional 

For6ign 
Surface - $3.00 1 st title, 8 1.50 each additional 
Air Book - $8.00 per book (estimated) 

(USA ORDERS - Allow 4-5 weeks for delivery) 

PLUS SHIPPING (please specify) UPS Book 
Priority Surface Air Other 
UP.SIC.O.0. add $4.00 to shipping charge 

(FOREIGN ORDER9 - Albw 6-5 week6 for delivery by SURFACE MAIL) BALANCE ENCLOSED 
d 
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ALL PAYMENTS IN USA FUNDS ONLY TO: AMERICA WEST DISTRIBUTORS 

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 
‘BACK ORDERS will be charged full 6hipping co6t6 at time of rhipment. 
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CONVERSATIONS WITH III 
NOSTRADAMUS, VOL. I 

By Dolores Cannon 
$13.95...325pp...Trade Paper 

ISBN: o-922356-01-7 
Nostradamus deciphers and explains 
the actual meaning of his Quatrains. 
He has come to warn us... to help us 
change and to help us prepare for a long, 
painful struggle toward a World of 
Peace, Love and Harmony. 

CONVERSATION WITH 
NOSTRADAMUS, VOL. II 

By Dolores Cannon 
$14.95...346pp...Trade Paper 

ISBN: 0-922356-02-S 
Nostradamus continues his prophecies 
and deciphers another 143 quatrains, 
many pertaining to the quatrains dealing 
with the decade of the 1990’s. He has 
continuously stressed that we can change 
these things if we choose to do so! 



SURVIVING THE AIDS 
PLAGUE 

;y ‘lalu Anagnoston, Itl. U. 
I4,95...339ppTrade Paper... 

ISBN: 0-922356-44-O 
:am about AIDS from the 
tensive research of an M.D. 
iscover what AIDS really is 
The economics of AIDS - 
ads future: AIDS cure or 
.tinction? - Precaution to take 
protect yourself - What our 
Dvernment, Organizedmedi- 
ne, Hospitals and Ph sicians 
e doing about AID 8 . J 

TODAY’S HEALTH 
ALTERNATIVE 

By Raquel Martin 
516.95...470pp...Trade Paper 

!SBN: O-922356-43-9 
The 1s a comprehensive, easy- 
to-read book about chiropractic 
care, viewed from the patient’s 
perspective, Martin has suc- 
cessfully dispelled the myths 
which have prevented indi- 
viduals from seeking 
chiropractic care as a valid and 
successful preventative health 
care and treatment alternative. 

MURDER / 
BY I 

mmTION/ 

MURDER BY 
INJECTION 

By EustaceMullins 
!§15.00...348pp...Hardcover 
Mullins unveils the Conspiracy 
to deny you low cost alterna- 
tive health care and how fed- 
eral agents commit acts of 
Criminal Syndicalism to pro- 
tect the profits of the “Drug 
Trust”. The World’s 18 largesl 
Drug Firms are listed. 

1 THE PERSECUTION AND 
/ TRIAL OF GASTON 

NAESSENS 

rJy C‘hri~r~bphcr bit-c’l 

$12.95...331pp...Tade Papilr 
ISBN: 0-915811-30-S 

The true story of the efforts to 
suppress an alternative treat- 
ment for Cancer, Aids, and 
other immunologically based 

,,Diseases. 

UFO CRASH AT AZTEC 
A WELL KEPT SECRET 

By Steinman and Stevens 
$18.95...612pp...Hardcover 

ISBN: 0-934269-05-X 
this report details many UFO 
rashes occurring since the 
940’s. Specific details are 
evealed about the May 1948 
lrash In Aztec, N.M. covered 
1p by high Mili&rv Command. 

AMERICA WEST 
DISTRIBUTORS 

RO. BOX 2208 
Carson City, NV 89702 

(805) 822-9655 
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UFO PHOTOGRAPHS 
AROUND THE WORLD 

VOL. 1 

By Stevens & Roberts 
$14.95...254pp...Hardcover 

ISBN: o-934269-00-9 
In this book are UFO photos 
and Chronology of UFO 
ohoto cases. 

UFO PHOTOGRAPHS 
AROUND THE WORLD 

VOL. II 

By Stevens & Roberts 
$16.95...286pp...Hardcover 

ISBN: o-934269-01-7 
Several shapes and sizes of 
UFO’s are covered with pho- 
tos and Microscopic analysis. 

UFO CONTACT FROM 
THE PLEIADES, VOL. II 

Isy Wendelle Stevens 
S29.95...553pp...Hardcover 

ISBN: 0-9608558-4-X 
1 supplementary investigation 
‘eport with more than 100 
:ontacts, photos, landing 
racks, physical specimens, 
,ecorded conversations with 
aliens and more. 
I- 
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THE VIOLET FLAME AND \ 
I 
I 

OTHER MEDITATIONS B’ 
By Gillian DeArmonu g 

I 
I 

$5.95...60pp...Trade Paper 1 
ISBN: O-922356-19-X 1 

I This is a practical guide to assist B 
I those on their paths of spiritual 1 
I growth. Tl$s step-by-step medifa- m 

I tion techruque 1s complete with m 

I illustrations and can be achieved in 
about four seconds flat. I 
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